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Abstract 
This thesis presents a consistent an1 unified design methodology 
u for precast and prestressed concrete connections based on rational 
d 
models - - namely, truss models~. The basic concepts and principles 
are first presented for readers who are unfamiliar with truss models, 
yet would like to apply these concepts to the analysis and design of 
reinforced concrete and precast concrete connections. In essence, 
rational design of connections requires design of both the interface 
between the connected elements as well as the design of the disturbed 
regions immediately adjacent to the interface. ··· Truss models 
represent a tool for the latter. Both quantitative and qualitative • 
analyses are presented which provide insight • into the 
characteristic behavior of these disturbed regions. Treatment 
includes the nibs and ends of dap-ended beams, monolithic corbels, 
monolithic opening and closing knee joints of both large and small 
": 
concrete dimensions, monolithic interior and exterior joints, precast 
simple connections, precast wall panel connections, and precast beam-
to-column moment connections. The effects of prestressing (in a 
"· truss modeling context) is also treated. 
The presented truss analyses demonstrate that the crucial issue 
in connection design is full anchorage of all internal elements in 
the correct location. Truss models represent a rational tool which 
assists the er1gineer in both the design of the structural component 
,, 
itself, and just as importantly, the design of the details. Proper 
truss modeling of the details ensures full anchorage and development 
1 
GI 
of all primary and seconda;y internal structural elements such as the 
reinforcement. 
This work paves a path to a first step toward a rational design 
.• ;+. -,·,' •... 
methodology for connections. Presented within this study are rules 
and guidelines to be used for the design of any structural component. 
In addition, first draft code provisions for the design~of concrete 
connections are outlined. It·,is hoped that these rules and 
provisions will contribute to structurally safe and sound 
connections. 
/ 
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AN .INTRODUCTION TO TRUSS MODELS AND THEIR APPLICATION IN THE DESIGN 
OF PRECAST AND PRESTRESSED CO~CRETE CONNECTIONS 
l ·; INTRODUCTION 
~·~ 
" At present, the U.S. construction industry is faced with an 
increasing threat of loosing its competitiveness in the global 
construction marketplace. It is lagging behind in productivity, 
innovative technology, computer-integrated design/construction, and 
automated fabrication/construction, and is steadily losing market 
share. In response, the National Science Foundation has established 
· the ATLSS Center (Advanced Technology for Large Structural Systems) 
with the goal to assist the U.S. construction industry, through 
research on advanced technologies and education of engineers, 
maintaining its competitive edge in the global construction market. 
1.1 OPPORTUNITIES FOR PRECAST CONCRETE 
• 1n 
One long-term objective of ATLSS' research plan is improved 
" 
construction productivity. In concrete construction, precast 
concrete offers significant opportunities in this respect. Already 
today, precast elements allow not only for uncompromising and varied 
designs, but also for efficient, high quality factory fabrication and 
'. 
speedy erection on site. Precast concrete lends itself therefore 
' 
particularly well to innovative automation and computer integrated 
,. 
manufacturing technologies. 
l . 
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1.2 PROBLEMS OF PRECAST CONCRETE 
I '. 
However, precast concrete is not without its problems. There is 
a general perception that precast concrete structures do not have the 
required ductility and general structural integrity required in 
< 
• • • se1sm~c regions. But also· in regions of low seismicity precast 
concrete has problems. It is well known that volumetric changes due 
to creep, shrinkage, and temperature changes are a constant source of 
problems. The ultimate cause of the) problems is again a lack of 
continuity and ductility. Brittle behavior of precast concrete is 
usually observed in the vicinity of connections. This comes as no 
surprise, since the regions adjacent to the connection interfaces 
often exhibit complex stress paths and severe stress concentrations 
which are rtot easily predictable. 
and consistent design methodology . 
. 
Furthermore, there is no general 
• 
Design procedures differ for 
different types of connections. Many of these procedures are based 
on very limited experimental data and are often purely empirical. 
Some of these experimental results are derived from test setups which 
do not truthfully model the actual service conditions. It is 
questionable, for instance, whether test results from studs • 1n 
' 
uncracked, unreinforced concrete blocks apply to studs in reinforced 
members that are cracked due to seismic action or volumetric changes 
at the time the stud is loaded. Current connection design typically 
comprises, first, design of the interface between the conne~ted 
elements based on shear friction or cone pullout strength of studs 
and, second, de_sign of the connected element using beam theory. 
However, beam theory is not valid until about a distance equal to the 
4 
' ' member depth away from the connection interface. . ' The region adjacent 
to the connection interface within which the stress paths deviate 
. 
from beam t~eory, is often not expli:itly designed due to the ~ack o: 
an adequate model. As will become clear in thi~ report, it i~ within 
this region that connections are often inadequtl'tely detailed. Many 
reinforcem~nt details exhibit anchorage deficiencies and unexamined 
eccentricities, which are not immediately obvious without a rational 
model. Due to such inadequacies these regions often rely on the 
concrete tensile strength resulting in. inadequate strength and/or 
brittle behavior. 
In addition to these design deficiencies, weld deficiencies too 
often seem to be the cause for poor performance (23). Unless 
weldable steel, such as A706 rebars or preheated GR60 rebars are 
used, an undesirable weld rupture in the heat affected zone (HAZ) may 
develop. 
As an example for a questionable detail, Fig. 1.l(a) illustrates 
a typical steel bracket connection detail adapted from the PCI Design 
Handbook(!) and the PC! Connections Handbook( 2). This detail shows 
studs welded to the embedded vertical plate but no other 
reinforcement details in the column. This implies that the column 
7,:" longitudinal and transverse reinforcement will be dimensioned on the 
basis '"%f the column moment, shear, and axial force without any 
further consideration of the connection. Design of the cqnnection 
itself is based on the stud strength in cone pullout failure mode 
and, therefore, explicitly r·elies on the tensile strength o( 
concrete. However, if the column cracks due to primary flexure, 
5 
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(b) 
shear, and axial loads, or if it is precracked due to creep, 
shrinkage, and other volumetric changes, then it is at least 
• I}, questionable whether the full stud strength measured in tests with 
uncracked concrete blocks can be reached. "'' Even if it can be reached, 
c' 
a cone pullout failure is brittle. Indeed, test results by Roeder 
and Hawkins< 4 ), (S) indicate that failure of such connections is 
brittle if there is a significant moment at the connection interface. 
However, the problem goes beyond that. The task at hand is not 
merely to. anchor the studs in the column concrete. Rather it is to 
turn the moment (force couple) from· the bracket around the corner 
6 
,. 
inti) the column. The AC! code does . not allow us to rely on the 
concrete tensile strength for flexural strength. There is thus no 
reason to permit it, if a moment turns a corner. Therefore the 
question how • lS reinforce the column concrete "behind" ·the to 
connection interface such that the moment turns the corner without 
relying on the concrete tensile strength. Obviously, the detail of 
Fig. 1.l(a) does not address this question at all. 
1.3 TRUSS MODELS 
Truss~ models represent a simple tool to address such questions. 
Because of its consistency and rationality, truss mod~ling provides 
for a methodological and unifying alternate desig_n./ procedure. It 
( .. ---
...__ 
.. J 
. offers help_ in determining load paths and finding anchorage locations 
and provides insight into the structural behavior. The function and 
purpose of all internal elements are clearly identified. Thus the 
appropriate reinforcement detailing becomes visible. For example (as 
will be shown later), anchorage and development· of a rebar versus a 
splice of that bar, or, whether a stirrup acts as shear:.. reinforcement 
or rather as "hanger reinforcement" ( see section 2. 4. 3), can be 
.j 
//' 
clearly differentiated. 
.. 
Since truss models assume the concrete to be cracked, the 
resulting designs do not rely on the concrete tensile strength for 
global behavior; rather only possibly for -- local behavior. , such as 
development. 
As an example a truss model has been constructed for the 
\-. 
monolithically cast concrete corbel detail shown in Fig. 1. 2, also 
., 
7 
adapted from the PC! Design Handbook(l). The dashed lines represent 
, 
h 
F,°tC:tLJRE 1.1. ~ Moli\o I ~iCA\l ':1 
CC\~t GOVlU~t.e:. Co(t,el 
a 
,,', 
\. 
the lines of action of the resultants of concrete compression fields. 
The concrete compression fields interlock with and engage the tensile 
s tee 1 reinforcement. The tension in the top horizontal ·rebar is 
carried back through the colwnn to the opposite face and anchored 
.. 
there by the equal and opposite horizontal component .of a diagonal 
compression ~strut. The vertical component of this strut anchors the 
tension in the vertical leg of the bent rebar which is spliced to the 
· column longitudinal reinforcement. At the lower end this diagonal 
compression strut is anchored by the column compressive resultant and 
the horizontal component of the diagonal ' • compression strut 
transferring the corbel load into the column. The horizontal 
8 
' 
" . 
stirrups "deconcentrate" the diagonal compression both in the corbel 
and in the column. I:n essence, all tension reinforcement is anchored 
.. ,• , by the compression struts and, conversely, all compression struts are 
i ,, 
-
anchored b'y the tensile reinforcement. This reinforcement detail 
allows the moment (force couple) from the corbel to turn the corner 
into the column without relying on the concrete tensile strength. 
The detail shown in Fig. l.l(a) can be modified so that it too 
allows for a truss- like behavior similar to that shown for the 
monolithic corbel of Fig. 1.2. The stud lengths need to be extended 
far enough out so that they can interlock with the column 
longitudinal reinforcement at the opposite face. Just as the bent 
rebars in Fig. 1. 2 allow for a "pocket" to "catch" the diagonal 
compression struts, so does the interlocking of the stud heads behind 
the longitudinal reinforcement. The studs are in uniform tension 
along their lengths and transfer the tension from the plate of the 
•, 
steel bracket at the interface through the column to the column 
longitudinal reinforcement at the opposite face where this tension is 
anchored by diagonal struts. 
• 
Alternatively, if short studs are more economical, their tensile 
forces can be transferred and anchored through "hanger" reinforcement 
(closed hoop stirrups), which assume the task of carrying the uniform 
tensile force back and behind the longitudinal column reinforcement. 
This detail is illustrated in Fig. l. l(b) in which the compression· 
field resultants are shown as dashed lines. In the PC! Handbooks(l), 
( 2) this ha~ger reinforcement which is required in addition to the 
· ~~ongitudinal and transverse reinforcement for flexure, shear, and 
9 
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,, 
axial force in the column, is obviously missing. ··"'Without it, 
transfer of the moment around the corner relies on the concrete 
tensile strength. 
' 
').· i 
Truss models are most useful as a design tool: (1) select a 
truss which satisfies both the geometric and static boundary 
,. conditions of the structural component, (2) determine where 
reinforcement necessary based • 1S on the locations of the truss 
members, (3) proportion the reinforcement so that the component can 
develop its ultimate strength, (the steel should yield before the 
concrete crushes), and (4) detail the reinforcement so that all the 
truss members are fully anchored, thus allowing the truss to indeed 
develop at the ultimate state. Since a pesigner is relatiyely free 
in selecting a truss, design is straightforward. He selects the 
geometric variables, in particular the location of the reinforcement. 
On the other hand, analysis requires more effort, since he must try 
to fit trusses to already given reinforcement and select among the 
possible trusses the one with maximum resistance. Thi analysis task 
":.,_" ,, 
~ becomes complex particularly if the reinforcement'i._!)/ the structure is 
not designed using a truss. The ;.resulting truss models are often 
complex, or do not even exist, because the details rely on the 
concrete tensile strength. Thus a finite eleme1nt procedure is a much 
more suitable analysis tool. 
While finite element models provide a tool for this analysis 
,.:task, they do not assist in the design task of deciding where / 
reinforcement is to be placed and where it is to be . __ anchored, (unless 
it is used iteratively). 
10 
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Truss models have put design of beams and deep beams 'for shear 
and torsion on a rational and theoretically s,ound structural 
mechanics foundation ( theory of plasticity, ~ompress ion field 
They have unified-the design of beams, deep beams, 
brackets, corbels, and slabs [ref. (6) - (18)]. They also provide 
for a consistent transition from slender to deep beams, and from 
beams subjected to torsion to slabs under twist. It is only natural 
t, 
,,.., to therefore extend the truss model design methodology to 
connections. This will not only eliminate empiricism and put 
connection design on a theoretically sound structural mechanics 
foundation, but will unify the design procedure through general 
principles and rules, which would apply to all connections. 
1.4 OBJECTIVES AND ORGANIZATION OF REPORT 
The objective of this report is to present an introductory 
overview on a design methodology bas~d on truss models for 
connections. This design methodology is placed in the context of the 
truss model based design methodology for beams, deep beams, braGkets, 
corbels, and knee joints subjected to shear, flexure, and axial 
loads. 
... 
, Accordingly, chapter 2 introduces the basic background knowledge 
accumulated over the past few decades on truss modeling and the 
behavioral insights and design rules gained from it. The first three 
sections, 2.1 to 2.3, introduce the basic concepts: Shear transfer 
through diagonal compression fields; the basic elements of truss 
I 
models; and the distinction between Band D regions based on whether 
11 
\ ... 
. ,\-
l' 
or not beam theory is applicable. They lead to the hard core 0£ this 
. i 
. ' chapter·: Truss models for B r_egio_ns such as beams in shear and 
flexure (section 2.4); truss model~ for D regions such as deep beams, 
corbels, and joints (section 2.5); and the boundary conditions that 
must be observed between B and D regions (section 2 .-6). Two levels 
of truss modeling are presented for beams in shear and flexure: 
truss models for beam sections (section 2.4.1) and truss models for 
the complete member (section 2.4.2). Special emphasis is placed on 
the proper treatment of suspended loads and indirect supports 
(section 2.4.3) and ·of inflection points (section 2.4.4). Section 
2. 7 addresses the treatment of pres tress. Sections 2.8 and 2.9 
present a treatment of anchorage and development from a truss 
modeling perspective and illustrate it through qualitative analyses 
of tested nib details of beams with clapped ends. A sunmiary of 
general rules for truss modeling is offered in section 2.10. Section 
2.11 concludes chapter 2 with a treatment of interface shear transfer 
which is compatible with the use of truss models in the 
adjoining the interface. 
,., ' 
regions 
Chapter 3 presents, from a truss modeling perspective, a 
treatment of monolithic concrete joints such as corbels, knee-joints, 
and beam-column joints, and of other-disturbed regions such as dapped 
ends. Truss models are used to investigate anchorage and development 
requirements and to interpret test results. While most of the 
treatment is. qualitative, section 3.5 presents results of a 
• quantitative truss model analysis for the dapped end of a 
12 
• 
• 
pretensioned T-beam verifying 
~~ 
.,~ 
failure 
:, 
the . experimentally observed 
l,,~ 
,, 
mode. 
The behavioral insight gained and design guidelines identified 
are of direct relevance to precast concrete connections, since the 
· behavioral' chara'cteristics and problems of the regions adjacent to 
the connection interface are very similar to those" of monolithic 
joints. 
Chapter 4, finally, applies the basic concepts developed • 1n 
Chapter 2 and 3 to precast concrete connections, both "simple" 
connections and moment-resisting connections. As examples for simple 
connections vari~us angle seat bearing connections are treated 
(Sections 4.1 to 4.4). The tre?tm~nt emphasizes that connection 
design ·comprises not _s>nly design of the interface but al§o of the 
adjacent disturbed regions and that simple connections are not really 
simple in that they transfer moments around a corner in a manner very 
similar( to monolithic joints. To provide an·understanding over the 
full range of behavior of such connections, truss models and failure 
modes are associated with the various regions that they control in 
I 
the connection interaction diagram in terms of moment, shear, (and 
axial) force at the interface. Section 4. 5 puts the design of a 
simple connection such as an angle seat bearing connection into the 
context of the deign of a member such as a wall panel, thus pulling 
/ 
together and illus. rating the principles derived in chapters 2, 3, 
and 4. The inter-relation between connection and structural member 
design is demonstrated 'thus illustrating that both should be the 
responsibility of the same engineer. 
13 
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Sections 4.6 and 4.7 treat behavior and design of moment 
·~ 
resisting connections both qualitatively and quantitatively. The, 
\ 
treatment shows that the behavior of the disturbed r~gions adjacent 
to moment- resisting connecti.o'ri interfaces • lS, in principle, very 
similar to that of monolithic joints. However, the complex behavior 
of these regions is further complicated in precast concrete by the 
need to connect oi splice reinforcement in the same location. Design 
of precast connections requires therefore a deeper understanding than 
' / { 
·--- . l 
that provided by the current empirical or semi-rational design 
approaches for monolithic joints, and this is the reason for the 
extensive presentation of rational joint models in Chapter 3. The 
presented examples show, though, that once the behavior of monolithic 
joints is fully understood, ., the design of precast concrete moment 
connections, including adjacent disturbed • lS relatively • regions, 
' • • f • I ••"· • /) • ~J 
straightforward and follows similar principles. Specifically, 
anchorage and '·taevelopment play a similarly crucial role. If the 
connection hardware also solves the anchorage problems inherent in 
monolithic joints, precast concrete connections could perform even 
better than monolithic joints. Special attention is called to the 
eccentricities which are often present when rebars are welded to 
insert plates. These can lead to unsatisfactory performance if left 
unattended. It is shown- that connection truss models allow for a 
rational and natural treatment of such eccentricities. 
Finally, chapter 5, summarizes the conclusions and findings of 
this report. It offers preliminary design guidelines for precast 
14 
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concrete connections in code language. Needs for future research are 
also identified. 
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. 2. TRUSS MODELING CONCEPTS 
Experimental and analytical research over the past two decades 
•:'/-
has shown that reinforced concrete beams, deep beams, corbels and 
slabs assume a truss- like behavior under combined flexure, s·hear, and 
torsion w,hen fully cracked at the ul.timate state [ref. (6) - (14)]. 
Such observations gave rise to the utilization of truss models in the 
design of such elements in practice. In fact, the design of these 
• 
elements by truss models is already incorporated in the Swiss 
Code(lS), the Canadian Code< 16 ), and the European Model Code< 17 ). The 
PCI Design Handbook(l) contains the code • • prov1s1ons for combined 
torsion and shear of the Canadian Code< 16 ). The truss model approach 
is also planned to be introduced in chapter 11 of the AC! . 318-92 
Building Code for structural member design. 
) 
The following sections introduce some of the basic, but 
necessary concepts needed to utilize and understand truss models, 
whether it be for primary structural members or for connections. 
a 
Also, anchorage phenomena are described from a truss modeling 
perspective. In line with the scope of the introduction, only two- ~ 
dimensional truss models are treated. In particular space truss 
models for beams and slabs in torsion are not treated. Extension to 
three-dimensional or space truss models • lS relatively 
straightforward, once the basic concepts are understood • in two 
dimensions . 
16 
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2.1 SHEAR IN CONCRETE 
~ Consider an uncracked, linearly elastic, simply supported 
' concrete beam with uniform loading, as shown in Fig. 2.l(a). Mohr's 
circle can be drawn for the elements A, B, and C of the concrete beam 
to indicate the principle stress directions as shown in Fig. 2.l(b). 
I.f the principle stress directions were plotted for an infinite 
number of elements over the entire area of the beam, a stress 
trajectory pattern as shown in Fig. 2.l(c) would result. Along the 
neutral axis of the beam, normal stresses are zero and the element is 
in pure shear as shown by element B. Pure shear in uncracked 
concrete is transferred by diagonal (45° inclination) compressive and 
tensile stresses. With the addition of normal flexural stresses to 
the element, the diagonal will deviate from 45° as shown for elements 
A and C. Since cracks develop normal to the principle tensile 
stresses, when the concrete tensile strength is exceeded, they will 
roughly follow the compression stress trajectories. In particular, 
they will be inclined by 45° at the neutral axis if there is no axial 
load or prestress. 
Now let us consider a cracked reinforced concrete element under 
pure shear which, as shown in Fig. 2. 2 ( a) , may be viewed as a 
•"1 composite consisting o~f a plain concrete element and a steel mesh 
element. Since the concrete is diagonally cracked, it can resist the 
applied shear, 1:. A, only by diagonal compress ion. Hence, normal 
• stresses, CJ c, must be acting, too. However, • compressive since no 
externally applied normal stresses exist, ·cr- C must be balanced 
internally by steel tensile stresses. Thus, • cracked reinforced 1n 
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concrete~ shear is resisted by diagonal concrete compression and 
steel tension. Figure 2.2(b) shows the corresponding Mohr's circles 
of stress. In general, shear transfer in cracked concrete requires 
reinforcement in two directions (usually orthogonal). In slender 
beams, the longitudinal reinforcement req-uired for shear is usually 
'-, 
combined with the primary flexural longitudinal reinforcement. 
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Mohr's strain circle, Fig. 2.2(c), illustrates that . ' . lt lS indeed 
possible for the steel to be· in tension, while the concrete is in 
diagonal compression.· 
If the steel volumes in the two directions are different, stress 
redistributions develop as the loading~,, increases. The diagonal 
..... ~, 
compressive stresses may become flatter or steeper than the original 
' 
cracks. The crack patterrt at ultimate will not, in general, coincide 
r'- ... with the initial cracks. Indeed, it is often observed in tests that 
a second, differently inclined crack pattern overlays the first. 
Therefore, ,;for design, the inclination angle Q of the compression 
diagonal§ (Fig ... 2.3) can be selected within certain limits, typically 
25° < Q < 65°. However, since diagonal c.ompression struts at 
!. C J_, 
~---/ / 
/ 
"' " " e- e g g'-
tR 
1"f\A~~ Mode,l w~ discxe..k +fi..<'=>S 
0,£.f> I ic.: .\- -s.\.r~ +ie\*., Model o~ re5ul~V\+s 
F I gu R.E 2.. ~ : Tf u-=:, c.::, a.c. ti ol'\ far 
ultimate usually cross cracks, the diagonal compressive strength is 
.. 
lower than the flexural compressive strength. The more Q deviates 
from 45° for pure shear, the lower becomes the diagonal compressive 
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. strength. Experimental research by Vecchio and Collins< 19 ) .)1as shown 
: . that large .. on the diagonal transverse 
compressive strut tend to lower f' d. According to the Vecchio -
.;.-
G__o 11 ins ~softening law, the compressive strength of diagonally cra~ked 
concrete is given by: 
' f I fc' ...: 0.85f' 
- ( .8 + 1 70 f 1) - (2-1) d C 
where 
. fx - f2 
9 ~ 45° f 1 = fx + 2 • , (2-2) tan() 
and where f' d and £ x represent the adjusted concrete • compressive 
strength and the longitudinal strain, respectively. The strain Ex 
taken as ·the strain at mid-depth for 
I 
may be beams and can be 
determined from a strain compatibility analysis. Alternatively, it 
may be taken as the yield strain of steel, 0.002 in/in. The 
principal at which concrete crushes • compressive strain, 
~ diagonally may be taken as .002 in/in. 
From Eq. (2-2), (Mohr's circle), it is observed that for given 
longitudinal strain, E: X' ·the principal tensile·t strain transverse to 
the struts, 
€ 1 , increases with decreasing inclination, 9, of the 
diagonal compression struts. Therefore, according to Eq. (2-1), the 
flatter the inclination Q selected in .. design, the lower • lS the 
diagonal compressive strength. For given Q, on the other hand, a 
reduced longitudinal strain, ~x' and, hence reduced e1 , as may be the 
case in regions away from the maximum moment section or in axially 
loa·ded members, results in increased diagonal compressive strength. 
~~ (31) A good approximation for f'd has been suggested by Mueller .: 
I]. 
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(2-3) 
where k = 0.5 for fx = 0.002 (flexure) 
' s 
k =-= 0.85 fo~tx = 0 (flexure and axial at balanced failure) 
and linear interpolation may be used for O < E x < . 002. This 
approximation results in simple analytical expressions for the shear 
force at diagonal crushing. 
Figure 2.3 shows a typical truss model for a uniformly loaded, 
simply supported concrete beam with compression diagonals inclined at 
a selected angle 6f Q = 45°. The left half illustrates a truss model 
with explicit compression and tension fields, while the right half 
shows only their resultants, forming a discrete truss model. 
2.2 BAND D REGIONS 
Stress paths developed as a result of shear, flexure, torsion, 
and/or axial loads in regions where beam theory applies, differ 
significantly from those developed in regions where beam theory does 
not apply. 
In regions where heam theory applies, it can be assumed that the 
-<l 
longitudinal strains are linearly distributed over the cross-section 
and that the total, resultant transverse normal stress in concrete 
' 
and steel is negligible. The diagonal compressive stresses can be 
assumed to be approximately uniformly distributed over the depth of 
the member. Such regions· are called B regions. 
Regions where beam theory is not valid are called D regions. 
22 
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Beam theory is not valid where stress concentrations develop as a 
result of some kind of gisturbance or giscontinuity. · Geom~tric 
discontinuities such as static <lapped ends and • openings, 
discontinuities such as application of concentrated loads or 
reactions, transfei;.- of pres tress through anchor plates or over the 
· tran~fer length of strands, or any combination of these - - they all 
give rise to the existence of a D region. The extension of a D 
I 
• 
;, 
region may be estimated by the principte of St. Venant as illustrated 
in Fig. 2.4. Any regions . remaining between the D regions are B 
• regions. Note that some structures, such as deep beams, consist 
entirely of D regions. 
2.3 TRUSS MODEL ELEMENTS 
Truss models consist of three basic kinds of elements. 
Compression elements join with tension elements at nodal zones. 
2.3.1 TENSION ELEMENTS 
Tension elements are called ties or chords. The theoretical 
ties of truss models are realized in design by steel reinforcement. 
Flexural reinforcement, stirrups, studs, pres tressing tendons, and 
any other axially stressed tension e!efr(~nts act as, ties. 
Since truss models are intended to represent fully cracked 
reinforced concrete at the ultimate state, concrete tensile stresses 
are neglected. Although they may exist in local re,g-ion~o of co:ncrete, 
the concrete tensile stresses should never be modeled as ties because 
doing so often results in premature brittle failures. 
·,, 
C 
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To assure a ductile behavior at the ultimate state, the ties 
should, yield before the diagonal compression elements crush. 
2.3.2 COMPRESSION ELEMENTS 
The compression e·lements of a truss· model represent concrete 
·t 
compression fields and therefore always have a finite dimension. As 
loading is increased from zero to ultimate, the compression elements 
tend ~o contract thus occupying narrower and nari::ower dimensions 
about their resultant's line ·of action. At ultimate state, the 
, 
elements' final dimensions would be given by: 
C = v fc' b a (2-4) 
where 
& v == reduction factor~--considering reduced diagonal compressive 
strength 
C - resultant compression force in element 
f'c ~ concrete compressive strength 
b - compression element width 
a - compression element depth 
The geometry of a compression element can be approximated with 
compression struts, Fig. 2.S(a), compression fans, Fig. 2.S(b), and 
arches, Fig. 2.S(c). The compression strut.has parallel compression 
trajectories and the stresses are uniformly distributed. The 
·trajectories of a fan radiate out from the "center" of the 
disturbance and the stresses vary inversely proportionally to the 
distance from the center of the fan. Eq. (2-4) is meant to apply at 
the center of the fan adjacent to the nodal zone. Finally, the 
r:, 
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compression tra:J ectories of the arch are changing direction due to 
the applied transverse loads. 
In general, the finite dimensions of concrete compression 
elements affect the geometry of the truts and, hence, the forces they 
must resist. In Fig. 2.S(a), for instance,. the inclination of the 
struts depend on the depth, a, of the struts. 
'While the struts, fans, and arches of Fig. 2. 5 model quite 
realistically the stress fields at ultima·te, they form only after 
significant inelastic stress redistributions. To provide the 
concrete with this inelastic redistribution capacity (ductility), it 
must be reinforced with distributed reinforcement in two directions. 
( 
Although all of the following figures will show only the primary ties 
26 
for clarity, this minimum distributed reinforcement is always 
implied. 
Although the same deep beam is modeled using fans in Fig. 2.S(b) 
and using arches in Fig. 2.S(c), the two models are actt1ally . I 
statically equivalent and would each yield identical results for the 
required tensile reinforcement. Note that a1 and a2 in Fig. 2. 5 
represent the flexural compression block depth at ultimate according 
to normal beam theory. 
2.3.3 NODAL ZONES 
Compression elements tension elements and • • JOln in biaxially 
compressed regions called nodal zones. Nodal zones must be • 1n 
vertical, horizontal, and moment equilibrium. A nodal zone • lS 
equivalent to a pin in an ordinary truss, thus the lines of action of 
the resultants of the truss elements must intersect in one point. 
Eccentricities at a node are therefore unacceptable. 
All nodal zones must be detailed such that they are in a state 
c>f biaxial • 1. • e . , each face of the node being in • compression, 
compression. ACCT node, (compression-compression-tension), as shown 
in Fig. 2.6(b), is compressed by two struts on two of its three 
faces. By bringing the tension tie through the nodal zone and'fixing 
it to a anchor plate, its tension is introduced as compression on the 
third face of the node. Figures 2. 6(a), (c), and (d) respectively 
illustrate CCC, CTT, and TTT nodes. The anchor plates shown may be 
replaced by other means of bar anchorage as discussed in section 2.8. 
In this case they are called fictitious anchor plates and indicate 
27 
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the location where a bar must be fully developed or anchored. 
When more than three elements are entering a node, they can be 
broken down into the simpler "three element nodes" just described, as 
shown in Fig. 2.7 . 
. , 
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nodes C4rt be. 
al~a.~~ ~rMe&. 
If the compressive stresses exerted on each face of the nodal 
zone are the same, the nodal zone is in a ''hydrostatic" stress state 
and the struts or ties entering the node are normal to the nodal 
faces as illustrated in Fig. 2.6. If, on the other ban~, the strut 
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dimensions are chosen beforehand, as in design, the struts will be 
subjected to different compressive stresses, in general, and will no 
longer be normal to the nodal faces (Fig. 2.8(a)). This situation is 
discussed further by Marti(l 2) who uses 1'l{)hr's circle (Fig. 2.8(b)) 
to determine the stress state in the nodal zone. 
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The general nodal zones ABC of Fig. 2.8(a) is in a biaxially 
,. 
stressed state defined by Mohr's circle D in Fig. 2.8(b). "This 
stress state is found by drawing parallel lines to the sides BC, CA, 
and AB of the triangle_ through points QA, QB, and QC of the 
individual struts' Mohr's circles in Fig. 2.8(b). The intersection 
points A, B, and C of these lines with the corresponding Mohr's 
circles define the Mohr's circle for the biaxial compressive stress 
. ., .. 
state in the triangle ABC of Fig. 2.8(a). The center of this circle 
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q 
must lie on the.<t-axis. and the straight lines QAA, QBB, and QcC-must 
all intersect at its pole Q"(l2). 
The general node described above and in Fig. 2. 8 is rarely 
needed in practice. In practice nodes _have typically two orthogonal 
' 
u faces subjected to normal stresses only, such as the node in Fig. 
2.6(c), or can be resolved into such nodes. However, typically the 
normal stresses exerted on the orthogonal faces are different, 
l.:·-b ec aus e the tension in the two ties is different or because the 
plates have a different size. While the compression strut bearing 0 
onto the hypotenuse face of the node is no longer normal to that 
face, its direction can be readily found from the force triangle for 
the stress-resultants of the tr~ss members. The state of stress of 
the nodal zone fully defined by the normal on the 
• lS stresses 
orthogonal faces, since they are principal stresses. In the top node 
in Fig. 2.S(a) and the node in Fig. 2.6(b) only normal stresses are 
acting across the line of symmetry for reasons of symmetry. Thus 
each half of these nodes represents a node of the type just 
described, if the bearing stresses under the plate are different from 
the compressive stresses in the struts. 
For compression fans entering a node, the nodal faces are 
curved; namely, "convex out" at the "pinch" of the fan and "concave 
in" at the "spread" of the fan. Such nodal zones are illustrated in 
\. 
Fig. 2.S(b). A mathematical treatment for "curved" nodal zones can 
also be found iniMarti(l2). 
The hoop forces exerted by a bent or looped rebar "wrapping" 
around the strut of a CTT node, give rise to a biaxially compressed 
30 
' 
nodal . zone which could be termed a "hydros ta tic" node. The uniform 
change in direction of the bar tensile force creates a uniform 
biaxial compression field inside the perimeter of the l~op. The 
stresses are of constant magnitude anywhere and in any direction 
inside and in the plane of the loop, (analogous to hydrostatic 
pressure at some depth in a liquid). Figure 2. 9 illustrates such 
' 
nodes. 
i' 
n~drostG.tie .(»de 
((A) 
2.4 TRUSS MODELS FOR B REGIONS 
(b) 
Wi thi9 B regions, the usual assumptions of beam theory are 
' 
valid: 1. plane distribution of longitudinal strains, 2. sections 
are free~--to warp, 3. cross sectional shapes are preserved, and 4. 
total transverse normal stresses are negligible. In reinforced 
concrete the additional assumption is usually made that transverse 
reinforcement such as stirrups is closely enough spaced that it can 
be treated as uniformly "smeared" reinforcement. With these 
)/} 
,/ 
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) 
assumptions it can be shown on the basis of the theory of plasticity, 
. 
that a uniform diagonal compression field exists over the depth of 
the web of a cross-section, as illus·trated on the left of Fig. 
2.3(11). 
For B-regions, two·· levels of truss modeling or two types of · 
truss models can be distinguished: 
(1) truss models which describe the behavior in the vicinity of 
a.""~ cross - section and which have their theoretical foundation in the 
aforementioned assumptions of beam 
section 2.4.1. 
theory; they are treated • 1n 
(2) truss models which describe explicitly the behavior of the 
whole beam at the level of a plane stress problem; they are .treated 
in section 2. 4. 2. While the second type of truss model provides 
better in~ight into the force flow, the first readily provides simple 
expressions for the usual section-by-section proportioning of 
reinforcement and concrete dimensions. Sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4, 
finally, conclude the truss modeling for B-regions with discussions 
of the proper treatment of suspended loads, indirect supports, and 
inflection points. 
2.4.1 SECTION BY SECTION APPROACH 
In a simple section by section approach, internal actions are 
determined by considering various cross-sections along the axis of 
the member. Truss models describe the behavior in the vicinity of 
such a cross-section. Consider a beam with constant shear as shown 
in Fig. 2.lO(a). The section x-x can be free-bodied as illustrated 
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in Fig. 2. 10 (b) in which the external load actions are shown on the 
left face of the section and the internal actions on the right face. 
In addition to the tensile and compressive resultants, T and C,. in 
the flanges res is ting flexure, there is an internal diagonal 
compressive resultant, D, in the web resisting shear. Vertical· 
• 
· equip.J>riurn that the vertical component of D equals the requires 
\ \ \· 
\ 
shear t·orce V, shown • Fig . 2.lO(b). Hence its magnitude • D = as 1n 1S 
' \\ 
" V/sinQ and its horizont.al component • NV VcotQ DcosQ. The lS =- = 
design equations for section x-x become simple, if a uniform diagonal 
compression field exists over the depth dB as illustrated in Fig. 
2.lO(c). Indeed, as mentioned above, this can be deduced from the 
usual assumptions of beam theory. As shown in Fig. 2.lO(c) the 
' diagonal compressive force, D, acts over a width of dBcosQ with a 
diagonal compressive stress, fd; hence, D =- fdcosQbwdB,. where bw is 
the web thickness. Combining this expression with the two 
expressions above and solving for V yields 
and 
V = fd hw d 8 sin 8 cos (} 
Nv = Vcot 8 = fd hw d cos28 
.B 
.(2-5) 
(2-6) 
Obviously, Eqs. (2-5) and (2-6) simply represent the integral over 
the web area of the shear and normal stresses shown on the left of 
Fig. 2. lO(c). 
A~ shown in Fig. 2.lO(c) the compression diagonal of width 
dBcosQ is supported at the level of the flexural steel by stirrups 
over a horizontal extension of dBcotQ. Over this horizontal distance 
there are dBcot9/s stirrups, where s is the stirrup spaci.ng. At 
r. I 
( ,, 
( ' 
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. · their yield capacity, ~fy, these stirrups must be capable I of 
•, 
supporting the vertical component, V, of the diagonal compressive 
resultant, thus 
A f _ Vs 
- v Y - d cot (} (2-7a) 
or rearranging, 
Avfy V = 8 d cot (} (2-7b) 
Inserting Eq. (2-5) into Eq. (2-7a) yields A,,fy/Cbws) - fd sin2Q: 
The tension in the transverse reinforcement, expressed as a nominal 
stress acting over the web thickness, equals in magnitude the 
transverse compressive normal stress in the ; concrete. Thus the 
' 
resultant transverse normal stress is zero as postulated by the 4th 
assumption of beam theory and similarly to the pure shear element of 
Fig. 2.2. 
Moment equilibrium about both the tension and compr~ssion 
resultants of section x-x in Fig. 2.lO(b) yields 
C -M.-~ 
- d 2 8 
(2-8) 
(2-9) 
where Nv is defined by equation (2-6). Equations (2-5) through (2-9) 
can directly be used in design. Equation (2-9) 'is used to proportf'otf-
the longitudinal reinforcement, while the stirrups are proportioned 
with Eq . ( 2 -7) . Equations (2-5) and (2-8) serve to proportion the 
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concrete dimensions such as the web and flange widths. They should 
be chosen so that the concrete does not crush prior to steel 
yielding. The diagonal concrete compressive strength f'd is given by 
the Vecchio-Collins softe.ning law< 19 ) or Mueller's app·roximation( 3l) 
(see equations (2-1) through.(2-3) in section 2.1). To provide good 
support for the diagonal struts, stirrups should be closely spaced, 
must enc lose the longitudinal reinforcement, and must be anchored 
within the flexural compression zone with 135° hooks around 
longitudinal bars. For high diagonal compressive stresses, closed 
stirrups are preferable. An enlarged tension flange, as shown in 
Fig. 2. lO(b), also considerably improves the support and anchorage 
conditions for the diagonal struts. While these detailing parameters 
do not appear in Eqs. (1) to (3), they do affect the diagonal 
crushing strength. In the Swiss(lS) and European(ll) codes, f' d 
depends on stirrup spacing similarly as in the ACI Code the maximum 
stirrup spacing depends on the level of shear. 
Note that equations (2-8) and (2-9) reveal that additional 
longitudinal reinforcement for shear is needed everywhere, over and 
beyond that for pure flexure (M/dB). Specifically, reinforcement to 
cover 1/2 Nv ~ 1/2 VcotQ is also needed where the moment is zero, 
• 1.e. at inflection points, (which are covered in more detail • 1n 
section 2.4.4), and at the ends of beams . Since the longitudinal 
. steel is terminated in these locations, careful anchorage of this 
steel for these shear induced forces is crucial. As pointed out in 
the discussion of the pure shear element, Fig. 2. 2, shear transfer 
requires reinforcement in two directions. 
0 ,c 
. ' 
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In slender beams the 
\ .. 
longitudinal reinforcement of Fig. 2.2 is combined with the primary 
~ 
flexural reinforcement in the top and bottom· flanges as indicated in 
Eqs. (2-8) and (2-9). These equations also show that these shear 
induced forces can be readily incorporated in an analysis for flexure 
' 
' 
and axial loads by simply introducing a fictitious additional axial 
tensile l!?ad of magnitude Nv at mid-depth of the web. 
Reducing in design the inclination, 9, of the diagonal 
compression field reduces the required stirrup reinforcement, Eq. (2-
7), but increases the longitudinal reinforcement requirements, Eqs. 
( 2 - 8) and ( 2 - 9) . The smal~est possible inclination Q is governed 
' 
either by Eqs. (2-8) and (2-9) or by the diagonal crushing strength, 
Eq. (2-5). Redu~ing Q below 45° reduces both f'd (Eqs. (2-1) through 
(2-3)) and the trigonometric expression in Eq. (2-5). 
Note that there is no "shear transferred by concrete" or "shear 
transferred by stirrups", and Eqs. (2-5) and (2- 7) should certainly 
not be misinterpreted in this way. Neither stirrups nor diagonally 
cracked concrete can transfer shear alone. c!} Rather concrete and steel 
are working together in a truss- like manner. During loading, the 
inclination, 9, of the diagonal compression field and, hence, the 
geometry of the truss, adjust until failure occurs in the more 
critical of two failure modes: ( 1) diagonal crushing of the web 
concrete combined with, in general, stirrup yielding or (2) yielding 
( 
i 
; 
of both the stirrups and the l~gitudinal reinforcement (diagonal 
I 
-
tension failure). Inserting f'd from Eq. (2-3) and Q from Eq. (2-7) 
into Eq. (2-5) gives the shear resistance in the diagonal ~ushing 
failure mode as a function of the stirrup reinforcement.~~ Inserting 
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·· the yield strength of the longitudinal steel and Q from Eq. (2- 7) 
into Eqs. 
,, 
(2-9) (2-8) gives the flexur,.e - shear . . . 1nteract1on or 
relationship in the diagonal tension failure mode. 
Equations (2-5) through (2-9) are strictly valid for any section 
within the B region of a structural member, if the shear force is 
constant. If, on the other hand, the shear force is varying, then 
equations (2-5) through (2-9) are strictly valid (in the B region) 
only at selected sections x-x for which a uniform diagonal 
compress ion field exists over the entire depth as more fully 
,, 
discussed in section 2.4.2. 
2.4.2 EXPLICIT TRUSS MODELS FOR B REGIONS 
While the section by section method is strictly limited to the 
design of B regions, explicit truss models may be used to design or 
analyze both B and D regions of any reinforced concrete structure. 
Consider the simply supported beam with a concentrated load at 
midspan as shown in Fig. 2. 11 ( a) . How does the beam transfer the 
concentrated load to the reaction? As shown in Fig. 2.ll(a), the 
load applied at point F is transferred down to the tension chord 
.,~ 
'through fan F-K-L. The vertical component of the fan, V, 
·, 
• 1S 
equilibrated by the~ vertical tension field E-F-K-L provided by 
~ 
transverse reinforcement ·(dashed lines) along boundary K-L ("spread" 
of the fan). The vertical tension field E-F-K-L is then exa·ctly 
equilibrated by the vertical component of the diagonal compress.ion 
field E-F-J-K along boundary E-F. From this boundary, the diagonal 
compression field transfers its- vertical component, V, down and to 
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" 
the left to boundary J -K whe~ 'th.e shear, V, is again equilibrated by 
the vertical tension field 0-E-J-K (dashed lines). Completing the 
description of the force flow in the beam, the vertical shear, V, is 
,, 
I 
({ 
transferred up·, through the vertical ' . tension field 0-E-J-K 
' 
down 
through the diagonal field • compression up through the D-E-I-J 
' 
tensi·on field C-D-I-J, down through diagonal compression field C-D-H-
I, etc •. ,,., until end fan G-A-B equilibrates the shear, V, of the 
vertical tension field A-B-G-H. The vertical component of fan G-A-B, 
V, is finally equilibrated at point G ( "pinch" of fan) by the 
vertical support reaction. The horizontal component of fan G-A-B at 
point G, on the other hand, must be anchored by longitudinal 
reinforcement as discussed below. If the vertical tension fields are 
asswned to be uniform wi~hin each,segment dcot9, then the required 
transverse reinforcement capacity is uniform over the length of the 
beam (Fig. 2.ll(c)) and proportional to the applied shear (Fig. 
2.ll(d)). Furthermore the diagonal compression field is then uniform 
within the region B-F-G-K. For any vertical section lying fully 
within this region (i.e. between the fan end points B and K) the 
diagonal compression field is uniform over the depth of the beam and, 
hence, equations (2-5) through (2-9) derived from beam theory hold 
exactly. The B region thus extends between sections B-H and E-K 
through the end points of the compression fans radiating from the 
concentrated load or support reaction. 
The force flow described in the previous paragraph can only be 
'· 
realized if the diagonal compression fields are fully anchored to the 
vertical tension fields at the tension and compression chord levels 
40 
and vice versa. . The vertical tension fields may be realized in 
practice through closely spaced stirrups which are anchored by 
"wrapping" them around the flexural compression and tension zones ... 
Closed stirrups provide more effective anchorage than open stirrups, 
since the transverse loop"s allow for transverse truss action (see 
l 
section 2.8, Fig. 2.20(d)). However, as important as anchoring the 
stirrups to the diagonal compression field is anchoring the diagonal 
compression fields to the stirrups and longitudinal chords, and this 
,·, includes adequate support for the diagonal compressJon fields between 
stirrups. Closely spaced stirrups with heavy longitudinal corner 
bars and heavy flanges allow for better support and higher average 
diagonal compressive strength (shear strength) than widely spaced 
stirrups with light longitudinal bars and no flanges as discussed in 
the previous section. 
The flexural tension chord is realized through longitudinal 
reinforcement along the bottom of the beam. ) The tension chord, 
(which includes the flexural reinforcement and any surrounding 
concrete and steel), must resist not only the longitudinal tensile 
'c/; force due to pure flexure, T=M/d, but also an additional force due to 
shear as shown in Fig. 2.ll(e). Since the longitudinal component of 
the diagonal compression field, VcotQ, must be equilibrated by the 
tension and compression - chords, the chord forces are respectively 
increased and decreased by 1/2 VcotQ over that for pure flexure 
within the B-region as found in section 2.4.1, equations (2-8) and 
(2-9). 
In the D-regions containing the fans, the explicit truss model 
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provides new insights. Since the bond stresses decrease linearly 
along the spread of the fan K-L near midspan, the shear term of the 
tensile chord force decreases parabolically to zero at the center 
line. Thus only the reinforcement required by pure flexure is needed 
at sections of maximum moment. Near the support, on the other hand, 
the diagonal compressive stresses along tension chord H-G remain 
constant up to the support and the bond stresses are therefore also 
constant and equal to those in the B-region H-K. The slope of the 
tension chord force remains constant to the support and, hence, the 
shear contribution to the tension chord force remains at its B-region 
value of 1/2 VcotQ up to the support, where it balances the 
longitudinal thrust of compression fan A-B-G as previously noted . 
Thus 0 at simple supports flexural reinforcement must be provided and 
fully anchored for a capacity of 1/2 VcotG. Similarly, it can be 
concluded that the reduction of the compression chord force due to 
shear increases parabolically from zero at point A to 1/2 VcotQ at 
.point B and then remains constant at this B-region magnitude up to 
point F, where it is equilibrated by the longitudinal thrust of fan 
K-L-F such that the compression chord force reaches its full flexural 
magnitude, C=M/d, at the section of maximum moment. It is worthwhile 
to note from Fig. 2.ll(e) that designing for the tensile chord force 
including shear effects is equivalent to pure flexural design for a 
moment diagram which is horizontally shifted by a distance 1/2 dcot9. 
The AC! code( 3) does not cover these longitudinal reinforcement 
requirements for shear explicitly, but rather implicitly through a 
detailing ,. rule: flexural reinforcement shall be extended by a 
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distance d beyond the location where it is no longer required to 
resist flexure except at simple supports; i.e. the moment diagram is 
shifted by a distance d, which 'is sufficient for cotQ < 2. However, 
this additional reinforcement is particularly important at simple 
supports, where no reinforcement • lS required .to resist 
i 
flexure. 
While the ACI code( 3) contains the detailing rule that one third of 
the longitudinal reinforcement shall extend 6 in. into the support, 
full anchorage is only required, if the flexural member is part of a 
primary lateral load resisting system. But when shear effects become 
larger relative to flexure such as in deep beams, this rule may no 
longer be/~ufficient. Truss models, on the other hand, allow for a (' 
consistent transition between beams and deep beams (see section 2.5). 
The force flow for this beam has been modeled using compression 
and tension fields. This force flow becomes particularly clear, if 
only the discrete truss of the resultants of these compression and 
tension fields is shown as in Fig. 2.ll(b). For example elements 1-2 
and 3-4 represent fan A-B-G and • compression field B-C-G-H 
' 
respectively, while elements 2-3 and 4-5 represent tension fields A-
B - G -H and B -C -H - I 
' 
respectively. If the tensile chord force • 1S 
plotted for the discrete ' truss of resultants, the dashed stepped 
curve in Fig. 2.ll(e) results. It can be observed that the tensile 
(or compression) chord force caJ.culated for the discrete truss of 
resultants is exactly correct at sections A-G, B-H, C-1, etc., i.e. 
at the sections between segments of equal length dco_tQ. Thus for 
these sections the tensile chord force may conveniently also be 
determined from the discrete truss of res-ultants in design. Between 
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these sections the chord force varies linearly except in the segment 
K-L, where linear interpolation is a good approximation. Similarly, 
the stirrups required within each segment of length dcotQ may be 
calculated from the forces in the vertical posts of the discrete 
. ,, 
truss of resultants. 
Let us now consider the truss model for a simply supported 
uniformly loaded reinforced concrete beam, (Fig. 2.12(a)). Since a 
i:/ 
uniformly distributed load, w, is applied along the top of the beam, 
9. the diagonal compression field E-F-J-K equilibrating w along E-F must 
be uniform, of the diagonal • compression if the inclination, Q, 
trajectories are assumed to be uniform within the region B-F-G-K. 
The vertical tension field D-E-J-K equilibrating the uniform diagonal 
compression field along J -K must therefore also be uniform and of 
' 
' 
magnitude w . Since the diagonal compression field D-E-I-J must 
equilibrate along D-E not only the uniform tension field D-E-J-K but 
I 
also the uniform external load, it has a larger magnitude than the 
compression field to the right. Repeating this reasoning, it follows 
that the diagonal compression and vertical tension fields are piece-
wise uniform in "bands" of horizontal width dcotQ. 
The flow of forces for this beam may now be described as 
follows: Along boundary E-F , the uniform load with resultant 
W-wdcotQ is equilibrated by the vertical component, W, of the uniform 
', 
diagonal compression field E-F-J-K. The vertical component of E-F-J-
K is then equilibrated along boundary J -K by the uniform vertical 
tension field D-E-J-K. The force W. is carried up through the tension 
field to boundary D-E, where an additional, external load W is 
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0 
introduced. Thus, the uniform diagonal compr~ssion field D-E-I-J 
must equilibrate a total vertical force of 2W along boundary D-E. 
The force 2W flows down through the diagonal compression field D-E-I-
J to boundary I-J, where it is picked up by the uniform vertical 
tension field C-D-I-J and transferred up to boundary C-D where, 
a.gain, an additional external load Wis picked up. Thus, the uniform 
diagonal compression field C-D-H-1 must equilibrate a total vertical 
force of 3W along boundary C-D. 
Completing the description of the force flow from boundary C-D, 
the vertical force 3W flows down through C-D-H-I to boundary H-I and 
up through B-C-H-I to boundary B-C, where an additional, external 
load Wis introduced. Thus, a vertical force of magnitude 4W flows 
down through B-C-G-H and up through A-B-G-H. Along boundary A-B, the 
last external load W is introduced and therefore fan A-B-G • lS 
required to transfer a vertical force SW down to the support, where 
it is equilibrated by the vertical reaction V at point G. The 
horizontal thrust of fan A-B-G, on the other hand, must be anchored 
by longitudinal reinforcement as discussed below. 
The explicit truss model described above provides significant 
new insights. Since the diagonal compression and vertical tension 
fields are only piece-wise uniform in "bands" of horizontal width 
dcot9, the assumptions of the section-by-section approach of a 
uniform diagonal compression field over the depth of a section, and 
,· 
of uniform stirrup forces over a distance dcotQ from a section, are 
only satisfied in the sections labeled X-X in Fig. 2.12(a). Hence, 
equations (2-5) through (2-9) hold exactly only in the sections X-X 
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separating longitudinal segments dcotQ.· Equation (2-7) relates then 
,, 
' 
the shear force in a section X-X with the stirrup forces on the side 
of increasing shear. ,·- .... 
,· ,~ ~ 
/ 
r 
The stirrup forces per unit length, repres nted oy the vertical 
tension fields, are piece-wise uniform over longitudinal segments 
dcotQ, and their magnitude·increases from segment to segment by an 
amount equal to the distributed load, i.e. w, such that the stirrup 
diagram in Fig. 2.12(c) "staggers" below the normalized shear 
diagram. This does not imply, however, that the s!iear strength 
between sections X-X is deficient; rather it means that equation (2-
7) is not valid in these sections as previously noted. Vertical 
• equilibrium for a diagonal cut along a diagonal compression 
trajectory passing through two 
yields 
segments 
I x A f Vn(x) = ~ Y dx 
x-dcot () 
with differing • stirrups 
- (2-10) 
which replaces equation (2-7) for nonuniform.stirrups. It is easy to 
verify that the shear strength calculated with equation (2-10) for 
the· stirrup diagram of Fig. 2.12(c) yields exactly the shear diagram 
plotted in the same figure for all sections. 
The realization in practice of the "banded" tension fields 
through stirrups, whose capacity and spacing is constant over 
segments dcot9, should follow the same anchorage principles as 
outlined in the previous sections. 
The flexural tension chord, realized through longitudinal 
reinforcement along the bottom of the beam, must resist not only the 
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parabolically varying tensile force due to pure flexure, T==M(x) /d, 
but also ,an additional force due to shear as shown in Fig. 2.12(d). 
At the sections labeled X-X in Fig. 2.12, the··shear contribution to 
the tensile chord force is exactly equal to 1/2 V(x)cotQ as 
previously observed. While this is not exactly true.for sections in 
between, it is known that the total tension chord force including 
shear effects must vary linearly within longitudinal segments dcot9, 
since the diagonal compressive stresses and, hence, bond stresses are 
constant within segments dcotQ along the chord G-L. Similarly as for 
beams with constant shear, the tension chord force is equal to 1/2 
VcotQ at the simple support G, where it is required to balance the· 
longitudinal thrust of fan A-B-G. It must again be emphasized that at 
simple supports "flexural" reinforcement must be provided and fully 
anchored for a capacity of 1/2 Vcot9. 
The flow of forces in the truss mode 1 using tens ion and 
compression fields becomes particularly clear, if .only the discrete 
truss of the resultants of the tension and compression fields is 
shown as in Fig. 2.12(b). Elements 1-2 and 3-4 for 
' 
example, 
represent fan A-B-G and compression field B-C-G-H, respectively, 
while elements 2-3 and 4-5 model the resultants of tension fields A-
I B-G-H and B-C-H-I respectively. If the tensile chord force for the 
discrete truss of resultants is plotted, the (dashed) stepped curve 
in Fig. 2.12(d) results . The discrete truss gives exactly the 
. -.;_. 
corre~t tensile chord force at sections X-X. Furthermore, as 
illustrated by Figs. 2.12(b) and (c), the uniformly distributed 
stirrup forces in each longitudinal segment dcotQ can also be 
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conveniently calculated from the forces in the vertical posts of the 
discrete truss. 
The conclusions from the study of exp'ticit' truss models for ti 
beams can be summarized as follows. Each shear span (point of zero 
L 
sh"ear to support) should be divided into longitudinal segments of 
equal length dcotG. 
segment boundaries. 
Concentrated loads should preferably lie at 
The principle of St. Venant, refined for the 
ultimate state of concrete, says then that D regions extend a segment 
length (or longitudinal fan length) dcot9 from the disturbance. In 
sections X-X separating segments, the longitudinal chord forces can 
be determined from equations (2-8) and (2-9) or, alternatively from 
the chord forces in the discrete truss panel containing section X-X. 
Between sections X-X, the chord forces vary linearly. At simple 
supports, the tension chord force is 1/2 VcotQ, where V is the 
support reaction. At sections of maximum moment, the tension chord 
force is equal to the tensile force due to pure flexure. The 
uniformly distributed stirrup forces per unit length in each ,segment 
can be calculated from equation (2-7), applied to the adjacent 
sections X-X with the lower shear, or, alternatively from the force 
in the discrete truss vertical tie within that segment. Between 
sections X-X the diagonal tension shear strength varies linearly 
according to equation (2-10). Within each diagonal compression band, 
the diagonal compressive stress can be checked using equation (2-5) 
applied to the section X-X within that band. In sections X-X the 
chord forces can also be calculated using a strain compatibility 
analysis in which shear effects are approximately considered by an 
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additional fictitious tensile force Nv accor4ing to equation (2-6). 
These conclusions may not hold if suspended lo\;ids and indirect loads 
\ 
a,• .. 
are treated differently than indicated in section 2.4.3. 
2.4.3 SUSPENDED LOADS AND INDIRECT SUPPORTS 
. ~ 
Some structural members may be subjected to loads hung along the 
bottom of the member. To allow for a truss model that is equally 
safe as the truss model for the same structural member with top 
" compression loads, the suspended tensile loads must p~ transferred by 
J 
additional suspender bars to the top face of the m{m9~r, where they 
,, .. ~ - ' 
are introduced as compressive loads. Figure 2 .13 (a) illustrates 
this. The suspender bars must be fully anchored at the top similarly 
_..J 
to stirrups. For the simply supported, uniformly loaded beam of Fig. 
2.13(a), the shear diagram and the stirrup diagram are plotted in 
Fig. 2.13(b). that for ·top Note loads • compression the stirrup 
· diagram would stagger below the shear diagram. As discu~sed in 
I 
0 section 2. 4. 2, this does not mean that the shear reinforcement is 
deficient, since the integration of the stirrup diagram according to 
equation (2-10) gives exactly the shear diagram. However, since the 
distributed load is hung from the bottom, additional stirrups serving 
as suspender bars must be added. Thus the stirrup diagram including 
both shear reinforcement and suspender bars now staggers above the 
shear diagram, as shown in Fig. 2.13(b). If the loads are hung at 
mid depth as shown in Fig. 2.13(c), the suspender bars need only be 
half as long, but they must still be proportioned and spaced 
identically as would be required if the loads were hung from the 
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bottom. 
<, 
In both of the just stated cases, the suspender bars were 
assumed to be fully anchored at the top. To realize the anchor 
plates shown in Fig. 2 .13, the suspender bars must be anchored as 
close as possible to the opposite face, similarly to stirrup 
anchorage. They must be fully anchored within the flexural 
compression zone if the opposite face is in compres·sion, and they 
must also enclose the longitudinal reinforcement if the opposite face 
is in tens ion. If, on the other hand, the suspender bars are 
anchored by development over the member depth, then the longitudinal 
reinforcement requirements along the bottom of the beam • increase. 
Consider a beam with a concentrated load hung from the bottom at 
midspan, (Fig. 2.14). If the suspender bars are fully anchored at 
the top, Fig. 2 .14(a), then a fan can develop near the section of 1 
maximum moment and the . . . maximum tensile 
reinforcement is given by 
_ Mmax 
Tmax - d 
force in the longitudinal 
t 
(2-lla) 
i.e. there is no shear contribution at the section of maximum moment 
as shown by the tensile chord force diagram. Note that the situation 
is completely analogous to that shown in Fig. 2.11. If the suspender 
bar is developed over Rd= d, Fig. 2.14(b), then no fan develops and 
there is also a shear contribution at the section of maximum moment. 
T _ Mmax + 1 V t (J max - d 2 co (2-llb) 
The 1/2 VcotQ term is due to the fact that the compressive diagon~ls 
cannot fan out from the upper tip of the suspender- bar as in Fig. 
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2.14(a) but field whose form a uniform diagonal • compression 
horizontal resultant is located at mid depth. Thus Eq. (2-9) applies 
also to the section of maximum moment. If the suspender bars M"e 
only inserted to mid depth, and 2d = d/2 for example, Fig. 2.14(c), 
,then the maximum tensile force in the longitudinal reinforcement is 
further increased to 
T Mmax 3 max= d + 4 Vcot02 (2-llc) 
Since the suspender bar extends only to mid-depth, so does the 
diagonal compression field which transfers the suspended load to the 
left. Its longitudinal results, Vcot92 , is therefore located deeper 
than in case (b), at a distance 3d/4 rather than d/2 from the 
i /"\. flexural compression resultant. As importantly, its inclination, G2 , 
is flatter than the inclination, 9, used for the design of the shear 
reinforcement; specifically, cot92 = 2cotG1 . Thus the magnitude of 
Vcot92 is double that of case (b) and the shear contribution in Eq. 
(2-llc) is three times that in Eq. (2-llb). It should be noted that 
! 
Eq.s. (2-11) follow directly from moment equilibrium about the 
compressive resultant at the section considered, similarly as Eq. (2-
9). The reduced de.pth and the flatter angle, 92 , of the diagonal 
compression field also imply a significantly larger diagonal 
compressive stress than for cases (a) or (b). The suspender bar 
effects on the longitudinal reinforcement requirements predicted by 
truss models have indeed been observed in tests< 20). 
For design it is desirable to select truss models which yield 
similar longitudinal reinforcement requirements and similar 4iagonal 
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compressive stresses for top and bottom loads. . This section has 
shown that, in order to achieve this, hanger reinforcement or 
suspender bars in addition to the normal shear . , . reinforcement are 
nee9ed in the case of suspended loads and that these suspender bars 
must be fully anchored at the opposite face. 
t 
If the supports are indirect, such as in the suspended wall 
panel, shown in Fig. 2.15, then the support reactions must be 
transferred to the bottom and introduced · as compression where the 
direct s~pports would be located. The suspender bars, which carry 
R 
rr , ,, Ind,red· si.tpl)orl: SIA~pend~ Ws 
Cru-!~ SUppor~ (fficl-ioV\S down aw\ ·,~t<£dtJct 
~eM as co,-,pressiol'\ r~+ioV\$ v\ a. a.rdior plates 
F,e.u~ '2, \'5: IV'di red-I~ S1Appor.\-ed wca.l\ f»''t'le\ 
the indirect· support reaction down, must be anchored below the 
I 
longitudinal reinforcement, such that their anchor plates introduce 
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compress ioh below the longitudinal reinforcement as indirect· 
compression supports. Only then can truss models such as those in 
Figs. 2·. 5, 2 .11 and 2. 12 be used for both direct and indirect 
supports. If the suspender bars in Fig~ 2.15 are not fully anchored 
below the longitu 
from the lower 
premature diago 
inforceme~t, then diagonal cracks. extending 
are not prevented from opening resulting in 
tension failure. Note that the bottom nodes of 
the truss model in Fig. 2.15 are CTT nodes and that their detailing 
follows exactly the principles outlined in section 2. 3 .J3 and Fig. 
2.6. As indicated there and in more detail in section 2.8, the 
anchor plates could in practice be replaced by stirrups or looped 
bars enclosing the longitudinal reinforcement. 
A three step process can be followed in design: 
(1) Assume all loads and supports are compressive and use normal 
procedures in choosing the longitudinal and shear 
reinforcement (stagger below the V diagram). 
(2) If the loads are suspended from the bottom or mid-depth, add 
suspender bars to fully transfer the loads to the top of the 
beam and anchor them fully there so that they introduce the 
loads as compression at the top, (equivalent to staggering 
above the V diagram). 
(3) If supports are· indirect, provide suspender bars for the 
full reaction, fully anchored below the longitudinal 
reinforcement, so that they introduce this reaction as 
compression below the lo-ngitudinal reinforcement. 
These rules are valid for both slender beams and deep beams 
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which consist entirely of D-regions. Truss modeling for D-regions is 
addressed in more depth in section 2.5. 
\\ __ .,-~ 
2.4.4. INFLECTION POINTS 
Q 
While points of inflection denote points of contraflexure or 
zero moment, the longitudinal reinforcement • requirements are not 
\. 
zero. Similar to the simply supported beams of section 2.4.2, the 
q 
~ diagonal compression fields increase the top and bottom tensile chord 
forces over and beyond the flexural requirements at the inflection 
point. These additional tensile forces beyond the inflection point, 
must be covered by reinforcement while observing bond strength 
requirements. To illustrate, let us consider the continuous beam 
with constant shear in Fig. 2.16(a). Fig. 2.16(b) shows the· top and 
bottom chord forces due to both flexural and shear effects. Line B 
represents the tensile steel forces due to pure flexure. Lines A and 
C represent the total tensile chord forces including shear effect in 
the top and bottom chords, respectively. As described in section 
2.4.2, lines A and C plot parallel to line Ba vertical distance of 
. 
1/2 VcotQ apart. Alternatively, lines A and C can be viewed as the 
line for pure flexure (line B) shifted horizontally by a distance 1/2 
dcotQ. Accordingly, the total tensile chord forces become zero not 
at the ~nflection point, but at distances 1/2 dcotQ away from the 
inflection point. Thus, it becomes apparent that longi'tudinal 
reinfofcement must at least extend beyond the inflection point by 1/2 
dcotQ. This geometric requirement, evident from Fig. 2.16(b), can be 
stated as 
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(2-12) 
where J e is the bar embedment length measured from the inflection 
' . 
point. But as previously stated, if the longitudinal reinfor~ement 
is to be fully anchored, it must also independently satisfy the 
1· 
"bond" str¢ngth re.quirements. Specifically, the rate at which the 
( / 
tensile force 1/2 VcotQ in the bars is applied per unit length, must 
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\\ be less than or equal to the rate at which the bar can be developed, 
~ Vcot 0 
~ dcot (} 
Simplifying equation (2-13a) yields 
C' 
(2-13a) 
(2-13b) 
Equation (2-13b) par~ially explains ACI 318 equation 12-1 (section 
12.11)(3) which is reproduced as equation (2-14) below . 
• 
(2-14) 
Equation (2-14) incorrectly (from a truss model point of view) 
gives credit for bar embedment beyond the inflection point, similarly 
as for bar embedrnent beyond the center of simple supports. However, 
at a simple support the shear force and, hence, the bond stresses 
beyond the support are theoretically zero. Thus this unstressed bar 
extension may be used to make up for any deficiencies in the span. 
, 
At the inflection point, on the other hand, © the shear force and, 
hence, the bond stresses are exactly the same on either side of the 
inflection point until the tensile resultant become zero. Thus 
credit should only be given for the embedment length exceeding 1/2 
dcotQ. 
In summary, equations (2-12) and (2-13) must be satisfied 
independently, equation (2-12) has nothing to do with development and 
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simply reflects. the fact that reinfor~,ement is needed until the 
tension become zero. Equation (2-13) checks bar development. 
,,, 
,. 
2. 5 TRUSS MODELS FOR D R.EGIONS 
While truss models have put the design of B-regions for shear 
and torsion on a rational basis and have been instrumental· in the 
. . 
correct treatment of combined torsion, shear, flexure, and axial 
force (6- 18 ), the true power and usefulness of truss models becomes 
only evident for D-regions. The most striking experimental evidence 
for the truss-like behavior of reinforced concrete stems from D-
\ 
regions. And truss models are most useful as a design tool for D-
regions because present codes have little to offer for these. 
The best understood D-regions are those of deep beams: simple 
and continuous deep beams, deep coupling beams, and deep cantilever 
beams (brackets, corbels). Referring back to the simple beam with 
concentrated load of Fig. 2.ll(a), the flattest possible, 
experimentally verified inclination of the diagonal compression field 
corresponds to cotQ ~ 2 to 2.5. Thus for a span to depth ratio·of 5 
or less, the uniform diagonal compression field BFGK disappears and 
only the fans remain. The beam consists entirely of D-regions and 
the tension in the longitudinal reinforcement at the simple support 
due to shear, Fig. 2.ll(e), amounts to 50% of that at the section of 
maximum moment. Indeed, the ACI-Code( 3) defines deep beams as beams 
with span to depth ratio less than 5 and its detailing provision for 
beams that 30% of the reinforcement required at the section of 
maximum moment be continued to the support and anchored there, is ·no 
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longer sufficient. The ACI code warns about this situation but 
provides little further guidance. If the span to depth ratio is 
reduced further, so that the fans would start to overlap, a direct 
-strut forms between load and support which· transfers part of the 
shear. In a short deep beam, such as the one shown in Fig. 2.17(a), 
actually all the shear can be transferred from the load to the 
support by a direct strut (without any stirrups). The tension tie 
force length. Rogowsky and throughout • l.S its now constant 
MacGregor< 7), (18) give experimental results for both simple an·d 
continuous deep beams in which the tensile,1 tie force measured is 
nearly constant along the length, indicating that the direct struts 
indeed formed. Results for a simple deep beam are reproduced in Fig. 
2.17(b). The most important point to note is that the deep beam can 
develop its flexural strength only if the longitudinal reinforcement 
is fully anchored for the indicated tensile force at the supports. 
Assuming that this is possible, the addition of stirrups, Fig. 
2.17(b), does not increase the strength of deep beams, rather it 
makes the failure mode desirably more ductile and reduces the tensile 
force that must be anchored at the support as shown in Fig. 2.17(b). 
If the flexural strength of a deep beam cannot be developed, it is 
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usually due to a loss of anchorage at the supports. Thus the amount 
of stirrups required becomes mainly a question of how large a tensile 
force can be anchored :. at the supports. Since significant internal 
--
stress redistributions are required for the struts to form, a minimum 
amount of distributed reinforcement should always be placed to 
provide the necessary inelastic deformation capacity. 
In essence, Rogowsky and M~cGreior' s tests (J)' (lS) verify the 
truss-like behavior of D regions at the ultimate state. Specifically, 
they.verify direct strut action. The significance of deep beam D-
regions for connection D regions becomes clear, if it is noted that, 
• 1n essence, each half of the deep beam in Fig. c·-~ 2.17(a) "turns a 
moment around a corner": The (external) vertical force couple, R-R, 
is converted into a (internal) horizontal force couple, C-T, at the 
midspan section. However, the function of each of the connections or 
joints shown in Fig. 2.18 is precisely to turn a moment (or a force 
couple) around a corner. Thus the "shaded" struts in Fig. 2.18(a)-
(e) are analogous in behavior and function to the direct struts 
observed in deep beams, Fig. 2.17. 
Design of the connections in Fig. 2.18 • requires choosing a 
reinforcement scheme which permits the· compression struts to fully 
anchor the tension ties and vice versa. The opening and closing knee 
joints, the beam-colwnn joint, and the corbel of Fig. 2.18(a), (b), 
(d), and (e) -- they all require that the tension reinforcement be 
anchored "behind" the node as indicated by the anchor plates, so that 
,. 
its tension is introduced as compression on the node, thus balancing 
the outward thrust of the compression struts. Similarly as in deep 
i'l"' 
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beams, providinl1 stirrups within the joint core reduces the forces 
that must be anchored at the location of the anchor plates. 
D regions analogous in function and behavior to those shown in 
Fig. 2.18, also form adjacent to the interface of precast concrete 
connections. D regions for reinforced concrete joints and precast 
concrete · ,connections· are treated in detail in chapters 3 and 4, 
respectively. 
2.6 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS BETWEEN BAND D REGIONS 
In an analysis or design by truss modeling, equilibrium\ 
strength conditions, and geometric constraints must be satisfied 
,, 
everywhere in the structure. This also includes the boundaries 
between the B and D • regions (as described • 1n section 2 . 2) . 
Specifically, the truss model used for the design of the D-region and 
the model used for the design of the B-region must be compatible at 
the B/D region boundary. This is particularly important, if beam 
theory and a section-by-section approach (section 2.4.1) are used for 
the B-reg~on, while an explicit truss model is used for the D-region. 
Therefore analysis or design of D regions by truss modeling first 
requires that all B/D region bouhdary forces and their l;cations be 
determined. These include magnitude, direction, and location of the 
flexural compressive and tensile resultants and of the diagonal 
compressive resultant transferring shear. The flexural compressive 
and tensile resultants may be obtained from any standard method of 
beam theory such as strain compatibility analysis or cracked section 
analysi,· provided the effect of shear is incorporated by., .. ~.~nsidering 
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an additional, fictitious axial tensile force, Nv, as described in 
' section 2.4.1 in the section-by-section approach. If the B/D region 
boundary is significantly below ultimate, an elastic cracked section 
analysis may be performed to obtain realistic results. 
Once the strut andu tie forces and .locations according to beam 
theory are obtained, they can then be used as the boundary conditions 
for the D regions, from which an initial assumption on the truss 
geometry within the D region (which approximates the load path) can 
be made. If this assumed truss does not violate equilibrium, 
strength conditions, geometric constraints, or boundary conditions, 
then a solution has been reached. Otherwise, an adjustment on the 
assumed truss within the D region is made, and the new truss • 1.S 
reanalyzed. 
obtained. 
This iterative process is repeated until a solution is 
If no valid truss model can be found, then the D-region 
controls strength and is not capable of transfer-ring the forces 
imposed by the B-regions. 
2.7 TREATMENT OF PRESTRESS 
In principle treatment of pres tress is~ straightforward. 
Following the suggestions by Schlaich, Schafer, and Jennewein( 6), the 
effects of the prestressing force can be considered in the form of 
"equivalent loads"( 2l) acti"ng from the tendon and its anchorages on 
the concrete. The prestressing steel not yet "used up" by the 
prestressing force, (fpu - fpe) AP, is treated as "passive" 
reinforcement similarly as any other nonprestressed reinforcement . 
• 
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The equivalent loads include the · anchor forces the "bond" forces 
along the transfer length of pretensioned strands (Fig. 2 .19), the 
concentrated or distributed transverse forces due to the "hoop 
effect" .of bent strands or tendons, and the friction forces along 
post-tensioned tendons. 
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These equivalent loads are treated equivalently as any other actually 
external loads. The concept of equivalent loads is treated by most 
standard textbooks on prestressed concrete <2!) .. 
:;;, 
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Unless also transversely prestressed, the web of prestressed 
beams must be considered cracked at the ultimate state, if the 
concrete tensile strength is not relied upon, whether the 
precompressed tension flange is cracked (flexure-shear cracking) or 
not cracked (web shear cracking). As evidenced by the experimentally 
observed cr~ck patterns, the inclination of the diagonal compression 
fields transferring shear is still fairly uniform in the B~regions of 
(Ji 
members with both compression and tension flanges, i.e. outside the 
vicinity of concentrated loads, reactions, and prestressing anchorage 
zones. 
Thus, prestressing can be readily included in the section-by-
section approach for B-regions presented in section 2.4.1. Simply, 
an equivalent external axial force, P, and shear force, VP, due to 
prestressing acting at the eccentricity of the tendon, are included 
among the external load actions in Fig. 2.10, and the equilibrium 
equations (2-5) through (2-9) are accordingly modified. Initially, 
the tension chord may be assumed to coincide with the centroid of the 
precompressed tension flange. If the tension chord force turns out 
to be tension, then the tension flange is cracked and the tension 
chord is located at the combined centroid of the non-prestressed 
reinforcement and the "passive part" of the prestressing steel. 
Thus, the depth of the section , dB, depends on whether or not the 
initially precompressed tension"flange is cracked. It is worthwhile 
noting that if the tension flange remains precompressed at the 
ultimate state, the diagonal compressive strength, equations (2-1) to 
(2-3), is significantly higher and permits the inclination, 9, of the 
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diagonal compression field, to be selected much flatter than in non-
prestressed beams. Thus, prestressing "saves" stirrups. 
The stress distributions according to beam theory for the B 
regi9ns are, of course, no longer valid in D regions, • 1. e. near 
"" supports and prestress anchorages. As demonstrated in section 3. 5 
for a dapped end beam, explicit ,;truss models for such D • regions 
permit the designer to consider in a rational and actually quite 
simple manner the interaction of prestress transfer and shear 
, .. 
transfer. Since beam theory is not valid, it is not, in general, 
possible to work only with the resultant of the prestressing force. 
Rather the equivalent loads for each strand should be treated 
explicitly at the location where they arise. These e.quivalent loads 
follow directly from the transfer lengths specified in codes, as 
illustrated in Fig. 2.19. The variation of the strand force and, 
hence, bond forces beyond the transfer length may be determined by 
cracked section analysis, but must not exceed the slope of the strand 
development diagram, as shown in Fig. 2.19(b) and (a). 
Particular attention must be paid in pretensioned beams to the 
fact that the tension chord force is not zero at the end of simply 
supported beams, as shown in Fig. 2.12(d). This tension chord force 
'PJ 
due to shear becomes, of course, quite large if only minimal stirrup 
reinforcement is provided, if cot e However, • 1n is large. . . 1.e. 
,\ pretensioned beams with little or no overhang beyond the support, 
virtually no pres tressing force is transferred up to the support. 
Therefore, the outward thrust of fan A-B-G in Fig. 2 .12 must be 
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anchored with supplemental reinforcement which must be properly 
spliced to the strands. Otherwise a combined diagonal 
tension/bond/splice failure mode may control. The experimental 
/ evidence on 15 pretensioned double tees with· minimal stirrup 
reinforcement which all failed in an undesirable diagonal tension 
failure mode< 22 ) attests to the problem. As demonstrated in section 
3.5, an explicit truss model for this D region allows analyzing this 
problem in more depth in a rational manner. 
2.8 ANCHORAGE AND DEVELOPMENT OF STRUTS AND TIES AND SPLICES 
The transition from the idealized truss model to the actual 
structural member raises a significant question: Having properly 
proportioned the concrete and reinforcement dimensions, how should 
the structural member be detailed so that both the compressive struts 
and the tensile reinforcement are properly anchored at the nodes? If 
the anchorage details are not properly chosen, the truss-designed 
structure is likely to perform poorly. In essence, good detailing of 
a node requires that all the elements entering a node be fully 
anchored at or "behind" that node so that the intended truss will 
indeed develop at ultimate state. Anchorage and development 
determines not only the strength but, even more importantly, the 
location of the nodes, and, hence, the geometry of the very truss on 
which design is based. Therefore, it must be the engineers' 
responsibility to detail the structural member -- including the 
connections and their anchorage details. 
In a truss model, all the elements must be anchored and/or 
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developed, i.e., it is equally important to anchor the compression 
elements (struts, fans, and/or arches) as it is to anchor the tension 
elements. In fact, at a node, the compression elements supply the 
forces which anchor the tension ties, and conversely the tension ties 
supply the forces which anchor the compression elements, (an action-
reaction relationship). While in standard design practice the flow 
of the forces which an anchored bar introduces into the concrete, is 
not investigated, it is in truss modeling, at least at a global 
level: the bar anchorage forces flow into the explicitly modeled 
compression elements of the truss model, thus in truss modeling 
anchorage and development of bars amounts to design and detailing of 
the "local connections" at the truss . 
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The single most important basic principle for proper anchor-iige- --- --- ~· -""·. ----- -
of compression elements and tension ties at a node can be stated as 
follows: the tension tie forces must be carried through and brought 
"behind" the node where those tensile forces on the node face. Those 
compressive forces exactly equilibrate any compression element forces 
bearing on the remaining nodal faces, 
state of biaxial compression. 
If and tension ties • compression 
thus placing the node • 1n a 
elements interlock in this 
manner, only the concrete compressive strength is relied upon, the 
various mechanisms at anchorage and development discussed in the next 
section 
(direct bearing, development, and friction) differ ·in the manner in 
which the tension ties convert their tensile forces,into compression 
at a node. 
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2.8.1 MECHANISMS OF ANCHORAGE AND DEVELOPMENT 
When three struts bear against each ~ther in a C-C-C node such 
that a biaxially compressed nodal zone forms, Fig. 2.20(a), or when a 
strut bears into a rigid angle such that a biaxially compressed nodal 
zone forms within the angle, Fig. 2.20(b), the struts are anchored in 
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FIGURE 2. 2.0: Virec:r beo.ri"9 and lri+erloc.ktn'3 
direct bearing. When the anchor plates of two reinforcement ties are 
interlocked at a C-T-T node such that a biaxially compressed nodal 
zone can form against which the strut can bear, Fig. 2.20(c), the 
ties and the strut are anchored in direct bearing. 
P'? 
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When a strut 11is. bearing in a C-T-T node 
'C' against· the 
''hydrostatic'' nodal zone that forms within the bend of a rebar, Fig. 
" 2.20{d), or when two struts are bearing in a C-C-T node against the 
triaxially compressed nodal zone that forms within the loop of looped 
rebars, Fig. 2.20(e), the struts and ties are also anchored in direct 
bearing. ,,i However; since very high bearing stresses exist under the 
minimal bearing surface provided by bends and loops, bend and loop· 
'\ 
" ) 
anchoragei can only anchor large forces, if transverse compression is 
present such as in the C-C-T node configuration at the simple support 
of a beam shown in Fig. 2.20(e). In sueh a C-C-T node the nodal zone 
-6 
is in triaxial compression and can sustain stresses. up to several 
times the uniaxial compressive strength. Using closely spaced loops 
. - ·.; ._;..c_ .. ,. -·~-"<-.:.-- ... ,··.....;··----=---=--------···----a?_::.. ~-::--·--;.· .... "-···--~-;.:.. ,c ·-: , .. ~--.. ·.:. _ ..::.:..,c ..•• ;;-7.·.;:· __ , ·•---•- .• c.cc .•••• ,_,._.'e'. __ ,_-_ ::'" ... , •. ·.-- co.-,:.·· .... 
or bends and effectively creating a bent "sheet" of steel increases 
the effective bearing surface. 
. Note how interlocking, in essence, converts tension into 
compression at C-C-T and C-T-T nodes. In order to ensure that the 
struts of the truss which develops upon cracking, can indeed 
interlock with the anchorages of the reinforcement ties, the location 
of the anchorages must be carefully chosen as discussed in Section 
2.8.2. 
Development length is the length over which a rebar must be 
embedded in concrete to fully develop its yield capacity in axial 
tension • compression. From a or modeling point truss of . view, 
development itself is nothing more than local truss action and 
anchorage through bearing. As shown in Fig. 2.2l(a), an increase in 
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"granularity" makes visible this refined, local truss action in the 
( 
' . 
vicinity of the rebar\. 
l~) 
' c.om pres~1or1 · 
con~s 
(C) 
,. 
Narrow compressive cones interlock with, 
., 
bear against the lugs of 
the rebar. These compressive cones cause circumferential tensile 
stresses around the bar as shown in Fig. 2.2l(b). If the tensile 
stresses exceed the tensile strength of the concrete, longitudinal 
splitting occurs. Ihis truss action in bar development has indeed 
been experimentally observed. If flexural rebars are "encased" in 
the bends of closed stirrups as shown in Fig. 2. 2l(c), then the 
transverse compression from the diagonal shear struts bearing into 
the bends of the stirrups can postpone this longitudinal splitting. 
Upon longitudinal splitting "bond" is essentially lost, since the 
diagonal compression cones loose their anchorage at. the .ocposi te 
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end. In diagonally cracked beams bar development is therefore only 
~ffective, if the bars are enclosed in stirrups as required by the 
ACI Code. ( 3) 
If a rebar is pulled through a node and extended by a 
development length beyond the location where an anchor plate would be 
located, the diagonal compression cones can bear against the nodal 
zone as visualized in Fig. 2. 22. Thus, in the sense shown in Fig. 
\ 
~\Gt',+,ous 
MC~°t. 
<( ;> 
Deve\opn1en1-
\e.:r19+l-i · CAV\ rtp\o.ce. 
a!"c.V\Of" plQ+es $ 
v,~e. versa.. 
2.22, anchor plates and development lengths can replace each other. 
In truss modeling it is convenient to indicate with an anchor plate 
where a bar must be anchored or fully developed. If the bar is 
anchored through a development length, the anchor plate is called a 
fictitious anchor plate. In design the truss model is constructed 
first and the fictitious anchor plate indicates from where the bar 
must extend a development length. In analysis, when the 
reinforcement is already given, the fictitious anchor plate must be 
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placed a development length from the end of the bar and indicates 
where a truss node can form~ Figure 2.23 illustrates a T-T-T node in 
which the (fictitious) anchor plates at the T-T-T node of · Fig. 
2.6(d) are replaced by their equivalent development lengths. Note 
J 
/ ) 
TY\e a~f p\a.te~ o~ +he 
T-T-T node of F,9u<e 1.(p(ci) 
m~ 'oe rep\ttce.d b~ develop.,-
m~V\+ \eV\9~-s 
again how interlocking in essence converts tension into compression 
at a node. 
In contrast to the T-T-T node of Fig. 2.23, the T-T node shown 
in Fig. 2.25 - a lap splice - cannot be in equilibrium by itself and 
needs transverse compression supplied by other reinforcement. A part 
of the bar force can be transferred directly from bar to bar through 
a diagonal compression field between the bars as shown ·in Fig. 
2.25(a). Another and larger part must be transferred through the 
surrounding concrete. If the two bars are lapped two development 
lengths, the compression cones extending from each bar's individual 
"development length" can bear against each other as shown in Fig. 
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2.25(b). While the interlocking of the compression cones at section 
X-X is analogous to that of the T-T-T node of F{g. 2. 23, the lap 
splice needs for either transfer mechanism transverse compression to 
balance the transverse component of the diagonal compression fields 
or cones. Placing the lap splice within the bends of stirrups [Fig. 
2.2l(c)] or spiral reinforcement ensures that such transverse 
compression is present. For a 100% lap splice the AC! code requires 
a lap length of 1.7 development lengths. This would imply that at 
leas·t 15% of the bar force must be transferred by the mechanism of 
Fig. 2.25(a). 
As in direct bearing and development, a purely mechanical 
re~istance can be· developed parallel to the fraying surface of two 
materials in contact if a normal force is acting on the surface. 
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This friction resistance can be explained using a highly refined 
local truss model in which compression fibers interlock with the 
irregularities of the rough contact surfaced. Globally, the 
horizontal component of the inclined compression strut in Fig. 2. 24 
is said to be resisted by ! friction, given by 
where µ 5 ~ coefficient of friction 
= .6 (concrete to hardened unroughened concrete) 
.7 (concrete to rolled steel) 
- 1.0 (concrete to hardened roughened concrete) 
- 1.4 (monolithic concrete) 
The angle between the inclined compressive strut and the normal 
0 
to the surface is o<. Should ex reach the friction angle cf, , the strut 
will be in impending slip motion. The conservative designer usually 
avoids relying on friction for anchorage. If the surface in Fig. 
2.24 is a steel plate, a cross bar can be welded to it which changes 
the mechanism of anchorage to direct bearing. 
Cc() 1~<-~'-------.....~.,.,.,~~ 
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2.8.2 ANCHORAGE AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS 
As described in the previous section, anchoring a rebar requires 
that it be "locked" behind the node through an anchor plate, loop, or 
alternatively, a development length. While it is obvious that an 
anchor plate and the weld .: to the rebar must be · proportioned to 
,, 
Y. 
develop the rebar, it is often overlooked that the anchor plate must 
.:/ 
be situated at a location so that it indeed provides a bearing 
surface against which the full width of the incoming compression 
strut can bear. Figure 2.26(a) illustrates a C-C-T node in which the 
anchor plate is incorrectly located. Although the anchor plate is 
capable of anchoring the reinforcement the incoming compression strut 
is only partially anchored. 
-~· • ., • .:;., ,:, ·,-·· • -- ,.-..: .•. ·..:. __ ·.:._ ..• c .. '.C-c....'<--,-,.:.,..c-:.: •• · .. ~::..,.-.- '_- -- -
To fully ~nchor strut C in Fig. 2.26(a) without relying on the 
concrete tensile strength, one of three changes must be made: (1) 
shift the resultant line of action of C so that the full width of the 
incoming diagonal compressive strut can in fact bear against the 
anchor plate. This does not require) a change in the reinforcing 
detail, but rather a chang.e in the geometry of the truss, which 
!ii' 
changes the forces in the truss elements and can therefore not simply 
be neglected, (2) increase the size of the anchor plate so that the 
compressive strut can be intercepted by it, Fig. 2.26(b), or rather 
than increasing the anchor plate size, (3) shift it by a distance, t'. 
,~ 
Fig. 2.26(c), so that the incoming strut can be equilibrated. The 
just stated changes are purely geometric in that the anchor plate's 
dimensions or location so as to develop the • lS adjusted 
full • compressive strut and tensile tie capacities. Thus 
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4t become~ clear that anchorages must meet two requirements: (1) the j 
(fJ.t~--,i 
location and · site of the anchor plate must be geometrically 
compatible with the geometry of the truss model, i.e. with the 
location and size of the nodal zone or struts, and (2) the anchor 
plate must have sufficient strength. 
Similarly, a bar anchored through development must meet both 
geometric and strength requirements. Since (bond) strength, too, is 
geometrically expressed by development length, the geometric 
requirement is often overlooked. Figure 2~27 illustrates this for a 
C-C-T node over a support. If the (fictitious) anchor plate in Fig. 
T~ 
{'.3~ome-\-.ic) (~J ~r~) 
(a...) (.b) (.C) 
F\G~E. '2.'2.1: B~"" e.l'Y\lcechv\-e.vi. c-9u\-reme\"\+~ 
2.27(a) is replaced by bar embedment length, the bar must at least 
extend to the point of intersection of the outermost • compression 
fiber of the inclined strut with the line of action of the bar in 
81 
order to intercept the full width of the strut, as shown in Fig. , 
2. 2 7 (b) . If the development length is · shorter than the distance 
between this point and the center of the support strut, this 
geometrically required embedment length controls. If the development 
length is larger, as shown in Fig. 2.27(c), the davelopment length is 
/; 
theoretically to be measured from a point somewhere between the 
center of the support strut and the location of the fictitious anchor 
plate. To simplify, and since development lengths are not that 
accurate and conservatism is in place for anchorages, the development 
length is measured from the location of the fictitious anchor plate 
in Fig. 2.27(a). The geometrically required embedment length • lS 
---- __ :=_ 0 _:c:-=:,_-,-___ 0 __ ,_ .• , ---:-;.• __ = __ _ _--::c~~C-~- ;a_ -., -c ,·ca • ...__ _c :.a._.-.c· -'-· ··._ ------:-C--- _ .···-. _ ---~~- .~ • .~ c ...c::::_··c :......--= ;:-,c-__ =-~ ,·cc _-; ,co ~- ••.. ·.. .-0- C~~ - "'--·-...c.·. ·'··- -· 
. ~,~lil<e'l:y -to ~"control if. the· bar diameter and, hence, development length 
is small and if the inclined strut is flat and due to the reduced 
diagonal compressive strength wide. 
Both geometric and strength requirements must be met at a C-T-T 
node, whether anchorage achieved through anchor plates, • lS 
development lengths, or (bent) reinforcement (Fig. 2.28). If anchor 
plates are used, they must be sized and located so as to 
geometrically intercept the full width of the compression strut [Fig. 
2.28(a)]. Similarly for the detail of Fig. 2.28(b), the rebars need 
to be extended at least to the second point of intersection of the 
outermost compression fibers of the strut with the lines of action of 
the two reinforcement ties (geometric requirement) · or a developmen't 
length beyond the location of the fictitious anchor plate ("bond" 
strength requirement), whichever controls. Finally, the number and 
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radius of the bent bars in Fig. 2.28(i) ~must not only be large enough 
that the concrete does not crush under the bend (strength), bu~ the 
bend must also be large enough that it can intercept the full width 
of the incoming strut (geometry), since the strut must be contained 
within the bend where the hoop forces origin.ate. 
Figure 2.29 illustrates the anchorage problems at the end of a 
simply supported beam, where a straight development length beyond the 
support is often not available. Care is needed if the longitudinal 
reinforcement is bent upward or anchored with a hook as shown in Fig. 
2.29(a). In the detail shown, the diagonal compression struts, which 
should develop the vertical bar extension beyond the bend, have no 
horizontal support. Therefore, horizontal ties enclosing the 
vertical bar extension must be provided. Experience shows that 
without such ties the vertical leg tends to "pop off" the cover as it 
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tries to straighten when the bar is pulled out. If the verti
cal legs 
are located directly over· the support, the 
• 
compressive support 
reaction struts could develop the vertical extension of the 
flexural 
reinforcement, as shown in Fig. 2.29(b). If the vertical extension 
can develop the vertical component of the beam end fan, the 
bend can 
now serve as a "pocket" to "catch" the diagonal compress
ion fan. 
Also this detail should have horizontal ties over the dept
h of the 
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beam. A good beam end anchorage is provided by horizoritally looped 
reinforcement as shown in Fig. 2.29(c). 
2.9 QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS O'F" NIB DETAILS OF PRETENSIONED DAP-ENDED 
' 
BEAMS 
The following sections serve to illustrate the just described 
anchorage principles through qualitative analyses, of several nib 
details of a pretensioned dap-ended beam. Specifically, the best and 
the worst nib details are looked at in some detail, namely specimens 
lB and 2C for which test results are reported in a PCI report. ( 22 ) 
'\ 
These details are also listed in the PCI Conne~tion Ife:isign 
Handbook. ( 2) A quantitative analysis of the complete <lapped en,;t_.1?~-~IJ1--~--'""-- ._, ,.- ·o+ .. -· .. ~~-
specimen lB can b~ found in section 3.5. 
This section demonstrates that a purely qualitative truss 
analysis ( except for the graphic statics inherently contained • 1n 
truss models) allows a designer to "catch" many anchorage 
deficiencies without ever performingr any tests. The test results for 
these nibs confirm the conclusions from,these qualitative analyses. 
2.9.1 NIB OF SPECIMEN lB 
The nib detailing of specimen lB, Fig. 2.30, allows for all 
compression struts and reinforcing ties to be fully anchored by 
direct be·aring on the anchor plates. The tensile strength and/or 
chemical bond strength of concrete are never relied upon. Thus, th~ 
full capacity of this nib can be realized and is only limited by the 
global properties of the nib such as geometry and material strengths. 
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Usually, such an anchorage detail can be relied upon without 
verification tests. 
Figure 2.31 shows the truss model for nib lB. The continuation 
of this truss model in the beam can be found in Fig. 3.23. Eighteen 
kips of the total shear force of 23 kips are transferred by the 
inclined hanger bar into the beam, while the rest is transferred by 
the inclined compression chord strut C2 [Fig. 2.3l(a)]. In a nib at 
its own capacity, the compression chord strut C2 would touch the 
upper re-entrant corner. In this case, the capacity of the beam is 
11 
controlled by the D region to the right (see section 3. 5); 
specifically, there are not enough "hanger bar" stirrups immediately 
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to the right which forces strut C2 into the <ieeper position shown. 
Compression struts CH and c0 in Fig. 2.31 are "anchor struts" formed 
in order to fully anchor (balance) the outward thrusts of struts Cl-
C2. The inclined hanger bar (H-bar) is anchored by welding it to the 
,, 
anchorage assembly, the transve'rse p+ates of which, in turn, anchor 
the outward thrust of Cl-C2 over\the struts c8 and c0 . 
I 
I 
I 
,I 
Note how the 
q,~ 
"anchor plates" of the H-bar "i1nterlock" with struts Cl-C2 and how 
the forces anchoring the struts and the bar are related by the 
action-reaction principle. Nowhere is the concrete/steel interface 
i' 
bond or the concrete' tensile strength ,used, since direct bearing of 
the sub struts is possible, as shown in Fig. 2.3l(b). Direct bearing 
allows the concrete to develop its full compressive strength, 
r~~ 
' ~-· 
provided that the longitudinal and vertical transverse plates are 
relatively rigid in shear and flexure. Finally, the existence of a 
vertical transverse plate ensures that the nib capacity • is not 
controlled by friction between concrete and the horizontal transverse 
plate. Similarly, the transverse cross-bar welded to the support 
plate ensures that the nib capacity is not controlled by friction 
between strut Cl and the support plate, }·and acts in effect as an 
anchor plate for the longitudinal nib bar which is also welded to the 
support plate. 
Since the steel assembly allows for direct bearing against 
biaxially stressed regions and/or transverse (anchor) plates, it is 
structurally equivalent to"the fictitious anchor plate shown in Fig. 
2.31(c). In fact, the steel assembly as detailed is actually better 
than the anchorage plate of Fig. 2.3l(c), since the transverse steel 
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plates are at the geometric boundaries of the nib. This anchorage 
'IJ • 
scheme is, therefore, not sensitive to the exact location of node Cl-
C2 or the exact width of struts Cl-C2. Since exact node location and 
strut width vary between service and ultimate load, this • is an 
important quality which ensures adequate performance at any load-
stage. Clearly, this is an excellently detailed nib and, quite 
probably, its designer had a truss model in rninq. 
2.9.2 NIB OF SPECIMEN 2C 
The detailing and dimensions for this specimen are shown in Fig. 
2. 32. Its associated truss model which· may, or rather, may not form, 
-.-is . shown . in Fig. 2. 3 3 and explained be low. To anticipate the 
conclusions below, this scheme relies for anchorage soley on the 
tensile (shear) strength of plain concrete and the minimal "chemical 
bond" which may may not exist between a steel plate and concrete in 
the absence of transverse compression. Such anchorage details are to 
be discourage, even in the presence of test results, since they are 
extremely sensitive to the local details of the actual loading 
conditions which include the effects of creep, shrinkage, temperature 
changes, and building frame movement. 
As illustrated in Figure 2. 32 a 6" x 3/8" x 6 11 vertical steel 
plate is embedded within the nib such that its left vertical side 
extends only 1/2" to the left of the vertical support reaction. Due 
to the insufficient bearing area of the base of the vertical steel 
plate, which is limited to 2xl/2" - 1" by equilibrium, the full 
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design shear of 23 kips cannot be introduced into the steel plate, 
rather only: 
VPL = l" x 3/8" x 36 ksi = 13.5 kips (< VOES - 23 K) 
" 
Any additional shear must be transferred by formation of struts Cl-C2 
[Fig. 2.33(a)]. Since the H-bar is welded to the vertical plate (the 
vertical plate itself bearing·,. against the concrete) it is conceivable ....... 
that the H-bar could be developed in a section through the re-entrant 
corner, although the plate thickness of 3/8" is awfully small for the 
plate to act as an ~nchor plate as conceptually illustrated in Fig. 
2.33(c). However, the issue is not simply developing the H-bar, but 
as importantly, anchoring the outward thrust of struts Cl-C2. More 
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specific'ally, the reactions to the forces developing the bar must 
anchor the outw~d) thrust of Cl-C2. Hence, only if struts Cl-C2 are 
. \ ~ 
fully anchored J\to the vertical steel plate, can the capacity of the 
nib as determined by the truss model, be realized. This is the weak 
link of this nib detail. Due to the lack of transverse compression, 
the anchorage of struts Cl-C2 to the vertical plate relies on the 
minimal chemical bond that may exist between steel plate and 
concrete, and also on concrete tensile strength, as shown in Fig. 
2.33(b). Note, however, that neither the ACI Code( 3 ) nor the "PCI 
handbooks (l, 2 ) permit interface shear transfer in the absence of 
transverse compression or transverse reinforcement. The behavior of 
this nib is structurally equivalent to that in Fig. 2.33(c). Node 
Cl-C2 forms outside the location where the H-bar introduces 
compression by "anchor plate action." "Anchor plate" and struts do 
.-
not· interlock- and concrete tension and chemical bond is needed to 
transfer shear and anchor the struts. Also, strut Cl at the support 
reaction is only anchored to the extent that friction between the 
concrete and steel is not exceeded. A cross-bar, as in specimen lB, 
would eliminate this problem it would provide for direct • since 
bearing of strut Cl. 
In summary, no interlocking of struts with rebars or plates is 
provided and anchorage of struts Cl-C2 relies on the tensile (shear) 
strength of plain concrete and on chemical bond which • 1s not 
permitted by codes. Whether or not this detail works can only be 
determined by tests. Usually, such details do not work as 
exemplified by this test. This nib was only able to carry 
' . 
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approximately 12 kips in shear before the nib failed by diagona'l 
tenslon failure in the lower re-entrant corn~r of the nib. Note that 
) 
,· 
.this 12 kips is not much different from the maximum force that can be 
~ introduced into the plate as calculated above, VPL = 13.5 kips. 
Clearly, this nib is poorly "detailed" and violates codes on 
closer inspection. It exemplifies detailing that is not guided by a 
rational model such as truss models. Even the hole in the plate is 
in the wrong location; it would be more effective "outside" node Cl-
c21.._ It clearly demonstrates that "detailing" is not a detail but a 
crucial and essential part of design which must not be left to 
"detailers". It cannot be left to detailers because the "details" 
which an·alysis and design is based. The importance of anchorage 
through interlocking of struts and other reinforcement casts doubt on 
the common practice of showing "supplemental" reinforcement for 
connections on drawings without the primary reinforcement. 
,. 
2.10 RULES FOR TRUSS MODELING 
I 
., 
t• 
In the design of structures by use of truss models, several 
rules should be followed. Since many different truss models can be 
created for the same structure under the same loading, the choice 
would be one that uses the simplest and shortest internal force paths 
and maximizes the stiffness. Elements with the least amount of 
deformation such as diagonal concrete struts should be frequently 
used and preferred over, for instance, diagonal reinforcement ties, 
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since this minimizes the energy. Schlaich, Schafer, and J ennewe.in ( 6) 
derived an expression from the principle of minimum strain energy, 
where 
• • m1n1mum 
F. - force in strut or tie i l 
. ji -= length of' element i 
tmi - mean strain of element i 
(2-15*) 
It can be seen from equation (2-15*) that minimizing the member 
lengths and using as few ties as possible (since they have large 
strains compar~d to struts), will minimize the strain energy. 
Generally, there are two types of trusses, those which transfer 
shear with diagonal compression struts and those that transfer shear 
with diagonal tension ties. 
first type over the second. 
.. 
Clearly, equation ( 2-15*) pref airs the 
Primary reinforcement ties should 
generally follow the geometric boundaries of the component and 
maximize the internal flexural lever arm. They should never be bent 
around concave corners, since this leads to T-T-T nodes which should 
--
be avoided. It is extremely difficult to make a T-T-T node • 1n a 
concave corner· stiff and tight enough that the bent bar doesn't "pop-
out" before the third tie is activated. Rather, primary B-region 
reinforcement entering a D region such as a joint should be extended 
-
straight and anchored at the far geometric boundary of the D-region, 
where its anchorage can introduce compression~ This rule -is evident 
in most of the truss mode ls described in chapters 3 and 4. 
Generally, anchorages should be located as close to the opposite 
geometric boundaries of a component as possible, since this provides 
maximum freedom to the truss which develops upon cracking, to choose 
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its optimal node locations at different stages of loading. 
" The models described this • 1n at the truss report operate 
ultimate state, in full accordance with the design philosophy of the 
AC! Code( 3 ) 
' 
and significant • require inelastic stress 
redistributions. In order to permit the truss to indeed develop, the 
. i 
concrete must be· given minimum ductility with well distributed, 
caging type, minimum reinforcement in two or at least one direction. 
' Once a general geometry for the design _truss model is chosen, 
additional r.1,1les and considerations should be followed so that the 
structural component will behave as modeled. 
1. the structural component fully cracked at the Since • lS 
ultimate state, the concrete tensile strength should never 
be relied on (except for shear in slabs). 
2. Make certain that the same chunk of concrete is not used 
more than once as a structural element. Concrete 
compression struts must never intersect nor overlap. If 
they intersect, a node must be introduced explicitly. 
Intersecting struts are not compatible with open ·cracks, 
since it signifies biaxial compression. 
3. Once the required depths of the struts are known, make sure 
they do not exceed the geometric limits of the structural 
component nor overlap. 
4. Reinforcement ties should pass through the truss nodes and 
,,( 
be anchored "behind" the node so that the tension in the 
reinforcement can introduce compression on the node. 
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• 
Compress ion struts should bear or interiock with the 
supports or the reinforcement. 
5. Provide whenever possible a well distributed caging type of 
/ 
reinforcement. 
I 
f 
A ductile component more readily accepts the 
\;,.. 
~ 
design truss *odel. 
6. All hardware such as plates and angles should be sized so 
that they do not govern the truss model's behavior, 
they should be relatively rigid. 
• 1 . e . , 
7. Welding should be kept to an absolute minimum since brittle 
weld failures are not uncommon. Many of the failures 
observed in the tested connections of the PCI project 
_ . ., 
1/4( 23 ) were due to brittle weld,ruptures. 
2.10.1 SUMMARY ON ANCHORAGE AND DEVELOPMENT 
The significance of anchoring and developing the truss elements 
cannot be overemphasized, since full anchorage and development of the 
members determine the behavior and performance of the structural 
component. Proper anchorage is the key to a successful truss model. 
It is just as, if not more, important as the concrete strength. 
Therefore, the designer should detail his structural component and be 
conservative with anchorage and development. 
This means that he· should not except possibly· locally for 
development, rely on the concrete ten~ strength. Reliance on the 
concrete tensile strength will result in poor performance if the 
concrete is precracked due to volumetric changes or building frame 
movement. 
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Sections 2. 8 arid 2. 9 clearly show that both tension ties and 
compression struts need to be anchored. Tension elements ·should be 
brought through a node and anchored behind it with an anchor plate or 
its equivalent. Anchorage of compression elements requires that the 
compressive thrust component be fully equilibrated by anchor plates 
(or their equivalent) and that the anchor plates be located so as to 
l 
intercept all of the fibers of. the compression elements (section 
2.8.2). The details of sectiorl 2.9 exactly demonstrate the need to 
anchor both the compression and tension elements. 
' Since loops wrap around biaxially stressed nodes, they allow the 
tension to be brought behind the node and introduce • compression 
through the node, thus allowing interlock. Hence, loops are 
recommended for anchoring rebars. But loop location is crucial if 
compressive struts are to be anchored at loc~tions predetermined from 
the truss. As demonsb:-ated in section 2.9.2, incorrect location of 
the anchor plate (or a loop) may result in reliance on the concrete 
tensile strength for compressive strut anchorage. Of course, loops 
should be oriented, so that the plane of the loop is transverse to 
the compre$sion strut it interlocks. The beneficial effects of 
transverse • compression can then be Horizontal over loops used . 
supports in beams, for example, would use this transverse 
• compression. Compressive strut anchorage achieved 
through frictional resistance should be avoided. 
2.11 INTERFACE SHEAR TRANSFER WITH MOMENT 
The shear friction procedure, as described by the ACI code( 3), 
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• 
provides a design method for conditions in whi'~h shear transfer 
1-.1 
,, 
should be considered, such as at an interface between concrete and 
steel, at an interface between c~ncretes cast at diffftrent times, in 
design of reinforcing details for precast concrete structures, and in 
other instances where 'tshear transfer must be considered across a 
plane in structural concrete. 
According to the AC! code( 3) the shear friction resistance is 
given by 
but 
~ (800 psi)(i\c) 
where Avf - area of shear friction reinforcement 
N 
)ls 
- positive tensile loads on the interface 
= coefficient of friction 
(2-16) 
(2-17) 
In this form it is not immediately clear how shear friction 
relates to truss models and how combined moment and shear at the 
interface should be treated. In particular, the question is often 
asked whether reinforcement located in the flexural compression zone 
may be included i_n the shear friction reinforcement. The purpose of 
this section is to present shear friction in a form that is 
compatible with truss modeling and to address some of these questions. 
The shear friction concept can be understood through the local 
truss model for·an infinitesimal element of unit length shown in Fig. 
98 
2.34(a). 
~ 
E \..\ .:: o : "'.., = ~ s 'i Y'\ o(. eo so(. 
E V = o: (tc:: ( )f ~ - a'~)/ co?~ 
ca..) 
Of course, it is not the reinforcement, but diagonal .. compressive 
stresses in the concrete which resist shear along the interface. 
Combining the equilibrium equations in both the horizontal and 
vertical directions and considering that the diagonal compressive 
stresses cannot exceed the diagonal compressive strength and their 
inclination cannot exceed the angle of friction, gives 
E H = 0: • · v,, = Uc sin a cos a (2-18) 
E V = O: (2-19) 
(2-20) 
tan a ~ tan <P = µ 5 (2-21) 
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where ~- angle of inclination of the diagonal compressive stresses 
<\>= friction angle • 
~ . 
~= reinforcement ratio 
The maximum shear stress that can be transferred over the 
'" 
interface according to equations (2-18) to (2-21) is plotted in Fig. 
2.34(b). The dashed line corresponds to equation (2-20) at its upper 
'0 
limit, equation (2-21), and' also considers that the shear friction 
~ 
coefficient, {-As, depends on the concrete normal stress. The dash-
dotted Mohr's circle represents the diagonal concrete crushing 
criterion. The solid line represents a safe approximation of the 
dashed line using a constant friction coefficient and the limit 
specified by equation (2-17). 
The diagonal compressive strength depends according to equations 
(2-1) and (2-2) on the strain conditions. If the steel across the 
interface • lS, as assumed above, at the yield strain, the diagonal 
compressive strength is 0.33 fc' and 0.4 fc' for tan0 = tanq, = 0.6 
and 0.7, respectively. Inserting these values into equation (2-18) 
gives a shear stress at diagonal crushing of 0.15 fc' and 0.19 fc' 
forf'A-s = tan~= 0.6 and 0.7, respectively. Thus, if the steel is 
yielding in tension, Mohr's circle for diagonally crushing concrete 
t) 
intersects the shear friction line at a shear stress approximately 
equal to the limit specified by equation (2-17). 
Thus, the ACI Code equations (2-16) and (2-17) • 1n essence 
represent the local interface failure surface for transverse steel 
yielding in tension multiplied by the interface area, except that the 
failure condition is not closed to the right. However, shear occurs 
100 . .. 
rarely without moment. If a moment is acting across the interface, 
the (diagonal) compressive stresses must be concentrated in th·e 
flexural compression zone, as shown in Fig. 2.3S(a), and a shear 
force can be resisted by the inclined flexural compressive resultant . 
V ... <--
t-A~ 
{{ . ' 
w 
I Cl.9 
C \, l;'>o 
~ 
If the compression steel is in compression, the diagonal compressive 
strength, equations (2-1) and (2-2) is close or equal to its flexural 
value of 0.85 fc' and the maximwn transferable shear force is close 
to the product of flexural resultant times friction • compressive 
coefficient. However, the friction coefficient to be used must be 
that associated with concrete normal stresses close to 0.85 fc'. If 
this value were used, the limit specified by equation (2-17) would 
· not apply, since this limit simply defines the point beyond which the 
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code-specified constant friction coefficients become unconservative, 
as illustrated in Fig./,,,Q:.34(b). Unfortunately, the-re is practically 
/ 
,, ' 
/ 
no experimental data on friction coefficients for such high concrete 
normal stresses. 
In Fig. 2 .-35 (a) it has been assumed that the compression steel 
" is acting in compression. However, a larger shear force could be 
transferred over the interface, if the (inclined) flexural 
compressive resultant were increased, i.e. if the "compression" steel 
were acting in tension, as shown in Fig. 2.35(b). Specifically, the 
shear force defined by equation (2-16), if the compression steel is 
included in the shear fricti'on steel, could be reached, if the 
"compression" steel were yielding in tension. Naturally, the 
question arises whether steel yielding in tension in the flexural 
compression zone does not violate strain compatibility. It • 1S 
precisely this strain compatibility which is express"ed by equation 
(2-2) where 6 = o( in Fig. 2.34. Tensile strains in the steel imply 
transverse strains across the inclined compressive resultant and 
-
reduce according to equation (2-1) the (diagonal) compressive 
strength. Therefore, the depth of the inclined flexural compression 
block must become significantly larger, and the lever arm and, hence, 
flexural strength is reduced in compafis.on with the condition when 
the compression steel is in compression. In other words, a moment-
shear interaction must exist for the interface. In the next section 
( 
the equations for this interface interaction diagra~ are derived. 
P' 
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2.11.1 INTERFACE MOMENT SHEAR INTERACTION EQUATIONS 
The derivation of .the equations governing the interface 
I 
interaction diagram is based on the assumption of under reinforced 
I ,. , , 
\ ) 
behavi_or, i.e. on the assumption that the flexural tension steel is 
. \ 
yielding at the interface. Figure 2.36 shows the free body diagram 
for the interface and also the notation and sign conventions. All 
.. forces are plotted in the positive direction. Figure 2. 3 7 shows 
qua'litatively the interface interaction diagram and will be explained 
as the governing equations are derived. 
equilibrium equations for the interface yield: 
Formulating the three 
L I-I = 0: ('. sin O' == V (2-22) 
. ' 
L \I = 0: C cos a = 1"'y - N + T 5' (2-23) 
L Ms= O: M T d N h + Ts' dH' - C _2t = y - 2 (2-24) 
Combining the first two equations and calculating the depth at the 
inclined compression strut (compression block) gives: 
c2 = V 2 + (Ty - N + T s')2 
t C 
b f I d 
. (2-25) 
(2-26) 
Substituting equations (2-25) and (2-26) into equation (2-24) gives 
l\·1 
V 2 + (Ty - N + T 5')2 
2 bf I d 
(2-27) 
Dividing equation (2-22) by (2-23) and observing that the inclination 
of the compressive resultant cannot exceed the friction angle yields 
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L V= 0: 
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B 
.f 
tan o = V 
(Ty - N + T 5') 
(2-28) 
/c 
t 
I 
I 
V 
\~~A~ t~ = A~£~t~ 
N N : teV\;\oV\(+) · 
C S~Y) o( -:: V 
C. coSol = T~ - N + Ts' 
M-= \jd.- Ni~ 151d; 
wh-e.ft- t = f ~~ 
-t 
- c-2. 
F, c,.uR~ 2. 3": E °'i \\I br-lvm J ~ e i vrkr~c..e 
~,,., Equation (2-27) describes curve A-B in the interaction diagram of 
Fig. 2.37 and the limit in equation (2-28) defines point Bon this 
curve. The magnitude of the compression steel force, Ts', may be 
assumed to remain constant at its value for pure flexure, 
Tsm' , as determined from a strain compatibility analysis for pure 
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flexure. Thus, along A-B the compressive resultant simply becomes 
more inclined without changing its normal component as the shear 
. 
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force increases. At point Bits inclination, equation (2-28), equals 
the angle of friction. As discussed previously, the value of the 
friction angle or coefficient must be that for concrete normal 
t 
stresses close to the uniaxial compressive strength. The force in 
the compression steel, Tsm' may be compression or tension depending 
( 
on the geometry and loading of the interface. • 1S 
compression, the diagonal compressive strength in equation (2-27)· may 
be ass,umed to remain at its value for pure flexure, 0.85 fc'. The 
same is true if Tsm' is tension, but the compression face steel lies 
outside the inclined compression zone. 
Since the compressive resultant is inclined at the friction 
angle at point B, any further in shear force • 1S only • increase 
possible, if its normal component increases, i.e. if the force in the ,., 
/ ( 
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comp~ession face steel, Ts', algebraically increases above the value 
T5 m'. Since for shear forces equal to or higher than that of point B 
(2-29) 
y = µ5 (Ty - N + Ts'} (2-30) 
the required value of Ts' for a given shear force can be determined 
by solving equation (2-30) for Ts' 
Ts' = ifs - (Ty - N) ~ Ty' 
while equation (2-27) can be rewritten as 
M - Ty d - N ~ + Ts' dH y2 (1 + ~ 
2 b f I d 
Equations (2-31) and (2-32) describe curve B-C-D. 
(2-32) 
At point D the 
compression force steel yields in tension, Ts' =Ty', and the maximum 
possible shear force 
v = µ 5 (Ty - N + Ty') (2-33) 
is reached. As before the friction coefficient associated with the 
actual concrete normal stresses in"the compression zone must be used. 
Since the compression face steel is in tension, the softening of the 
diagonal compressive strength with increasing transverse_ strain must 
be considered, as discussed above. In an iterative procedure 
• 
diagonal compressive strength, compression zone depth, strain 
distribution over the interface, and moment can be calculated for a 
given shear force. 
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· The "plateau" D-E in Fig. 2. 37 reflects the fact that the 
resultant of the diagonal compressive stresses can simply shift its 
location in accordance with the applied moment, as shown · in Fig. 
2.38, without affecting the- shear capacity, if the friction angle is 
assumed constant. The stress distributions in Fig. 2.38(a) and (b) 
(b) 
T~ 
-
corresponds to points D and E, respectively. If the dependency of 
the friction angle or coefficient on the normal stress is considereq 
line D-E becomes curved, too, with a maximum at point E for pure 
shear. 
The question whether or not softening of the diagonal 
compressive strength according to equations (2-1) and (2-2) occurs.at 
an interface, and, if it does, whether these equations are directly 
applicable • lS further discussed in chapter · 4. As noted there, 
experimental data is needed on the diagonal co~pressive strength for 
certain interface types and, as observed above, on the friction 
coefficient for high concrete normal stresses. Finally, it must be 
noted that this treatment of interface shear transfer neglects dowel 
action for reasons further discussed in chapter 4. 
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3. AN UNDERSTANDING OF REINFORCED AND PRESTRESSED CONCRETE 
CONNECTIONS AND JOINTS 
This chapter presents, . f;-om a truss modeling perspective, a 
! 
treatment of monolithic concrete. joints such as corbels, knee-joints, 
and beam-column joints, and of other D regions such as dapped ends of 
beams. Understanding the behavior and potential problems of 
monolithic joints provides 
concrete connections, since 
a key.) the understanding of precast 
the D-regions adjacent to the connection 
interface play rather similar roles. Truss models are used to 
investigate ~nchorage and development requirements and to interpret 
test results. Emphasis is on anchorage, because it is the primary 
cause of unsatisfactory performance. While most of the treatment is 
qualitative, the <lapped end a~alysis is quantitative and also 
illustrates the treatment of prestressing. 
. . 
Many of the experimental test results presented here are adapted 
from MacGregor(lS) and Park and Paulay< 24 >. 
3.1 CHARACTERISTIC BEHAVIOR OF CORBELS 
Monolithically cast concrete ~orbels are widely used to support 
a beam or girder and transfer its reaction to a column. Corbels 
usually have a span-to-depth ratio of less than or equal to unity and 
are thus expected to behave similarly to deep beams in which shear is 
~ 
primarily transferred by direct struts from load to support resulting 
in truss- like behavior·-~ The idealized truss model shown, in Fig. 
3.l(a) is for a corbel located at the top of a column. The direct 
struts bear onto the anchor plates which anchor the horizontal and 
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vertical reinforcement. 
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Note how the reinforcement interlocks such 
that the anchor plates form a pocket into which the strut can bear. 
Many tests have been conducted on corbels, most recently by 
Cook/Mitchell(lO). The observed test results seem to agree quite 
well with the predictions of the simple truss model of Fig. 3.l(a). 
·rt was further shown(lO) that the detailing substantially affects the 
strength and performance. 
The function of the internal elements becomes clearer upon 
closer inspection of the trtiss of Fig. 3.l(a). For instance, the top 
.. 
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horizontal rebar is not developed from the corbel-column interface. 
Rather it is over its full length in uniform tension which must be 
anchored behind the node at the -opposite exterior face and·, • 1n 
effect, transferred around a 90° "turn" into the column longitudinal 
reinforcement through the anchor plate assembly. The diagonal strut 
in the column provides the equilibrating thrust for the orthogonal 
tensile forces "exiting" that node. Similarly the diagonal strut in 
the cor·bel bears into the plates and equilibrates the forces at the 
load application point of the corbel. The two diagonal struts are 
anchored at their opposite end by bearing against each other and the 
r1exural compression block resultant in the column. 
As described in chapter 2, though, such a truss model can only 
develop, if the elements are fully anchored at or behind the nodes 
and if the necessary ductility requirements are met by providing a 
minimum amount of distributed reinforcement in at least one 
direction. 
Figure 3.l(b) shows a detailing scheme which allows the 
realization of the truss in Fig. 3.l(a). In this detail, closed hoop 
stirrups are provided in addition to the primary bent rebar along the 
top face. A steel angle is used at the corbel corner to which all 
steel entering that corner is welded. If the angle is relatively 
rigid, it provides for interlocking of the compression strut 
tensile reinforcement at that node. 
with~~ \~·\ 
,, 
I 
_J 
1it1'" 
The closed hoop stirrups in this detail ·play a significant role 
in that they 
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(1) provide for the necessary minimum ductility by confining the 
concrete, 
(2) provide for transverse reinforcement necessary for 3-D 
behavior as well as alleviating column splitting (which may 
result from the transverse strains under the in-plane bend 
of the primary horizontal corbel reinforcement), 
(3) "deconcentrate" the diagonal compressive struts by spreading 
or fanning them over the height of the stirrups. This 
• 
"deconcentration" not only reduces the diagonal compressive 
stresses, but also allows the exterior face vertical 
reinforcement -0 to be developed over the height of the 
stirrups, as shown by the dashed lines of Fig. 3.l(b). 
The bearing stresses on the inside perimeter of the bend and the 
tendency of the concrete to split in the plane of the bend can be 
·~ 
reduced by bend diameter beyond permissible the • • 1ncreas1.ng the 
minimum and by using closely spaced small bars so that the bends form 
a "sheet". Rigid transverse bars welded to the inside ~f the bend 
are very effective: they provide additional bearing area; help in 
bar development, if the tension in the horizontal and vertical legs 
is different; alleviate splitting; and provide for 3-D truss action. 
The force developed in the vertical legs of the bent rebars must 
be spliced with· the .. column's longitudinal exterior face 
\' 
reinforcement, as discussed in section 2.8.1. The splice should be 
located far enough away from the corbel so that- its development does 
not i11teract with and affect the actions of the column diagonal strut 
and the hydrostatic node in the bend. Continuing the bent rebar 
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approximately 2ed beyond the bottom of the corbel, and extending the 
lapped rebar up to the bottom of the corbel would be safe. 
splice should also be enclosed with hoops. 
I 
/ 
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For corbels located at intermediate floor levels, anchorage 
becomes more complex since boundary forces exist above and below the 
corbel. This situation is analogously treated in section 3. 4 for 
exterior beam-column joints. 
3.2 CHARACTERISTIC BEHAVIOR OF KNEE JOINTS 
In framed concrete structures, continuity must be maintained 
.. 
between or knee joints this members. fall adjoining • 1n Corner 
category. Knee joints must effectively turn moments (or 
,. 
tension/compression force couples) "around a corner" as well as 
transfer shear forces through the joint and introduce them as axial 
forces to the adjacent member. 
The efficiency of knee joints not only depends on the relative 
and absolute member sizes, but also on the reinforcement ratio and, 
most importantly, detailing of the reinforcement. Efficiency is here 
defined as the ratio (expressed as a percentage) of the failure 
(: 
moment of the joint to the moment ·capacity of the members entering 
the joint. The sense of loading significantly affects the internal 
behavior and efficiency of the joint. Thus, knee joints can be 
treated in two categories -- opening and closing. 
The following sections describe the characteristic behavior as 
well as the efficiency of such joints from a truss modeling point of 
• view. For the sake of simplicity joints subjected to moments only 
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will be shown, since consideration of shear and axial forces does not 
change the fundamental behavior. 
3.2.1 OPENING KNEE JOINTS 
J In opening knee joints, the loads tend to rotate the adjoining 
members away from each other. Figure 3.2(a) shows an idealized truss 
model for a joint under pure opening moment for which the flexural 
compression zone of the members are located at the exterior faces. 
The interior face longitudinal bars extend completely through the 
joint core and are anchored by anchor plates on the opposite exterior 
faces. Tqe diagonal compression strut anchors the flexural steel 
through bearing into the anchor plates. In an opening joint, the 
flexural compressive resultant turns around the exterior, convex 
corner, while the tensile resultant turns around the interior, 
concave corner. Therefore both corners have a tendency to "pop out" 
unless they are very carefully tied back. 
The truss model of Fig. 3.2(a) can be easily realized • 1n 
prestressed concrete (post-tensioning). In a non-prestressed opening 
' 
knee joint, though, anchorage of the tension ties, T1 and T2 ,' is 
usually not achieved through the use of the anchor plates shown in 
Fig. 3. 2 ( a) . The effect of an anchor plate can be reproduced by 
providing closely spaced, transversely looped tension ties as shown 
in Fig. . 3. 2 (b) . The use of loops, though, is restricted to the 
extent that the minimwn loop diameters must fit within the width of 
the joint. Furthermore, since the loops are not located at the 
.~ 
geometric boundaries of the joint core, due to cover requirements, 
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the full flexural capacity of the adjoining members can never be 
realized (without relying on concrete tensile strength). As shown in 
Fig~ 3.2(b) the lever arms d1 and d2 are less than the flexural lever 
arms of the B regions, dBl and ds2 , in the adjoining members. 
I 
Figure 3. 2(c) shows another detail which anchors the diagonal 
strut using bends in the plane of the joint. The bends must point 
away from the adjoining members and the extension beyond the bends 
,, 
must be long enough to develop the rebar. Even if this is the case, 
the full flexural capacity of the connected members cannot be 
achieved unless the extensions beyond the bends are as close to the 
exterior face as the flexural compressive resultants in the B-regions 
which develop the rebars. 
If the members are subjected to shea.r and axial forces • in 
addition to flexure as shown in Figs. 3.2(d) and (e), it is easily 
found from equilibrium that the shear force in the horizontal member, 
for instance, flows directly into the interior face longitudinal 
reinforcement of the vertical member (and vice versa) without further 
affecting the force flow in the joint. While the transverse loops in 
the detail of Fig. 3.2(d) also provide an effective support 
. ,' .. 
' ,. . ~ ,, 
(anchorage) for diagonal struts due to;'·:shiar., 0 the bends pointing to \ 
l 
,) 
the joint core in the detail of Fig. 3.2(e) are not very effective in 1 
supporting (anchoring) "incoming" shear struts. 
< The effectiveness of these details strongly depends on proper~J ;; 
anchorage which has two aspects: 
(1) correct location of the anchorage plate, loops, or bends, at 
the ends of T1 and T2 , and 
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(2) sufficient strength of these anchorage details. 
As was shown in Fig. 3. 2 (b) , choosing the correct location of 
the loops directly determines the magnitudes of the flexural lever 
arms d1 and d2 , which in turn determines the largest possible moment 
resistance o~ the joint core. As long as d 1 or d2 are less than d81 
or dB2 , the flexural capacity of the adjoining members can never be 
reached, unless supplementary flexural reinforcement in the joint is 
provided. Thus the anchor plates should be located so as to maximize 
these lever arms, i.e. make the ratios d1/dBl, d2/dB2 as large as 
possible. 
If the strength of an anchorage detail is a problem because of 
too high bearing stresses under the loops or bends or insufficient 
development length, the end anchorage requirements for t 1 and t 2 can 
be reduced by providing closed hoop stirrups in two directions within 
the joint core as illustrated in Fig. 3. 3. As in the corbe 1 of 
section 3.1, the stirrups not only confine the concrete~ and give the 
joint core the necessary ductility to develop the truss in three 
dimensions, but also, most importantly, "deconcentrate" the diagonal 
strut, thus allowing the tensile reinforcement to be developed 
completely or partially within the joint core. The larger the volu1ne 
of the stirrups, the more th,e tensile forces T1 and T2 decrease 
within the joint core. Figures 3.3(a) and (b) show how the forces T1 
and T2 that must be anchored at the bar ends, and the direct strut 
force _____ can be reduced or even eliminated by increasing the hoop 
\ 
capacity. In the case of Fig. 3.3(b) the joint core is in a state of 
pure uniform shear as discussed in section 2.1, Fig. 2.2. 
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While the best detailing scheme calls for closed stirrups in two 
directions in the joint core, this is not very practical. Rather it 
\ 
is more common to provide stirrups in,.,.only one direction as shown in 
i 
Fig. 3.4. For this scheme, only the tensile force, T 2 , can be 
developed partially within the joint core as previously described. 
Since the stirrups are in only one direction, fans must always 
originate from the effective anchor plates, and therefore the end 
anchorage requirement for T2 can never be fully eliminated. Although 
the stirrups reduce the anchorage requirements at the end of bar T2 , 
the full q.apacity of T1 must still be anchored at its end by an 
effective anchorage plate as shown by Fig. 3.4_(a). 
The behavior of the joint in Fig. 3.4(a) is analogous to that of 
the left-Oshear span of a deep beam with stirrups, in which the left 
,:fl 
support and the (suspended) center load are located at the locations 
of the tensile resultants, respectively of the • compressive and 
vertical member. The end anchorage and development requirements of 
r2 correspond to those of the flexural reinforcement of the deep 
beam, while T1 plays the role of hanger or suspender bars. 
If the full capacity of r1_ cannot be anchored at the top face 
and part or all of t 1 is developed over the depth of the joint core, 
then hanger or suspender bars in· the form of additional closed 
stirrups on either side of r1 are required. These hanger bars must 
be capable of transferring T1 (or that part of T1 which is not 
anchored at the top face) back up to the top face as shown in Fig. 
3.4(b). 
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If the concrete dimensions become small, as would be the case 
for floors framing into walls, minimum bend radii and cover, 
,,.),;, 
requirements become large relative to the depth of the adjoining 
members thus making the ratio of d1 2/dB small (Fig. 3.2(b)). 
' 
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Furthermore stirrups become impractical or ineffective and0the 
. I 
anchorage _of the ties r1 and T2 becomes more dependent on the local 
bond strength of those ties. For these reasons opening knee joints 
with small dimensions can show very poor performance (efficiency) for 
rather common reinforcement details. Section 3.3 will investigate in 
more detail opening knee joints with small concrete dimensions and 
discuss test results. 
3.2.2 CLOSING KNEE JOINTS 
In closing knee joints, the loads tend to rotate the adjoining 
members toward each other. Figure 3.S(a) shows an idealized truss 
model for a joint under pure closing moment for which the flexural 
compression zone of the members are always located at the interior 
faces. The exterior face longitudinal bars extend through the joint 
core and are anchored by anchor plates on the opposite exterior 
faces. The diagonal compression strut bears into these anchor plates 
at the far exterior corner of the joint, thus anchoring the tension 
• ties. Note how the reinforcing bars/anchor plat~s interlock to 
create a "pocket" for/' the diagonal strut. 
The truss model of Fig. 3.5(a) \can easily realized be • 1n 
prestressed concrete (post-tensioning). In a non-prestressed closing 
knee joint, though, anchorage of the tension ties, T1 and T2 , • 1S 
usually not achieved through the use of the anchor plates shown in 
Fig. 3.S(a). Instead, the effect of the anchor plates can be 
reproduced by providing closely spaced looped tension ties as shown 
in Fig. 3.S(b) or, alternatively, by continuous bent rebars "around 
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the corner" as shown in Fig. 3.S(c). Since the use of loops is 
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.. ··.' 
restricted to the extent that minimum loop diameters must fit within 
the width of the joint, and since the bent rebars are much easier to 
pl~ce in c·onstruction, the scheme shown in Fig. 3.S(c) • 1s more 
prac~ical. The bend provides for a pocket to anchor .the· diagonal 
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• compressive strut. If the members are subjected to shear and axial 
forces in addition to moments, Fig. 3.S(d), it is easily found 
equilibrium that the shear force of the horizontal member, 
instance, flows directly the into resultant of • compressive 
) 
from 
for) 
the 
vertical member at the interior corner of the joint (and vice versa) 
without further effecting the force flow in the joint. 
Different from the opening knee joint, the closing knee joint, 
if properly detailed, can more easily realize the full flexural 
capacity of the adjoining members. As indicated by Fig. 3. 5 the 
lever arms d1 and d2 in the joint core can often be made equal to 
<· 
their corresponding flexural lever arms, dBl and dB2 in the B regions 
of the adjoining members. Since in a closing knee joint the flexural 
compressive resultant turns around the interior, concave corner and 
the tensile resultant around the exterior, convex corner, the corners 
do not tend to "pop out" as in the opening knee joint. 
The effectiveness of details is primarily dependent on proper 
anchorage which has two aspects: 
(1) the correct location of the anchorage plates, loops, or 
bends for the tensile ties, T1 and T2; the correct diameter 
of the bend if bent rebars are used, 
(2) the sufficient strength of these anchorage details. 
If anchor plates or transverse loops are used, Fig. 3.S(a) and 
(b), the reinforcement must interlock such that the plates or loops 
form a "pocket'' for the diagonal compressiva sfrut. 
~ 
In Fig. 3.S(b) 
at least the outermost loops should be welded together to prevent 
them from slipping off. If continuous bent bars are used, Fig. 
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I 3.S(c), the bend radius must not be larger than the depth of either 
member, i.e. the bend must be completely within the joint; otherwise 
the ratio, d1/dBl or d2/dB2 becomes smaller than one. 
If the bearing stresses under loops, bends, or anchorage plates 
are too high, such that the concrete crushes prior to development of 
the steel yield strength, then the flexural capacity of the members 
can never be realized. These bearing stresses can be minimized in 
three ways: 
(1) increase the bend radius, if bent rebars are used, but not 
' . 
beyond the depth of the adjoining members, 
(2) closely space the bends so as to form a "sheet" through the 
width, and 
(3) as in the opening knee joint, provide close hoop stirrups, 
ideally, in two directions within the joint core, see Fig. 
3.6. 
Once again, the ~losed stirrups not only confine the concrete 
and give it its necessary ductility in three dimensions, but also, 
most importantly, "deconcentrate" the diagonal strut, thus allowing 
\ 
the tensile reinforcement to be developed compl~.tely or partially 
:·· 
within the joint core. The larger the volume of the,-.!istirrups, th~ 
/!, 
more the tensile forces T1 and T2 decrease within the joint core. 
Figures 3.6(a) and (b) show how the magnitude of the forces T1 and r2 
to be anchored at the bar end and of the direct strut force can be 
reduced or eliminated. 
While the best detailing calls for closed hoop stirrups in two 
directions in the joint core, such a scheme is not very practical. 
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Rather it is more common to,, provide stirrups in only one direction as 
• 
shown in Fig. 3.7. For this scheme, only the tensile force, r 2 , can 
t t 
r. • c, 
FI ~ORt '?J.l C\o,ifi~ k.net. w;~ sl-irrups • ' l d, rut, ~fl • \ V"\ 
be developed partially within the joint c~re as previously described. 
' 
Since the stirrups are in only one direction, fans must originate 
from both the interior and the exterior corner nodes, and therefore 
the force r 2 , which must be anchored at the bar end, can never be 
reduced to zero. Although the stirrups reduce the anchorage 
requirements at the end of tie r2 , the full capacity of tie r1 must 
be anchored at the top by an anchor plate or its equivalent, as 
illustrated in Fig. 3.7. 
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If the concrete dimensions become small, bend radii and cover 
requirements become large relative to the depth of the adjoining·. 
members and stirrups become impractical or inefficient. Section 3.3 
will investigate in more detail the closing knee joint with small 
concrete dimensions. 
3.2.3 ANCHORAGE DEFICIENCIES OF KNEE JOINTS 
Based on the truss models presented in section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, 
anchorage deficiencies become immediately obvious. Figure 3. 8 and 
I 
3. 9 illustrate these deficiencies for the opening and closing knee 
joints respectively. In these figures the anchor plates indicate the 
point where a bar can be considered fully developed. 
Consider the opening knee joint of section 3.2.1. It has been 
shown that the locations of the effective anchor plates directly 
determine the effective lever arms d1 and a2 for the joint core 
flexural capacity. If either anchor plate is located so as to reduce 
~ 
or eliminate either of these lever arms, then the tensile streng~h of 
the concrete is relied upon for transferring moments around the 
corner. Figures 3. 8(a)-(d) exemplify these types of deficiencies. 
No truss model can be found for cases (a)-(c), while the truss model 
for case (d) exhibits significantly reduced joint lever arms d1 , d2 
in comparison to th~ flexural lever arms in the B-regions dlB' d2B. 
Therefore the joint strength is significantly lower than the flexural 
capacity of the adjoining members. I 
' 
A rather common faulty anchorage detail is shown in Fig. 3.8(e). 
Althoug the ties are extended through the joint core, they are bent 
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in the wrong direction. The diagonal strut has no bend to bear into 
and simply "slips off" the outer perimeter of the bend. The bars are 
r.~:.~ ,tY 
not anchored close enough to fhe~,,_·,·,exterior face and a truss of the 
type shown in Fig. 3.8(d) develops. 
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As opposed to the detail of Fig. 3.8(e), the detail in (f) bends 
(l 
the rebars correctly into the joint core. While the/ diagonal strut 
can now bear into the bends, the rebars are only anchored close 
enough to the exterior fa.ce if the extension of the rebars beyond the 
bends and into the joint core are long enough to fully develop its 
capacity. Otherwise, anchorage failure and/or insufficient lever 
arms as shown in Fig. 3. 8 ( d) prevent the joint from reaching the 
adjoining member's capacity. 
Figure 3. 9 deals with the possible detailing deficiencies for 
l--
c losing knee joints. Closing knee joints can develop a strength 
close to or equal to the adjoining members capacity if the 
reinforcement anchorages interlock or the reinforcement is continuous 
/,. 
.,_ ·, 1--/~· 
around the corner. Figure 3.9(a) illustrates a detail in which the 
rebars and their anchor plates do not interlock. No steel whatsoever 
is crossing the diagonal cross-section through the joint core. 
Moment transfer through this joint relies solely on the concrete 
tensile strength. Although this error seems obvious, the deficiency 
of the detail shown in Fig. 1.l(a) and treated in the introduction is 
exactly of this type! 
Figure 3. 9 (b) shows an insufficient lap length of the splice 
between the beam and colwnn reinforcement. Although this deficiency, 
too, seems obvious, it is not uncommon, because the splice is not 
interpreted as a splice. Rather, the detail is ~nterpreted as a ar~ IJ,,y 
hooked bar anchorage for the beam reinforcement. Furthermore the.lap 
splice must be enclosed in stirrups to work properly near or • 1n a 
joint., This is so since the bent bar tends to straighten and push 
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'""h Finally, Figs. 3.9(c) and (d) illustrate incorrect 
radii of bent continuous bars. In th/ detail of Fig. 3.9(c) the bend 
. 
radius is too small resulting in crushing of the concrete under the 
., 
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bend before the steel yields. In the detail of Fig. 3.9(d) the bend 
is not completely within the joint, because its radius is larger than 
the depth of the adjoining members. As indicated by the figure the 
joint lever arms d1 , d2 are smaller than the flexural lever arms dlB' 
d2B in the B-region and, hence, the joint cannot develop the capacity 
of the adjoining members. 
small dimensions. 
This problem could arise in joints of 
3.3 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON KNEE JOINTS 
The truss models for opening and closing knee joints presented 
in the previous section can be used to interpret the experimentally 
observed behavior of such joints. In this sectiop, various tested 
knee joint reinforcement details are presented and their performance 
is qualitatively explained using the insights of chapter 2 and 
sections 3 .1 and 3. 2. Many of the experimental results presented 
here are directly adapted from MacGregor(lS) and Park and Paulay< 24 ). 
,.. 
3.3.1 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON OPENING KNEE JOINTS 
Past experience with opening knee joints both in practice and in 
the laboratory shows that, unless they are very carefully detailed, 
these types of joints usually cannot develop the adjoining member's 
flexural capacity. Yet these types of joints are commonly found at 
corners of rigid frames where beams intersect with columns. They are 
also found at the base of retaining walls. C9nsequent,i,,, many 
experimental studies on the efficiency of a variety of reinforcing 
details for such joints· have been conducted. 
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Figure 3 .10 (adapted from MacGregor(lB)) compares the measured 
efficie·ncy of some opening knee joint details with large dimensions. 
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' Efficiency is defined as the ratio, expressed in percent, of the 
capacity of the joint to the flexural capacity of the adjoining 
members. The solid horizontal line in Fig. 3.10 thus represents the 
1 
flexural capacity of the adjoining members. The solid curved lin~ 
represents the computed moment at which diagonal cracking is expected 
to ~ccur for a range of reinforcement ratios,~. 
points correspond to 3 between 0.5% and 1.25%. 
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Most of the data 
/ 
As Figure 3.lO(a) shows, the details of Fig. 3.lO(b) and (c) 
were between 85% and 120% efficient. The high efficiency of the 
details shown in ·~ig. 3. lO(b) stems from the fact that the tensile 
ties ar~ bent in the correcit direction, namely into the joint core, 
and sufficiently anchored there. In addition, the inclined bar at 
the inside corner limits the crack growth at the inside corner making 
this joint stiffer. Figure 3.11 illustrates the truss model for this 
detail. The resultant lines of action of the elements are shown so as 
not to clutter the load path. This truss model behaves analogously 
to that shown in Fig. 3.2(c) in that the flexural compression 
resultants of the joined members are used to develop the extensions 
beyond the bends. The inclined diagonal rebar enhances the moment 
capacity by providing, on the one hand, additional steel to resist 
132 , 
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flexure in a diagonal section through _the joint; on the other hand, 
. its anchorage forces "pull" part of the flexural compressive 
resultants deeper into the joint core, thus allowing some bar 
development to take place in front of the first bend. 
The efficiency of the detail in Fig. 3.lO(c), ( 85%), is not as 
high as that of Fig. 3. lO(b), ., ( 120%), since this scheme does not 
utilize the inclined rebar at the inside corner. The truss model 
~~ 
detail (c) has been given in Fig. 3.2(c). The full flexural capacity 
of the joint could not be achieved for this detail for either of two 
reasons: The full flexural lever arm of the B region, dB, could not 
be realized at the joint core, because the extensions of the bars 
beyond the bends are located deeper than the flexural compressive ,. 
resultants; this would call for additional steel across the inside 
corner. Or the bars could not be fully developed "behind" the bends. 
As explained above and evidenced by the tests, the diagonal bar helps 
in either case. 
The efficiency of the common details of Figs. 3.lO(d) and (e) is 
dishearteningly low (25% to 35%), since (as explained in section 
3.2.'3, Fig. 3.8(d) and (e)), the bends are in the wrong directions. 
The diagonal strut has no bend or pocket to bear into, and simply 
"slips off". Additionally, the bars are not anchored close enough to 
the compress ion face. At best, a truss model equivalent to that 
shown in Fig. 3. 8 ( d) can develop 
lever arms and, hence, reduced 
with significantly reduced joint 
\\ 
efficiency. Comparison of the 
measured joint strength's with the predicted moment at diagonal ( 
cracking shows that these details essentially failed upon diagonal 
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, I I cracking ·I Thus, 
dishearteningly low, 
not only 
but also, 
• l.S 
it 
L 
" their strength (efficiency) 
controlled by 'the • lS concrete 
tensile streng,th and, hence, their behavior is brittle. 
details must be avoided. 
These 
,;;, 
Finding an effective but efficient reinforcing scheme for 
opening knee joints becomes even more of a challenge if the concrete 
dimensions are small, such as when walls and slabs frame into each 
other monolithically. The minimum bend radii of the bars andc, the 
cover requirements are large compared to the adjoining members' 
depth. Thus, the bars are not fully anchored close enough to the 
exterior face and the lever arms d1 and d2 of the joint core are 
significantly reduced in comparison to the flexural lever arms, dBl 
and dB2 , in the B regions. Stirrups within the joint are usually not 
possible. Tests on several different details have been performed by 
Swann< 26 ). Figures 3.12(a) - (h), adapted from Park and Paulay< 24 ), 
show the ·tested connections, and indicate the strength of each as a 
percentage of the moment strength of the connected members. In Fig. 
3 .12, cases (a) and (b) illustrate extremely poor detailing; only 
approximately one tenth of the member strength could be developed in 
the connection. Case (g) represents the strongest of the tested 
,,,, 
connections, and it could only sustain approximately 2/3 of the 
member capacity. 
In light of the truss models presented in section 3.2 it becomes 
apparent why these connections behaved the way they did. Obviously, 
in Fig. 3 .12(a) the compressive resultant could only be brought 
around the corner through the aid of the concrete tensile strength. 
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There is no diagonal tensile · resistance a·t the inside · corner 
equilibrating the hoop forces of the bent rebar except for · the 
concrete tensile strength. Thus, the bent rebar simply "pops out" of 
the inner corner. This detail solely relies on the concrete tensile 
<• 
strength to turn the moment ( force couple) around the corner and 
could only sustain 8.3% of the member capacity. The same can be said 
for case (b). The exterior face bent rebar serves no purpose from a' 
truss mode·l perspective and, hence, brings no significant increase in 
efficiency (10.1%). 
( The dishearteningly poor performance of the commonly used 
detailing scheme of case (c) comes as no surprise even though the 
interior face bent rebars are overlapped, thus eliminating the inner 
corner "pop-out" failure mode. Th"e joint diagonal strut cannot bear 
against the inside of the bends, since they face "away" from the 
strut, and therefore the interior face steel is not anchored far 
enough out. The exterior face steel helps nothing with this problem 
and behavior is analogous to the truss model of Fig. 3.8(d). Thus, 
an efficiency of only 16.8% was achieved. 
The detailing scheme of case (d) uses hooped flexur'al bars 
lapped over each other. The somewhat larger but still low efficiency 
(33.6%) of the detail in Fig. 3.12(d) may come as a surprise, since 
the bends are pointing in the correct&: direction and it shows some 
similarity with the detail in Fig. 3.lO(c), which achieved - 85%. It 
must be realized, though, that the detail in Fig. 3.lO(c) primarily 
relies on the bars being developed over the straight extension beyond 
the bend as indicated in Fig. 3.2(c). While this is possible for a 
~·-J 
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normal size joint, the detail for the joint with sm,all dimensions, 
Fig. 3.12(d), does not provide sufficient development length within 
the joint. For this reason and since the looped flexural bars are 
not welded to each other, they will tend to rotate with respect to 
each other. This rotation can only be resisted by the very short 
splice length over which the· loops are lapped. This resistance is 
low, and so is the strength of the joint. Case (e) is exactly 
analogous 'to case (d); the additional diagonal reinforcement 
obviously helped little in compensating for the basic deficiency of 
this detail. 
0 
Cases (f) and (g) performed the best because they allowed truss 
action of the type shown in Fig. 3.13(a) to develop. The loop, 
together with the transverse bars, effectively plays the role of the 
diagonal tension member and angle in Fig. 3.13(a). In its tension 
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member function, the loop is stiffened by a strut forming inside the 
'\, 
loop and normal to the direction of tension. The transverse bars 
inside the loop help to control the bearing stresses under the bends 
as well as transverse splitting. The diagonal reinforcement at the 
inside corner of case (g) adds flexural reinforcement at that corner 
and its anchor forces pull the flexural compressive resultants into 
the joint towards the loop. However, its anchorage is not very 
effective and, thus, neither is the diagonal bar itself. In spite of 
ci$ 
performing best, these joints were only, at best, 2/3 as strong as 
the connecting members. This can be attributed to the fact that the 
•' 
loop, differently from the angle in the idealized truss model of Fig. 
3.13(a), is located within.the joint due to cover requirements. For 
the convex corner in compression, any concrete outside the loop is 
ineffective and the flexural lever arm in the joint is significantly 
reduced in comparison with that in the B-regions for this joint with 
small dimensions. 
The poor performance of case (h) is analogous to case (e) • 1n 
that the loop can simply open up and allow the members to rotate. On 
the other hand, if the detail is to function like the truss model 
shown in Fig. 3 .13 (a), the weld indicated there is necessary. The 
diagonal bar cannot compensate for the missing weld or other 
mechanical connection, because it is not effectively anchored at its 
ends. Note that the tension at the interior corner and the 
compressive resultants of the adjoining members tend to pull/push the 
bar in the same direction. 
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Utilizing the behavioral concepts learned from cases (f) though 
(h), the idealized truss model shown in Fig: 3.13(a) and referred to 
previously can be developed. The struts entering the~joint core from 
the members can interloc.k with the fictitious anchor pl.ate located at 
the outer corner. Equilibrium • requires that the diagonal steel 
resists with a tensile force of "{ir, the outward thrusts of the 
compressive struts on the anchor plate. At the • inner corner, a 
.,• 
mechanical, interlocking T-T-T node can be developed. 
l 
Experimental 
results show that a rigid mechanical T-T-T node connection • lS 
required to permit this truss to form. For example, bending the 
flexural member reinforcement around the interior corner similarly to 
Fig. 3.12(a) and realizing the diagonal bar with hoops interlocking 
with the bend is not sufficient, since the flexural reinforcement 
"pops-out" of the corner before the diagonal stirrup develops 
' 
sufficient tension. A possible reinforcing detail utilizing this 
truss model is shown in Fig. 3.13(b). The welded transverse bars at 
the outer corner act as the anchor plate. The overlapping flexural 
'· 
bars along the inside face must be carefully drawn on the plans 
indicating that the transverse bar on the inside corner fits between 
the bends as shown in Fig. 3.13(b). It must be welded there. If this 
bar is misplaced, the connection may perform extremely poorly, 
similarly to the detail of Fig. 3.12(h), since a crack would .open up 
at the inside corner. An ~additional diagonal rebar can also be 
placed through the inside corner, giving the connection additional 
strength and crack control. 
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This detail will not work· for closing moments without 
modifications. 
'' 3.3.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON CLOSING KNEE JOINTS 
Closing knee joints are considerably less critical than opening 
knee joints.· Tests on several detailing schemes have been conducted. 
Details which utilized the continuous bent rebar along the outer face 
(as shown in Fig. 3.S(c)) are reported to have efficiencies between 
80% and 100%. As mentioned in section 3.2.2, high concrete stresses 
on the inside of the bends create problems. Increasing the bend 
diameter has been shown to increase the efficiency. 
For closing knee joints with small concrete dimensions, the 
reinforcement scheme shown in Fig. 3.14(a) worked very well, (Park 
and Paulay <24 ) Swann <26 )). The truss model for this scheme, Fig. 
3 .14(b), shows that the steel diagonal stiffeners transfer most of 
the diagonal compression force completely into the exterior face 
tension ties through welds. Since the "steel strut" ·is welded to the 
ties, anchorage is very rigid. On the other hand, the reinforcing 
scheme shown in Fig. 3.14(c) performed poorly in tests. This detail, 
which uses looped flexural bars lapped over each other in the plane 
of the joint is exactly the same as case (d) in Fig. 3.12. Since the 
tension reinforcement around the exterior corner is not continuous, 
as it should be, this joint detail relies on a corner lap splice to 
function according to the truss model of Fig. 3.S(c). Obviously, the 
length of the lap splice of the looped bars (1/4 circle!) is much too 
short to develop their yield capacity, apart from the fact that a 
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"bent lap splice" is unlikely to work like a straight one and that it 
lies in an area of maximum moment. On the other hand, the joint 
' 
detail cannot function ac_cording to the truss model of Fig. 3.S(a), 
since the bar anchorages do not interlock such that a compression 
,., .. , ,., ',, 
node can develop. In essence, the deficiency of · this detail is of 
the type shown in Fig. 3.9(a). 
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A truss model can be drawn for this detail, if it is assumed 
that both the tension and compression reinforcement yield in tension, 
Fig. 3 .14(d). This significantly reduces the flexural lever arm, 
resulting in a low efficiency. More importantl·y, while the 
phenomenon of compression bars in tension has been experimentally, 
observed in beam-column joints, the inelastic deformations required 
to achieve this "unnatural" stress state, likely exceed the capacity 
of this poorly confined joint. 
Reinforced concrete joint design is still mostly empirical o~ at 
0 
best, semi-rational. Joint and connection design is generally poorly 
treated in textbooks, if at all, and detailing manuals still contain 
many faulty details. This treatment shows that truss models 
represent a rational and simple tool to assess joint performance. 
All of the details that performed well, permit, with minor 
modifications, one of the basic, simple truss models to develop. All 
of the poorly performing joint details could be weeded out, because a 
truss cannot even form. It has become quite apparent that the basic 
problem ·in joint design sufficient anchorage the • lS • 1n correct 
location and within the joint. Specifically in the case of opening 
knee joints it is worthwhile to note that any concrete lying outside 
straight lines connecting the bar anchorage points, is useless, since 
it simply spalls off. 
3.4 CHARACTERISTIC BEHAVIOR OF BEAM-COLUMN JOINTS 
Exterior and interior beam-column joints can be perceived as t.he 
superposition of knee joints. Such joints are usually found within 
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rigid frame structures. Their·behavior is somewhat more complex than 
the knee joints', since B/D region boundary conditions must be 
observed at additional surfaces. But as will be showi:i, the primary 
problems arise from difficulties with anchoring the elements. 
3.4.1 EXTERIOR BEAM-COLUMN JOINTS 
Exterior beam-column joints are nothiDg more than the 
superposition of an opening plus a closing knee joint as shown in 
Fig. 3.lS(a). The idealized truss model (without stirrups) for the 
beam-column joint is shown in Fig. 3.lS(b). The beam flexural 
reinforcement is carried through the joint core and anchored at the 
opposite face with an anchor plate, such that the tension in the 
reinforcement is introduced as compression through the anchor plate 
onto the biaxially stressed node. On the orthogonal face of the 
node, the tension reinforcement parallel to the exterior face of the 
column introduces compression onto the biaxially stressed node 
.!i 
through an anchor plate just "behind" the node. In addition, the 
flexural compression zone at the upper exterior column face also 
bears on that face of the node. Equilibrium of the node is 
maintained by the interlocking action of the diagonal direct strut 
bearing onto the hypotenuse of the node. A similar situ~tion occurs 
at the node of the lower inside corner of the joint. 
In practice, the longitudinal· steel in the columns is usually 
not terminated at the boundaries of the joint core nor fixed to an 
anchor plate as shown in Fig. 3.lS(b), but rather these rebars are 
continuous throughout the height of the column. The exterior face 
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rebars are pushed in compression above the joint core and pulled in 
tension below the joint· core and vice versa for the interior face 
rebars. If the joint core is diagonally cracked and has no stirrup 
reinforcement, the joint shear can only be transferred in direct 
strut action as shown by the truss model in Fig. 3.lS(b), the 
equilibriwn of which requires that the tensile forces of the column 
reinforcement be introduced into the nodes from "behind." Since 
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joint equilibrium does not permit the column bars to be developed 
inside the joint, they must be developed outside the joint in the 
compression zone of the column behind the node. Although this at 
' first seems contradictory, since this demands that the rebar is in 
tension over td in the compression· zone, 
0 
it is quite possible as 
shown by the transverse truss model in Fig. 3.lS(c). The compression 
zone from the loading fits in between the compression zones due to 
development of the bars. Indeed, in experiments on interior beam-
column joints, tensile strains in the beam rebar in the compression 
zone just outside th~ joint core have been observed. 
As SQ9Mn by the inset of Fig. 3.lS(b), the bar must be developed 
both in tension and compression and thus the total development length 
is quite long. It is important to realize that development of the 
column bars outside the joint means that the joint can never develop 
the full flexural strength of the column. Or more cor_rectly, the 
joint reduces the flexural strength of the column in the zone of 
development. The joint D- region extends to the end of the 
development length. Just above and below the joint in the column, 
the compression reinforcement is in tension. The resultant of both 
the tension and compression reinforcement at, the joint column 
interfaces is at mid-depth of the colwnn. The compression zone depth 
"a" is increased and the moment arm at the interface is reduced. 
Thus a reduced flexural capacity results. This phenomena is 
identical to that shown for the closing knee joint of Fig. 3.14(d). 
As previously noted, without stirrups in the joint core, this bar 
cannot be developed inside the joint once it is diagonally cracked, 
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j, 
because joint equilibrium requires that the anchorage forces of the 
column rebars meet the diagonal strut at the upper left and lower 
Q 
right corner nodes of the joint as shown in Fig. 3.lS(b). Therefore, 
one way to avoid the undesirable bar development outside the ·joint 
core and effectively move it completely or at least partially into 
the joint core, is to provide closely spaced horizontal hoops inside 
the join··t core. This allows that part of the direct diagonal strut, 
which is associated with the darkened anchor plate loads in Fig. 
3.lS(b), to widen and distribute itself into two fans throughout the 
joint core over the height of the hoops as shown in Fig. 3. 16 ( a) . 
f"'v, 
di .. rect s+ru+ 
~~~~-~,,__-,~ 7-1 
-- ~u 
hori~\ 1oof15 o.l\olf.) k 
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(6) 
The hoops, which wrap around the longitudinal bars, form interlocking 
surfaces in which the fans can bear, thus developing the longitudinal 
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bar inside the core. By increasing the number of hoops the 
development length outside the core is reduced. 
The bar force that can be developed inside the joint can be 
.) 
easily computed from equilibrium and strength. r~ The hoop capacity 
determines the horizontal component of the fan resultants. The 
~ 
inclination of the fan resultants follows from the geometry of the 
truss model. Knowing its inclination, the vertical component of the 
fan resultants can be computed. This is the bar force that can be 
developed inside the joint, provided it does not exceed the value 
calculated from the embedment length of the bar inside the joint1 and. 
applicable bond strength or development length. Otherwise the latter 
controls. This example shows that bar anchorage and development is 
not simply a matter of observing development lengths. Truss models 
allow for a check whether the forces needed to develop a bar, can 
actually be supplied in the correct location and magnitude by other 
elements of the structural component considering their strength and 
geometry. Again, without the hoops, the longitudinal reinforcement in 
the column must be developed outside the joint core after it has 
cracked. The horizontal hoops further provide concrete confinement 
as well as ductility for the joint core. 
,.. ,..,,...,_. ~-,... 
A suggested reinforcing detail for this type of joint is shown 
in Fig. 3.16(b). Note that this detail still leaves the problem that 
the full capacity of the beam's top flexural reinforcement must be 
I\.., 
anchored at the exterior face. Therefore, horizontal loops ~nclosing 
the exterior column rei~forcement are shown here, which is difficult 
to achieve for geometrical reasons. This anchorage force could only 
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be reduced by providing also. vertical closed hoop stirrups in the 
joint core. Alternatively, additional closed hoop horizontal 
stirrups near the beam's flexural reinforcement in the core can act 
j 
as hanger bar(s for the tensile force of the beam's flexural 
I 
\ 
reinforcement. These situations were· analogously treated in section 
3.2.1 for opening knee joints. But since these solutions are often 
impractical, the joints such as that shown in Fig. 3.17(a) are used 
commonly. However, exter·ior beam-colwnn joints only perform well 
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under seismic loading provided the beam bars are indeed mechanically 
anchored by an anchor p·late or are developed in a beam stub extending 
from the col~n face, (Park and Paulay< 24)). · 
I 
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In practice, beam-column joints are usually detailed as shown in 
Fig. 's 3. 17 ( a) and (b) . Tests by Hanson and Connor<
27 ), (adapted 
from Park and Paulay< 24 >), show that the reinforcement scheme of Fig. 
3.17(a)· exhibits unsatisfactory performance with a measured shear
 
; 
strength to a theoretically computed shear ratio (VtestlVtheoretical)
 
ranging between .6 and .9. This ratio gives the joint's efficiency 
as defined previously. The low efficiency indicates t
hat the joint 
could not sustain the capacity of the beam. The reinforc
ement scheme 
. -
of Fig. 3.17(b) showed a satisfactory VtestlVtheoretical ranging
 
between 1.0 and·l.1. 
The poor performance of the detail in Fig. 3.17(a) results from 
the fact that the flexural reinforcement in the be
am does not 
interlock with the exterior column reinforcement or tr
ansverse hoop 
legs, but is vertically hooped and insufficiently ''splic
ed'' with the 
exterior face flexural reinforcement in the column. 
There is no 
direct load path for the beam flexural tension to turn t
he corner and 
flow into the column flexural reinforcement. This als
o points out 
that the ACI code( 3) provision permitting to measure the development
 
length from the beam-column interface is not sufficient
. As pointed 
out in the context of Fig. 3. 9 (b), ( section 3. 2. 3), this detail is
 
not to be interpreted as a hook anchorage. A develo
pment length 
problem from the beam-column interface is not the iss
ue here, but 
rather, a splice problem of the lap splice between the
 beam's bent 
flexural bars and the column's longitudinal bars. 
The satisfactory performance of Fig. 3 .17 (b) is due to the 
additional concrete provided outside the column face 
for the sole 
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purpose of development and anchorage of the reinforcement. 
similarly to a massive anchor plate on the column face. 
3.4.2 INTERIOR BEAM-COLUMN JOINTS 
Like the exterior beam-column • • J 01nts, interior beam 
It acts 
column 
joints can also be perceived as the superposition of opening and 
closing knee joints, as shown in Fig. 3.18(a) and Fig. 3.lS(a). 
The i,dealized truss model (without stirrups) for the interior 
beam-column joint is shown in Fig. 3.18(b). Like the exterior beam-
......... 
column joint, the anchor plates are located just outside the joint 
core. The diagonal compression strut in the core bears onto and 
interlocks with these anchor plates. The diagonal strut forces are 
equilibrated by the tensile forces introduced into the anchor plates, 
(by the flexural tension reinforcement), as well as by the flexural 
compression zone of the adjoining members, (at diagonally opposite 
corners). 
In practice, the longitudinal steel in the beams and columns are 
usually,not terminated at the boundaries of the joint core and fixed 
to anchor plates as shown in Fig. 3.18(b), but rather, these bars are , 
continuous through the joint to also allow for reversed moments. The 
rebars are then pushed on one side of the joint core, and pulled on 
"'~ 
~ 
the other. As in the exterior beam-column joint, these flexural bars 
" must be developed completely outside the joint core after the joint 
has diagonally cracked, if there are no hoops or stirrups in the 
joint. Again, as discussed for txterior beam-column joints, the 
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addition of stirrups or hoops in at least one direction serves to 
move some of this bar development into the joint ·core for the 
flexural reinforcement of at least one set of adj oini~g members :,1' 
,. 
Figure 3 .18(c) ~llustrates the truss model for such a detail. If 
"' horizontal hoops are preferred, turn the model by 90°. The vertical 
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hoops not only confine~ the concrete and make it more ductile, but 
permit the longitudinal reinforcement in the beams to be developed at 
least partially inside the joint core. They permit part of the 
diagonal strut to "deconcentrate" and to :shed p,art of its force to 
the fans that radiate from the, upper left and lower right corners. 
", ·. 
These fans find their vertical support in the hoop ~ends and their 
horizontal thrust supplies the forces developing the bars inside the 
joint core. 
r:,. 
Again, the problem with providing hoops in only.one direction is 
that the longitudinal reinforcement in the same direction must still 
be fully anchored at "pinch" of the fans just outside the joint core. 
Indeed, in beam-column joints with horizontal hoops (the usual 
detail), it is the horizontal (beam) bars which tend to slip through 
C 
the joint after plastic hinges develop in the beams. This may 
explain why precast beams connected to precast columns by splice 
sleeves slightly outperformed a monolithic twin specimen • In 
effect, the splice sleeves also serve as anchor plates for the 
longitudinal reinforcement. This shows that properly detailed 
precast concrete connections could even out-perform monolithic 
joints, if the connection hardware is designed to not only 
mechanically splice bars but· also solve the inherent anchorage 
problems of monolithic joints. 
Nevertheless, providing closed hoops in two directions is the 
ideal, but also impractical, solution. In beam-column joints with 
f' 
horizontal hoops, the longitudinal column reinforcement along the 
side faces is sometimes considered to play the role of vertical 
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• hoops. However, these "hoops" or "stirrups" are themself not 
properly anchored! It must be realized that • lS the stirrup it 
anchorage forces which provide the support for the joint diagonal 
compression field which develops bars inside the joint. In this 
•' . ...-·' 
context it is also worth mentioning that the longitudinal bar bond 
stresses cannot flow outside into the adjoining members, since the 
joint equilibrium requires that they flow into the joint core. 
Again, it is noted that the function, of hoops in joints in either 
direction is not simply to transfer shear, but also, just as 
importantly, to move development and anchorage of longitudinal 
reinforcement into the joint core and distribute the anchorage and 
development forces over the core. They are also needed to provide 
concrete confinement and thus the necessary ductility so that the 
-~.-
fully cracked concrete can r~alize the plastic truss model. A joint 
can be understood as half of the span of a simple deep beam under 
concentrated mid-span load. As noted in section 2. 5, experimental 
results show that such a deep beam can develop the flexural strength 
without stirrups, if the longitudinal bars can be anchored for their 
,JI} 
full capacity at the simple support. Stirrups then merely make the 
failure more ductile. If the flexural strength cannot be developed, 
it is usually due to an anchorage failure at the support. In section 
2.5 it was therefore concluded that the amount of· stirrups needed is 
mainly a function of how much the longitudinal bar end forces must be 
reduced to make the end anchorage work. The implication for joints 
I is that if the longitudinal bars were mechanically anchored as shown 
in the idealized joint truss models (Figs. 3.2<.,a), 3.S(a),·' 3.lS(b), 
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and 3.18(b)), hoops would only be needed for confinement and 
ductility. 
3.5 ANCHORAGE AND DEVELOPMENT IN A PRETENSIONED DAP ENDED 
BEAM-TO-GIRDER CONNECTION: A QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 
In simple beam-to-girder ~ . connections, the ends of beams are 
often dapped to save construction height. The dapped end represents 
a severe geometrical discontinuity or disturbance whose D-region 
extends far into the beam. For the purpose of a connection design 
methodology, this D-region is best viewed as the D-region adjacent to 
a connection inte_rface. 
-
A quantitative analysis has been performed on the D-region of a 
dap ended pretensioned double-tee beam for which test results are 
reported in a PC! report< 22 ) describing a test program in which 
several specimens were tested to failure. For specimen lB, the nib 
was qualitatively analyzed in section 2.9.1. As noted there, this 
particular nib was well detailed and permitted a truss model to form. 
This section briefly demonstrates the use of and reasoning with 
explicit truss models for 0-regions. It illustrates how truss models 
allbw designers to extrapolate to poorly understood situations not 
covered by the code, such as the interaction of prestress transfer 
with the effect of geometric'discontinuities and shear transfer over 
a direct s-trut. The truss model provides insight into the force flow 
path of this complex element and is compared with the test results. 
As stated, the analysis of this 0-region involves the transfer 
I 
I 
of prestress over the transfer length; the transfer of shear between 
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concentrated load and support reaction over a direct strut (actually 
' 
arch) ; the force transfer between a strand and a rebar over a lap 
splice; and the existence of geometric discontinuities. While the 
concentration of so many complications in one location is poor 
practice, (and should be avoided if possible), it is not untypical of 
connection D-regions. Figures 3.19 through 3.22 ~how the test setup, 
the detailing arrangements, and the material properties of this beam. 
The following sections will simply present the results of this 
analysts, with a brief description of the analysis, and present the 
conclusions. 
3.5.1 BEHAVIOR AND ANALYSIS OF SPECIMEN lB 
The beam was placed inclined in the test setup so as to simulate 
axial loads resulting from volumetric changes. The beam was loaded 
~o failure. At a shear of 27K the first major diagonal tension crack 
' developed starting at about 13 inches from the lower corner of the 
sloping face. Upon formation of .this crack, a···stress redistribution 
allowed the beam to sustain a load of 26.35K. It was possible to 
increase the load again to 27.93K, when another major diagonal crack 
propagated up from the lower corner and the load dropped. The shear 
could not again be brought . '-:IP to the maximum load, but the beam 
-.,;J • ·, 
sustained a shear of 2:rK in a stable manner. 
The strategy in this· analysis was to proceed in three steps: 
First, the isolated nib was studied and its capacity determined 
assuming its end to be a fixed support. Second, the analysis was 
extended into the · region to the right of the nib and above the 
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diagonal crack extending from the re-entrant corner, in order to 
\, 
determine whether moment, shear, and axial· force from the nib at c,, its 
capacity can be transferred into chis region. Third, analysis and 
truss model were extended all the way to the right to the section of 
• maximum moment for· the theoretically load • maximum that can be 
transferred to the beam proper. Cracked section analyses at the 
section of the first load and of maximwn moment established boundary 
conditions for the strand and compression chord forces. 
Because the nominal shear stresses were not high and concrete 
-
diagonal crushing did not control, only resultants of concrete stress 
fields such as struts, arches, and fans were dealt with in the third 
step. /fhe tensile strength of the concrete was not relied upon and 
"" 
the effects of prestress were treated as equivalent loads as 
described in section 2.7. 
In the analysis, three truss models were constructed. The first 
two were based on two different estimates for the transfer length: A 
conservative estimate of 36" for all four strands (the value 
suggested in the test report) and a more realistic liberal estimate 
of 20'' for the top two strands and 36'' for the bottom two strands. 
The transfer length for the top two strands which were located over 
the support, was computed using formulas reporteCl·in reference ( 21) 
which consider concrete .strength. The bottom two strands were 
considered equivalent to strands sheathed over the support, and thus 
their transfer length was assumed to be approximately twice that for 
: 
the top strands. A third truss model was constructed using the 
liberal estimate but double the actual number "'of stirrups to 
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demonstrate the effect of stirrups on the required longitudinal 
., . 
... 
reinforcement. Figures 3.23 and 3.24 show the truss models developed 
, 
in the third step for the two liberal estimates and for the observed 
capacity after diagonal tension cracking of 23K. 
Conceptually, the beam is divided into compression chord 
(flange), web, and tension chord. The latter is defined to consist 
of the bottom 2 in. of concrete including4 the bottom strand and the 
horizontal extension of the hanger bar, as illustrated in Figs. 
3.23(b) and 3.24(b). Figures 3.23(a) and 3.24(a) show the equivalent 
. 
loads 1 of the top three strands • compression "unloading" onto the 
struts causing them to arch. 
Figures 3.23(c) and 3.24(c) plot the forces within the tension 
chord shown in Figs. 3.23(b) and 3.24(b). The chord tension due to 
the horizontal component,, of the arch thrusts and of the inclined 
hanger bar extension (stepped curve), and the prestressing force due 
to the bottom strand (which "unloads" onto the tension chord) are 
plotted separately. Where the prestress force exceeds the tension 
chord force (stepped curve), the chord remains precompressed 
(uncracked). Where the tensile force exceeds the pres tress force, 
the chord is crpcked and additional reinforcement is necessary. The 
required additional reinforcement capacity is indicated by the shaded 
area between the· stepped and strand curves. Finally, the additional 
longitudinal reinforcement actually provided b~the hanger bar 
extension is indicated by the cross-hatched area. -.,j Where the cross-
hatched area does not fully cover the shaded area, 
insufficient longitudinal and/or stirrup reinforcement. 
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stirrup model of Fig. 3.24 proves to be much less critical compared 
to the model of Fig. 3.23. This is to be expected since an increase 
in stirrups decreases the longitudinal requirements of the tensile 
chord as described in section 2.4. 
As mentioned at the beginning, this D-region is caused by three 
' 
D's: the geometric discontinuity o~t the dapped end, the static 
disturbance due to transfer of pres tress over the transfer length, 
which extends to the first load, and the static disturbance of shear 
transfer over a direct arching strut from the lower left corner to 
the first load. Since the inclined hanger bar can transfer only 18K 
of the shear force into the beam, the first two stirrups in Fig. 
3. 23 (a) must serve the function of hanger bars transferring the 
"excess shear force" down to the lower left corner. This leaves only 
two stirrups for ''shear transfer by stirrups''. Therefore 18K of the 
total shear force of 23K must be transferred by the direct strut 
arching from the concentrated load to the lower left corner. Its 
large horizontal outward thrust, combined with the tension from the 
inclined hanger bar, results in .. a very high tension chord end force 
which should be anchored at the lower left corner. In essence, the 
.. 
dapped end behaves like a deep beam with virtually no stirrups and 
therefore nearly constant tension chord force. The prestressing 
force at the lower left corner is insufficient to balance the outward 
thrust of the arching dia;onal strut, __ nor can the horizontal hanger 
bar extension anchor it, since it is itself not sufficiently anchored 
or spliced at its r·ight end. The prestressing force is introduced 
too far to the right as indicated by the "reverse inclination" of the 
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diagonal struts there. It is interesting that the strut pattern 
,.. 
agrees quite well with the observed crack pattern including this 
"reverse i-nclination". 
It is found that the truss model for this specimen correctly 
predicts the . observed ,c·ontrolling failure mode, but underestimates 
slightly the corresponding ultimate load. Specifically, it predicts 
·-
tha t the nib is less critical than the part of the D region to the 
right of the nib and left of the first load. Ultimately, failure was 
due to a major diagonal crack extending up from the lower left corner 
after which the beam could sustain a shear force of 23K in a stable 
0 
manner. Indeed, the tension chord force plot in Fig. 3.23(c), 
clearly indicates that there 
~ 
• 1s not enough or not sufficiently 
anchored/developed longitudinal steel and/or stirrups in the vicinity 
of the lower left corner to transfer more than 23K. A bond failure 
of the. strands and/or failure of the bottom strand/rebar splice along 
with insufficient capacity and length of the longitudinal hanger bar 
extension are the causes of this major diagonal crack. 
The fact that the plot of Fig. 3.23(c) exhibits steel 
deficiencies, although the tested specimen was able to maintain a 
., 
shear of 23K, must be attributed to the remaining effects of concrete 
tensile strength, shorter actual transfer lengths, and/or higher 
actual prestress. It should be noted that the tensile chord forces 
are highly sensitive to transfer length and that the reported 
effective prestressing force of 24K is only an average value for many 
tests. In any case, the important conclusion from a conservative 
designer's poirit of view is that, the truss model yields a safe 
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estimate . for the ultimate strength of this complex D-region after « 
diagonal tension· cracking. 
The tension chord plot of Fig. 3.23(c) shows that the 
longitudinal and transverse reinforcement would be sufficient if only 
one of the two bottom strands were "mechanically" anchored by an 
anchor plate located beyond the location of the hanger bar. In this 
'"' 
way, the arching diagonal the • compression strut can bear into 
anchorage of the prestressing strand. Alternatively, if this is not 
possible, (because the compressive stresses become too high in the 
thin web), the horizontal extension of the hanger bars could be 
"mechanically" spliced with the strand. Considering the small web 
dimensions and the hybrid nature of the splice, an innovative 
solution is required possibly using new advanced materials. Because 
the horizontal extension is insufficient in capacity, it would have 
to be strengthened for this solution. As a third solution the end 
anchorage demands for the longitudinal reinforcement near the lower· 
left corner can be reduced to the available capacity by increasing 
the stirrups. This is equivalent to reducing cotG in equations (2-7) 
and ( 2-9) . 
stirrups. 
However, this solution may require significantly more 
The Canadian Code(lG) would require about 2.6 times more 
stirrups. The horizontal hanger bar extension would also need to be 
extended further to the right to ensure a 100% splice with the bottom 
strand and also to ensure that longitudinal steel is present where it 
is needeo. Figure 3. 24 shows the truss model for twice the actual 
amount of stirrups up to the first load. Its tension chord force 
diagram clearly shows the reduction in tensile chord requirements. 
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Certainly, the results of this analysis could have been derived 
by a nonlinear finite element ... analysis in which concrete cracking, 
/f 
shear transfer through aggregate interlock over cracks, and inelastic 
bond-slip laws for strands and rebars are considered. This • lS 
clearly not a trivial task. The generation of the truss model 
required less time than the input preparation for such a finite 
element analysis. However, although the truss model approach may be 
quicker, it requires the analyst to understand the characteristic 
behavior and functions of the internal truss elements to be modeled. 
It must be emphasized though, that these truss models are considered 
analysis models which were constructed for research purposes. They 
can serve as reference for simpler design truss models which are 
under development. 
3.6 SUMMARY OF ANCHORAGE AND DEVELOPMENT 
The insights gained from truss modeling within D regions can be 
summarized as follows: 
(1). Corbels, brackets, opening and closing knee joints, 
exterior/interior beam-column joints, nibs of <lapped ends, and beam 
ends with short shear span and very little shear reinforcement such 
as the pretensioned double-tee discussed above - - . they all possess 
similar characteristics in that they develop a direct strut in the D 
region which places very high demands on the end anchorages of 
reinforcement ties similarly ~sin deep beams. 
,, 
-· (2). Poor performance usually results· from poor anchorage and 
development of the ties and struts. 
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(3). The phrase "anchorage and development of reinforcement" 
describes only half of the problem, the other half being: Anchoring 
of compression struts and.developing of diagonal compresiion fields. 
Compress'ion struts must supply the forces anchoring bars and the 
diagonal compression fields must supply the "bond" stresses 
~ 
, 
dev~loping reinforcement. The anchor forces are in an action-
reaction relationship. 
~(4). Anchorage and development has therefore two aspects: 
strength and location. An anchorage or embedment length must not 
only have sufficient strength (expressed as development length for 
the latter) but also be placed in a location, where it can intercept 
the compression strut, which supplies the anchorage reaction, and 
interlock with it in a C-C-T or C-T-T node at maximum internal 
flexural leveraarms. 
(5). 'Truss models make clear where the anchor reactions are 
coming f ram. They provide engineers with a tool to rationally 
analyze anchorage and development in joints and D-regions which, as 
the experimental evidence shows, 
controlling their performance. 
is the most crucial • 1.ssue 
(6). Equilibrium of the truss model for an opening knee joint 
clearly requires that the force which redirects the incoming flexural 
compressive resultant to turn the corner, must be supplied by the bar 
anchorage. This bar anchorage must therefore be located in the 
flexural compression zone. Thus it is not sufficient to measure 
I 
development length from the beam-column interface.~ Rather it must be 
166 
\ 
measured from the truss node in which bar anchorage and compression 
struts interlock. 
( 7) . Similarly, it • lS immediately from equilibrium evident 
whether or not a bar is bent in the correct direction in-"'~ne\e joints I \j ,_, . 
I 
I 
or tee joints. Since bar development is nothing else t'han the local 
truss action of "mini" diagonal compression struts bearing into the 
lugs of the bar, the lugs of the leg extending beyond the bend can be 
visualized by a fictitious anchor plate. If the incoming flexural 
compressive resultant acts on the correct side of this anchor plate, 
the bar is bent in the correct direction, otherwise not. 
(8). The concentrated bar end anchorage demands in deep beams 
and joints can be reduced by providing stirrups, hoops, or ties. 
They "deconcentrate" part of the direct diagonal strut into fans 
(ties in one direction) or uniform diagonal compression fields (ties 
" 
in two directions) and thereby spread the anchorage demands over the 
bar length. 
(9). Since the compression fans which supply the "bond" stresses 
developing a bar, must be transverse-ly supported or anchored, bar 
development after diagonal cracking of the concrete cannot be 
effective without ties. - The force that can be developed over a given/ ! 
\ 
development l&ngth, depends therefore not only on the ultimate "bond 
strength" of the bar (expressed by the development length) but also 
on the maximum "bond stress" which can be supplied by the compression 
fan. The latter follows from the equilibrium of the fan and the tie 
capacity. 
,_._\ 
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0 
..... 
\ 
(10). Most of the important insights about anchorage and 
development can be gained from. purely qualitative truss models and 
the graphic statics that they implicitly contain. 
(11). These observations are equally,. valid for the D regions 
"behind" the interface of precast concrete connections, which'' serve 
exactly the same function as joints: turning moments (force couples) 
around corners. 
-
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fj 
4. AN UNDERSTANDING OF PRECAST CONNECTIONS 
Similarly to joints in monolithically cast reinforced concrete 
(chapter 3), precast concrete connections disturb the flow of forces 
according to beam theory. The interface between connected members 
represents a static and/or geometric discontinuity which gives rise 
., 
.. 
to D regions on either side of it as illustrated in Fig. 
<, 
4.l(a). 
Dissimilarly to monolithic concrete joints, precast concrete 
connections usually have a clearly identifiable interface which joins 
different materials, such as steel and concrete or concretes cast at 
different times. Experience shows that in precast concrete it is 
often the D region "behind" the interface rather than the interface 
itself which is the cause of poor performance. It is important, 
therefore, to clearly define and distinguish the meaning of the terms 
interface, connection, connection hardware, and connection design for 
precast concrete. 
A (connection) interface is defined as the surface along which 
two members are in contact. A connection is defined to include not 
only the interface between the connected . members, but also the 
adjacent D regions on either side of the interface. Accordingly~ 
connection hardware includes all hardware and/or reinforcement not 
I , 
I 
only through the interface but also within the ~/· 1regions. This 
definition of connection hardware specifically includes primary 
member reinforcement within its D-region. Connection design relates 
to the design of the interface as well as the design of the D regions 
adjacent to that interface. It includes the proportioning of all 
connection hardware and, as importantly, the detailing of the 
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hardware. Proper design of a connection (will ensure. the safe 
transfer of the internal forces according to beam theory, from the 
boundary between the Band D region of one member to the boundaries ~ 
between the B and D region of the other connected members, as 
visualized in Fig~ 4.1. 
The current design practice apparently • 1.S to design the 
interface using shear friction or other _concepts, and to design the 
'\,I'.,"··"-
' \ . 
connected members using beam theory. The·~n regions on either side of 
the interface, however, are often not explicitly and rationally 
designed. This state-of-practice is not surprising, since neither 
popular textbooks nor popular design handbooks provide 4esigners with 
rational models for these D regions. There is no assurance, 
therefore, that the stress conditions assumed for the design of the 
interface are compatible with those assumed for the design of the B 
region. Specifically, there is also no assurance that a force flow 
path through the D region, exists which does not rely o_:n ... the concrete 
tensile strength. , .... , 
' 
Inserts with welded headed studs, for instance, are designed 
using empirical data on the cone pullout strength of studs embedded 
in unreinforced, uncracked concrete blocks. How the tens ion 
introduced by the studs into the concrete can then be tran.sferred to 
the primary reinforcement in the B region of the connected member 
remains an open question, particularly if the concrete tensile 
.,. 
strength should not be relied upon. In ma.ny instances it is relied 
upon. ·rn actuality, precast or non-precast concrete members crack 
under the primary actions due to the factored loads. Furthermore, 
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precast members are often precracked due to volumetric changes or 
frame movement. If the structural component is cracked, the concrete 
tensile strength on which design relied, may no longer be there. The 
following section shows that even in most simple connections moments· 
(force couples) are transferred around a corner. Since the ACI Code 
does not allow us to rely on concrete tensile strength for moment 
transfer along straight or curved members, there is little reason to 
permit it, if a mom~nt is transferred around a corner. 
As shown in the previous chapters, truss models represent a 
simple tool to provide for force flow paths and reinforcement details 
through and beyond the D regions. They neglect the concrete tensile 
The following sections will study some commonly used precast 
concrete connections, both qualitatively and quantitatively, through 
truss models. The truss models will offer insight into the 
behavioral characteristics of these connections. 
4.1 SIMPLE CONNECTIONS 
Apparently, by definition, simple connections transfer only 
forces but no moments. However, in most simple connections, these 
forces are eccentric with respect to the axis of at least one member 
and thus both moments and. forces are transferred, if not through the 
interface then through the D region. As an exam~le for simple 
connections Fig~ 4. 2(a) shows angle seat bearing connections which 
are typically used to support or suspend cladding panels. Due to the 
eccentricity between the member axis and the vertical reaction or 
" 
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load, horizontal member sections are subjected to flexure and axial 
load. Due to the eccentricity ·between the interface and the 
reaction, the vertical interface is subjected to shear and a moment. 
Thus a moment (force couple) 
member. 
turns "around the corner" into the 
L 
:z . 
· Fig. 4.2(b) shows a completely analogous situation: monolithic 
concrete corbels. From the understanding gained in Chapter 3 it is 
realized, though, that it actually shows more: knee joints, where 
one member is a deep (cantilever) beam, i.e. ~ corbel. The left half 
shows opening knee joints, the right half closing knee joints. If 
yhe corbel was not located at the end of the member, it was a tee-
joint with corbel. Truss models for this detail have been presented 
in section 3.1, Fig. 3.1, and also in section 1.3, Fig. 1.2, for the 
closing knee joint with corbel. In Fig. 4.2(b) also the truss models 
for the opening knee joint with corbel are shown. These truss models 
can be directly transferred to the analogous angle seat bearing 
connection in Fig. 4.2(a). The only difference is that the "corbel 
strut" (which is of course only fictitious outside the concrete and 
and represents there the thrust line for the angle) must now· pass 
through the interface. Its inclination relative to a normal to the 
interface must therefore not be larger than the angle of friction. 
Since the D-region "behind" the interface of this simple 
\ 
connection · plays the role of ~ knee joint, this example shows that 
also from the viewpoint of a consistent and unffied connection design 
methodology, the D-region is an integral part of the connection and 
must be included in the definition of the term connection. In view 
174 
of the critical performance characteristics of knee joints, 
particularly under opening moments, it seems prudent to investigate 
,· 
such details in more depth. In chapter 3 it has been observed that 
,. 
the truss models of most joints can be understood as a combination or 
superposition of the basic truss models for knee joints and corbels. 
This holds also for precast concrete connections. 1 •. 1---1 Indeed this force 
flow path is so pervasive in connections, that an understanding of it 
,);, 
is crucial. the following several Thus, sections 
.. ~,. 
are entirely 
devoted to developing a behavioral insight into this truss system. 
The angl~ s,eat bearing connection is used as the vehicle to exemplify 
,· i • ,_ 
this behavior. 
4.2 ANGLE SEAT BEARING CONNECTION WITH ONE STUD ROW 
Angle seat bearing connections are typically found in cladding 
or wall panels. As shown in Fig. 4.2(a), in its simplest form this 
type of connection requires a single row of studs, welded to the 
bottom of the angle, to transfer the forces. An opening knee joint 
configuration is selected, since this is the most critical. Fig. 
4.3(a) shows the connection hardware. It is clear from chapter 3 
that the stud head must be located as close to the opposite face as 
possible and the distance between the stud head and the "loose" 
longitudinal reinforcement' must be maximized. A possible 
configuration of the truss model for this detail is illustrated in 
Fig. 4. 3 (b) . 
While angle seat bearing connections typically have two rows of 
studs welded to the angle, a detail with only one stud row shall 
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Without the additional complications that 
would be encountered if two stud rows were initially considered, the 
basic behavior and the structural function of each element can be 
better understood. Similarly, while such a connection is typically 
loaded not only by a vertical but also a horizontal force, this 
horizontal force can initially be omitted without affecting the 
generality of this analysis, since the formulas presented later can 
be easily modified to include its effect. 
Treatment of this analysis will be, for several reasons, in the 
form of a two-dimensional (2-D) problem. Certainly, a planar 
understanding first required befote complex three-the 
• l.S more 
dimensional (3-0) behavior is treated. Secondly, 3-D behavior 
' / 
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affects the reinforcement required in the D region as determined from 
a 2-D analysis, only over the ''effective width'' of the struts in the 
transverse direction which, • in turn, influences the depth of the 
struts in the plane. As long as this compression strut depth is 
.. \ 
small relative to the flexural lever arm, its influence on 
,a,·; 
reinforcement proportioning is small. 3 -·D behavior ( space truss 
action) should be considered at least qualitatively in the transverse 
layout of the 
reinforcement. 
,,..., 
"frJ.anar" 
\, 
'-.... -" ) 
( 
J 
reinforcement and for transverse 
From the viewpoint of a consistent and unified connection design 
methodology, connection strength is best expressed in terms of the 
forces and moments transferred over the interface between the two 
members. This convention • 1S applicable to most connections and 
_independent of the particular members connected. Omitting initially 
the axial force, the interface in this case is subjected to moment 
and shear. Therefore connection strength is expressed in terms of a 
strength interaction diagram for the moment, M1 , and shear force, v1 , 
at the interface. This connection interaction aiagram thus covers 
the full range of possible eccentricities between the vertical 
reaction or load on the angle and the interface. It must be 
emphasized that expr:essing the strength of the connection, which 
. ' 
,.--r-··\. 
includes the D-. egi-·ons, by the moment and shear at the inte-rface, 
does not imply t~at it represents the interface capacity. It merely 
., ,J 
I 
means that both the D-region capacity and the interface capacity are 
expressed in the coordinate system M1-v1 . Indeed, the purpose of 
this analysis is to study which zones of this connection interaction 
\ 
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,· 
diagram are contra l led by the D- region cap~~ i ty and which by the 
interface capacity. In view of the critical role that anchorage 
location plays in opening knee joints, it is of particular interest 
how the location of anchorages affect the connection interaction 
diagram. · 
The connection interaction diagram presented below is based on 
the following assumptions: 
(1) the steel angle is considered rigid, i.e. it does not 
control the connection capacity. 
(2) dowel action is not considered, 
transfer occurs through (shear) friction. 
• 1.e. interface shear 
Ihe first assumption implies not only that the steel angle has 
sufficient strength, but also that the state of deformation of the 
angle does not significantly influence the stress distribution in the 
concrete. Considering this effect when it becomes significant, • lS 
beyond the scope of this analysis. The second assumption is made for 
several reasons. The first is simplicity and systematic separation 
of alternative force paths. Similarly as concrete struts supply the 
anchorage forces which anchor rebars, concrete struts must supply the 
forces which bend the dowels. Thus dowel action requires another set 
of struts in the D-region. The scope of this study is limited to the 
investigation of the force paths in the D-region associated with 
interface shear transfer through (shear) friction. Second, dowel 
action is unlikely to be large in the studs transferring the flexural 
tension. Experimental results on shear transfer in beams indicate 
that while dowel action of rebars may be significant under service 
'(I 
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loads, it is negligible at the ultimate state. Third, the truss 
models including dowel action are too complicated for design. 
design purposes it may be possible to include dowel action 
effective (shear) friction coefficient. 
For 
• 1n an 
Figure 4.4 shows qualitatively the connection interaction 
diagram for the angle seat bearing connection of Fig. 4.3 as well as 
,, 
the truss models associated with various regions of the interaction 
diagram. Curve A-E represents the interface interaction diagram, 
i.e. the capacity of the interface regardless of the strength of the 
<;:..-;·\.,. 
"...,>.J,-.,t 
adjacent D region. Specifically, curve A-C represents the range of 
shear-moment interaction within which ·, (shear) ' friction does not 
control while line C-E represents the region where it does and the 
angle can slip along and away from the interface. While curve A- E 
\. 
\. . 
represents the interface·· shear-moment interaction diagram, lines F' 
and F represent the D region interaction diagram i.e. the flexural 
capacity of the D-region when the longitudinal reinforcement or the 
studs yield, respectively. These lines are strongly dependent on the 
location of the anchorages for the steel. For illustration also line 
G is included which represents the flexural capacity of the member 
itself (B region) as determined by beam theory. The interaction 
diagram represents the connection strength for fixed locations of 
anchor plates and reinforcement for a variety of loading 
combinations. By definition the interface interaction curves are not 
influenced by the D region "behind" the interface, specifically not 
by the anchor plate locations. However, for illustration purposes 
Fig. 4.4 shows truss models "behind" the interface also for the 
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interface curve A-E. These truss models are only informative and 
indicate where plate and reinforcement would have to be if the 
interface controls. 
While the D region concerns are irrelevant for the interface 
,, 
diagram A-E, the actual specified locations of anchor plates and 
longitudinal reinforcement becom~ particularly important for the · D 
region interaction diagram (lines F and F'). The truss models 
associated with the interaction diagram controlled by the D-region 
are based on thes!/actual, specified locations of anchor plates and 
longitudinal reinfor ement. 
The remainder of this section discusses the behav.ior of this l' 
connection in terms of the various failure modes that control - or 
may control - the different regions of the interaction diagram. The 
stress state associated with each failure mode is visualized with 
inserted truss models in Fig. 4.4. Since these inserted models are 
rather small, the reader is referred to Fig. ...4. 5 for labels, where 
Fig. 4.S(a) and (b) label the interface including angle and the truss 
model in the D-region, respectively. Note that loading the angle 
with a load with constant eccentricity, e, as defined in Fig. 4.S(a), 
corresponds to a load path along a straight inclined line thrpugh the 
origin of the interaction diagram in Fig. 4.4. 
First, the interface capacity represente/by region A-E will be 
discussed. Point A describes pure flexure at the interface. The 
studs yield, while the horizontal strut A crushes under the upper tip 
of the angle at the interface. Maximum moment is achieved for the 
maximum possible lever arm, i.., {Fig. 4.S{a)). ,The failure mechanism 
...... --·, 
"-
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is pure rotation of the steel angle. As shear is transferred in 
addition to a moment, strut A must become inclined as illustrated by 
point B. The vertical component of strut A resists the interface 
shea~, v1 , which is transferred across the interface through (shear) 
friction. As before, at maximum resistance the stud is yielding, 
while strut A crushes under the upper tip of the angle. The failure 
mechanism is still essentially a rotation of the steel angle relative 
to the concrete. The shear force at the interface may be further 
increased until the inclination of strut A reaches the friction 
angle, i. This condition for which the maximum possible shear force 
t"· 
C 
across the interface has been reached, is represented by point C in 
Fig. 4.4. At point C the failure mechanism may be any combination of 
steel angle rotation and slip. 
The slight reduction in moment capacity along curve A-C results 
from a reduced lever arm at the interface as described in section 
2.11.1. Setting T's and N equal to zero in equations (2-27) and 
(2-28) of section 2.11.1 yields 
y2 + T 2 I . 2y • (4-1) 
2 b fd' 
tan o = V 1/T2y ~ tan9 = ~s (4-2) 
Equation (4-1) defines curve A-C, while equation (4-2) gives the 
inclination,<::i<, of strut A. Its upper limit, i, defines the range of 
validity of equation (4-1). b denotes the width of the angle. 
Point E in Fig. 4.4 corresponds to pure shear on the interface. 
t 
' 
According to shear friction, the maximum attainable force is given by 
(4-3) 
Equation (4-3) results from equation (4-2) by replacing the unequal 
with the equals sign. Strut A is inclined by i and its vertical and 
horizontal component equal the interface shear and the yield force in 
the stud, respectively. Since M1 - 0 at point E, the resultant line 
. of action of strut A
1
must intersect the line of action of T2 at the 
,....._ _ _/ 
interface. The failure mechanism is pure -slip of the steel angle 
relative to. the concrete. As the moment is incre·ased at maximum 
shear to point D, strut A must tr<anslate upward such that its 
resultant intersects the interface ·above the stud and a flexura 1 
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lever arm develops at the interface. Strut A remains inclined at 
angle i, while the stud yields. The failure mechanism is still pure 
slip of the steel angle. 
Two points are worth noting in the inserts D and E in Fig. 4.4. 
The slip mechanism shown there also indic~tes movement away from the 
interface. Frictional failure mechanisms are always accompanied by a 
dilation of the material. It is this. dilation which forces the steel 
f 
crossing the interface to yield. Furthermore it must be stressed 
again that the location of the anchor platl~ for the longitudinal 
reinforcement for those truss models associated with points on the 
interface interaction diagram A-E represent the lowest possible 
, 
position which allows for a truss model which can transfer the moment 
and shear associated with the point considered ... If the anchor plate 
(point from which development length is measured) is at the location 
indicated in insert C, then strut Band A in insert D can spread as 
wide as permitted by the angle dimensions. Thus for a proper design, 
strut A does not crush at point D. 
As the moment is further increased beyond point D, strut A, 
still inclined at i, translates upward, thus further increasing the 
flexural lever arm, at the interface until it reaches the tip of the 
angle and contracts to its smallest possible depth: Point C is again 
reached. However, if the anchorage of the longitudinal reinforcement 
is located deeper than indicated in truss model C, point C cannot be 
reached and the D-region controls. 
below. 
This condition is discussed 
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While curve A-E describes the interface strength regardless of 
the conditions in the D-region "behind" it, lines F andF' define the 
D region capacity expressed in terms of the shear and moment at the 
interface. These lines essentially represent a flexural failure of 
the D region. Line F' represents a flexural failure of the D region 
in which the longitudinal reinforcement, T1 , yields as strut B 
crushes. Formulating moment equilibrium about the center of node X 
for section 1-1 in Fig. 4.S(b) and setting T1 - Tly' we get 
(4-4a) 
Node X may, for simplicity, be assumed to be fixed • 1n a "safe" 
location or this location may be determined by 
(4-4b) 
where f'd ·= diagonal compressive strength of strut Bat node X 
bBX = effective width of compression strut Bat node X 
Similarly, line F represents the D region flexural capacity in which 
the stud, T2 , yields as strut B crushes. Formulating moment 
equilibrium about the center of node Y for section 1-1 in Fig. 4.S(b) 
and setting T2 - r2y, we get 
T2y d2 = M, + v, d1 (4-Sa) 
I Node Y may, for simplicity, be assumed to be fixed • 1n a "safe" 
location or this location may be determined by 
_ 1 T2y 
d2 - h2 - 2 b f! 
BY d 
(4-Sb) 
where f' d .. diagonal, compressive strength of strut Bat Y 
bBY \= effective width of co.mpression strut B at Y 
, . 185 :! 
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Equations (4-4b) and (4-Sb) are based on the assumption that 
nodes X and Y are in a state oi uniform biaxial compression equal to. 
the diagonal compressive strength of strut Bat the location of the 
node considered. This is of course not exactly true for a fixed size 
anchorplate such as a stud head. However, the assumption leads to 
-
. simple equations which are readily recognized as the standard 
,, 
equations fo~ determining the lever arm between tensile and 
compressive resultant for members subjected to flexure and axial 
load, the depth of the defined by that section • 1S the except 
anchorage locations and that the (reduced) diagonal compressive 
ngth of strut Bis to be used. Once the "flexural lever arm" is 
known, flexural strength follows from moment equilibrium about· the 
compressive resultant, here about the center of node X or Y, which 
leads to the left hand sides of equations (4-4a) and (4-Sa). Thus it 
is seen that the truss model analysis of this D-region of type 
"opening knee joint" boils down to well-known flexural analysis. 
However, equation (4-4) should not be misinterpreted to relate 
to the flexural failure of a horizontal section below node X. It 
relates to strut Band its (reduced) diagonal compressive strength, 
not to strut C. It only looks this way for reasons of equilibrium. 
The question arises then: How is it possible that strut B crushes 
while it is embedded on both sides in unstressed concrete? For the 
analogous plane stress problem it can be shown on the basis of the 
theory of plasticity that a failure mechanism exists in the D-region 
,, in which the concrete outside a straight· line touching the anchor 
plates splits off in such a manner that strut B can crush. Thus the 
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concrete outside the anchor plates is useless and the anchorages 
determine "the depth of the section". 
While the compressive strength for diagonally cracked concrete 
according to equations (2-1) to (2-3) indicate the correct trends -~ 
i.e: the flatter a strut relative to the reinforcement, the lower the 
diagonal compressive strength - - it is unlikely that it directly 
applies to the present situation. Equations (2-1) to (2-3) have been 
experimentally determined for panels in plane stress subjected to 
uniform shear. The stress field shown in Fig. 4. 5 (b) , on the other 
hand, is highly non-uniform and strut B must transversely reduce from 
the angle width at node Y to the stud head widths at node X. The 
diagonal compressive strength and the effective widths to be used in 
equations (4-4) and (4-5) remain to be determined experimentally. In 
the mean time conservative values should be used. However, as long 
as the lever arms, d1 and d2 , are maximized and made large relative 
to the strut depths, the effect of the concrete strength is small. 
In view of these present uncertainties too much • accuracy is 
unwarranted. Thus equations (4-4b) and (4-Sb) may be evaluated with 
conservative values for f'd and band for the worst loading condition 
(e.g. v1=0). This is the meaning of the phrase "may be assumed fixed 
in a 'safe' location". Then equations (4-4a) and (4-Sa) repres~t 
straight lines as shown in Fig. 4.4. Comparing the slopes of 
equation (4-4a) and (4-Sa) shows that line F' is flatter than F. 
Hence the two lines plot as shown and intersect at a point F", which 
defines a flexural failure mode of the D region in which both the 
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stud and the longitudinal reinforcement yield as strut B crushes. 
The truss model for point F" is shown in Fig. 4.4. 
Finally, for' illustrative purposes, line Gin Fig~ 4.4 defines 
the flexural capacity of the B region as given by beam theory for the 
member itself. The equation for this.line is obtained by formulating 
moment equilibrium about point Z, i.e. th·e center of the compression 
zone in the B region (Fig. 4.S(b)). 
The location at point Z is determined by 
a 
<ls= hs - 2 
(4-6a) 
(4-6b) 
Dimension a is the flexural compression block depth given by beam 
theory, T ly - VI 
a==-~----
bCB .85£ ~ (4-6c) ,, 
where f'c = concrete compressive strength 
bcB - effective width of strut C in the B region 
Inserting equation (4-6c) into (4-6b), a complete analogy between 
equations (4-4), (4-5), and (4-6) can be noted. Comparing the slopes 
of equations (4-4a) and (4-6a) shows that line G is flatter than line 
F' as shown in Fig. 4.4. 
If the angle is loaded at a fixed eccentricity, e, (Fig. 4.Sa), 
the loading path in Fig. 4.4 is represented by an inclined straight 
line through the origin. If the construction tolerances in the 
' 
eccentricity e are considered, the possible loading paths lie in a 
cone shaped zone radiating lfrom the origin of the interaction 
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diagram. The intersection of the cone with the interaction curve 
closest to the origin determines the connection strength and the 
failure mode. 
In design, the lever arms d1 and d2 (Fig. 4.Sb) as well as the 
steel volumes can be proportioned so as to adjust the relative 
positions of the different curves in the interaction diagram. For 
instance, if an interface failure mode is desirable, lines F and F' 
must plot sufficiently out so that the loading cone intersects the 
interface integration· diagram A-E b;efore lines F' or F. If a B 
region flexural failure mode is desirable, (connection develops the 
member strength), then line G must plot sufficiently inside both 
curve A-E and lines F and F' so that it is first intersected by the 
loading cone. In many practical cases the horizontal shear plateau, 
line E-0- ... is large enough (due to sufficient lever arms d1 , d2) and 
the eccentricity e small enough that the loading cone intersects the 
horizontal shear plateau first and design of the connection by shear 
friction at the interface alone is justified. However, if the lever 
arms d1 or d2 are small, e.g. the stud extends only to middepth of 
the member then flexural failure of the D region might control, and 
it must be checked. 
Performance of this connection is dependent on two conditions, 
(1) the location of the anchorage points and truss elements 
(geometry), and (2) the steel, concrete, and anchorage capacities 
(strength). The anchorage and steel locations should allow the lever 
arms d1 and d2 to be maxi~ized so that the largest possible flexural 
capacities of the D region can be obtained. In design, the anchor 
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plate location for the longitudinal rebar (T1) may be safely defined 
as the point of intersection between strut A, inclined at ~,. and 
located at the tip of the vertical leg of the steel angle, and the 
longitudinal reinforcement (T1). The studs should be extended as far 
as possible to the opposite face of the panel while ob.~erving the 
cover requirements. Maximizing the lever arm d1 also implies that 
the longitudinal reinforcement, T1 , should be placed as close to the 
angle as cover requirements permit. For this reason and because, as 
will become clear in section 4.5, this steel actually represents the 
suspender bars called for .in section 2.4.3, the longitudinal steel 
shown here is in addition to panel reinforcement placed usually at 
'·\ 
the center of the panel. 
If the only longitudinal reinforcement is located at the center 
of the connected member and the stud extends only to the center, too, 
then the lever arm d1 is zero and the connection relies solely on the 
concrete tensile s·trength to turn the moment around the corner. 
These requirements are exactly analogous to those of the opening knee 
r· 
joint of section 3.2.1, and the discussion of anchorage and/or steel 
location deficiencies in .section 3. 2. 3, Fig. 3. 8, is equally 
applicable here. The reader is encouraged to review design handbooks 
for such deficiencies. 
Since the forces anchoring the steel elements of the truss model 
are supplied by the compression elements of the truss, reinforcement 
anchorage becomes the task of designing the "truss connections" 
between tension and compression elements. While these "truss 
connections" (bar anchorages) must be in the · correct location as 
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discussed above, they must also be strong enough. The ideal 
.anchorage is an anchor plate. Welded headed studs almost ideally 
realize it; but the head must be in the correct location. Except for 
an anchor plate, the longitudinal reinforcement, T1 , is most 
efficiently and compactly anchored by looped rebars with the plane of 
the loop parallel to the interface plane. 
Usually also a horizontal force acts on the angle. Equations 
(4-4) through (4-6) can be easily modified to include axial tension, 
N1 , at the interface: T2y must be replaced by (T2y-N), while the 
moment of N1 about the stvd must be included in the interface moment, 
M1 . The equations for the interface interaction diagram with axial 
force have been presented in section 2 .11. Since the member is 
subjected to shear in th,~ "presence of axial tension at the interface, 
·I"' 
a diagonal shear compression fan enters the D-region from the member. 
This shear flows directly into r2 without further affecting the D-
region, if the tension on the interface is at the level of the stud. 
Finally it should be noted that if the applied load is or can be 
downward on the angle seat bearing connection (Fig. 4.2(a)), studs 
must be located of course at the · upper tip of the angle and the 
closing knee joint of section 3.2.2 would serve as the corresponding 
·J·· 
analogy. TwQ rows of studs are treated in the next section. 
4.3 ANGLE SEAT BEARING CONNECTION WITH TWO STUD ROWS I 
With the understanding gained from the study of the single stud 
row detail, it is now possible to generalize the truss model for the 
' 
case of two stud rows. Figure 4.6(a) shows the connection hardware 
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and Fig. 4.6(b) shows a possible configuration of the truss model . 
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Treatment of this truss and all of the assumptions are identical to 
those of the previous section. For clarity, an interface axial load 
is again omitted. The connection interaction diagram expressed in 
terms of the moment, M1 , a~d shear, v1 , at the interface is shown for 
this detail in Fig. 4.7. Curve A-F represents the capacity of the 
interface regardless of the strength of the adjacent D region. Lines 
G, G' 
' 
and G" represent the flexural capacity of the D - region 
depending on which reinforcement yields and which compression strut 
crushes. Line H represents the flexural capacity of the B region as 
determined by beam theory. 
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Inserted truss models again visualize the state of stress in the 
different failure modes associated with different regions of the 
connection interaction diagram. Similarly as in section 4. 2, the 
truss models relating to the interface, interaction .diagram only 
indicate w~ere nodes and anchorages would have to be, if the 
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interface controls,·.· while the truss models for the D-region reflect 
the actual specified location of the anchorages. 
,. 
In describing these regions and failure modes, the notation and 
dimensions given in Fig. 4. 8 are used. Figure 4.8(a) labels and 
T1 
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dimensions the interface and the steel angle, while Fig. 4.8(b) does 
the same for the truss model in the D region. Note that the truss 
model shown in rig. 4.B(b) is the most obvious extension of the one-
stud model to the two-stud detail: It simply consists of twQ truss 
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· models of the type shown in insert D of Fig. 4.4 staggered above each 
other. 
Again, the interface interaction diagram is first discussed. 
The conditions of the interface shown in Fig. 4·.8(a) exactly 
correspond to those of the interface treated in section 2.11.1, Fig. 
2.36. Except for the differences in notation, the • • 1nteract1on 
diagram is therefore described by equations (2-27), (2-28), (2-31), 
(2-32), and (2-33). 
& 
At Point A the interface is subjected to pure flexure. The 
concrete crushes under the tip of the angle, while the bottom stud, 
T2 , yields. The top stud has an initial value, T 3M, which may be 
obtained from a strain compatibility analysis at the interface. 
Since maximum moment capacity calls for the largest possible 
lever arm, t, (Fig. 4.8(a)), not only strut D but also strut A (see 
Fig. 4.8(b) for labeling) must be located at the tip of the angle. 
,, 
Strut A and D thus combine into one strut A' 
' 
which must be 
horizontal of course. The corresponding truss model in the D region 
has already been shown in Fig. 4. 6 (b) , where C)( == 0. 
mechanism is a pure rotation of the steel angle. 
The failure 
1 
As shear • 1S 
transferred in addition to moment, point Bin Fig. 4.7, strut A' must 
become inclined (Figs. 4.8(a) and 4.6(b)). The vertical component of 
strut A resists the interface shear, v1 , through shear friction. The 
force in the top stud is assumed to remain at its initial value, T3M, 
while the bottom stud yields. The failure mechanism • l.S still 
essentially a rotation of the steel angle. As the shear force is 
increased further, the inclination of strut A' must • increase, too. 
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However, the inclination of strut A' is limited by the angle of 
friction, i, at the interface. Strut A' reaches this limit at point 
C, where the failure mechanism becomes a combination of steel angle 
rotation and slip. The slight curvature of A-C results from a 
reduced lever arm at the interface as described in section 2.11.1. 
Curve A-C is described by equations (2- 27) and (2-28 ) of section 
2.11.1 (where T's= T3M, Ty~ T2y, M - M1 , V = v1 , and N = 0). 
A further increase of the shear force at the interface is only 
possible_ if the normal component of,- strut A' across the interface 
increases, i.e. if T3 algebraically increases. As the top stud force 
increases from r 3M to some value r 3 , the normal component of strut A' 
and, hence, the 'frictional resistance, increases. Strut A' remains 
concentrated at the angle tip with an inclination o<. = i. Its 
increasing depth reduces the lever arm and thus the moment further. 
The failure mechanism remains a rotational slip of the steel angle. 
Region C-E of Fig. 4.7 is described by equations (2-31) and (2-32) of 
section 2.11.1 (where T's - T3 , Ty - r2y, M = M1 , V = v1 , and N = 0). 
The limit of equations (2-31) and (2-32) is reached at point E 
where the top stud yields, T3 - T3y. The maximum attainable shear 
force, has been reached. The failure mechanism may now be any 
combination between a slip-rotational mechanism and a pure slip 
mechanism of the steel angle. 
" If the top stud is close to the upper tip of the steel angle 
such that compression strut A' intersects it, the question arises 
whether strain compatibility indeed allows the top stud, T3 , to yield 
in tension. It is precisely this strain compatibility condition 
196 
which is expressed by equation' (2-2) of section 2 .1 (where g = cJ.). 
It expresses that if T3 is subjected to, a tensile strain, ex, strut 
A' must be subjected to a transverse tensile strain, 
€ 1 . This 
transverse tensile strain reduces the concrete compressive strength 
according to the concrete softening law equation (2-1). Equations 
(2-1) and (2-2) can iteratively be considered in equations (2-31) and 
(2-3~ and lead to the dashed interaction curve B'-E'. As the tensile 
strain the depth of now • increases, • compression strut A' 
increases not only due to the increasing magnitude of A', but also, 
more importantly, due to the reducing diagonal compressive strength. 
Thus curve B'-E' "bends over" much more sharply. 
Since equations (2-1) and (2-2) have been derived from panels in 
uniform shear, it is not clear whether they directly apply to the 
interface conditions described here. If tie T3 consists of ordinary 
reinforcement welded to the angle, the concrete "behind" the 
interface is bonded to it and torn apart as described. It is less 
clear what happens, if tie T3 consists of studs which have no bond 
strength along the shaft. Furthermore, while at a rough crack, 
} 
shearing can force the "compression stud" into tension, it is not 
' 
clear whether this is possible for a relatively smooth interface. 
For these reasons the "compression stud" is also more likely to act 
in dowel action than the "tensile stud". These questions must be 
experimentally 
cons~tively 
clarified. In the mean time it is reasonable to use a 
'reduced diagonal compressive strength, f'd, in the 
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vicinity of point E, since it leads to the intuitively - expected 
,· ·'1-, 
( ( \ 
I \,~.i 
result that point E cannot be reached. (7 
' 
Point Fin Fig. 4.7 corresponds to pure shear at the interface. 
According to shear friction, the maximum attainable shear is given by 
" 
equation (2-33') of section 2.11.1 (where T'y == r3y, Ty== r2y, V == v1 , 
and N - 0). Since M1 == 0 at point F, the line of action of strut A' 
or of the resultant of struts D and A must intersect the line of 
action of the resultant of r2y and r3y at the interface. ·Only a pure 
slip mechanism of the angle is possible. As the moment is increased 
"-
fr om zero, point I, strut A' (or D and A) must translate upward such 
that its line of action intersects the interface above the resultant 
of the studs r 2y and r 3y, and a flexural lever arm develops at the 
·~·· interface. Strut A' (or D and A) remains inclined at angle mas the 
studs yield; the failure mechanism is pure slip of the steel angle. 
As far as the interface is concerned, the diagonal compressive 1 stress 
distribution is only determined by the location of its resultant 
(which is fixed for a given moment) and the size of the angle. 
Whether Strut A' in truss model F of Fig. 4. 7 can spread into ·two ,,. 
struts A and D as shown in Fig. 4.8(b), depends on the anchorage 
locations in the D-region. As long as the D-region does not control. 
various truss models are possible there. The interaction diagram 
controlled by the D-region is discussed below. 
While curve A-E-F describes the interface interaction diagram 
regardless of the D-region capacity, lines G, G', and G" consider the 
flexural failure of the D-region. Fig. 4.9(a) shows a third possible 
• 
truss model for the D-region which could as well have been used 
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before, since it is statically equivalent to that in Fig. 4.6(b). As 
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noted in section 2.3, Fig. 2.5, fans (including compression zone) and 
arches can equivalently replace each other and require the same 
amount of reinforcement. Here the "fanning struts" B, E, and the 
"compression zone strut" F of Fig. 4.6(b) are combined into the 
"arching struts"· H and I of Fig. 4. 9(a). For clarity only the 
discrete truss of the resultants is shown. The line of action of the 
resultant of struts B and E coincides with that of strut H and 
intersects the line of action of strut Fat the line of action of.the 
resultant of ties T2 and T3 . Similarly, the line of action of the 
resultant of struts Band F coincides with that of strut I. Note in 
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passing, how much of t)le reasoning with truss · models is graphic 
statics! 
While the forces, T1 , T2 , and T3 are exactly the same in the 
truss models of Figs. 4.6(b) and 4.9(a) for analogous geometry, the 
. ' 
anchorage requirements are different. The "arching" truss model of 
Fig. 4.9(a) permits the anchorage of r 3 to be located closer to the 
interface than the "fanning" truss model of Fig. 4.6(b). Thus if the 
capacity of the D-region • 1S to be assessed not the 
viewpoint of the strength of the concrete, reinforcement, and 
anchorages, but also -- since it has been shown to be so critical in 
chapter 3 - - from the view point of the anchorage locations, the 
"arching" truss model of Fi~. 4. 9(a) is optimal. It is assumed, 
though, that the anchorage of r 3 is not located inside the dash-, 
dotted line X-Z in Fig. 4.9(a). For this case other truss models 
have to be considered. 
Using the notation of Fig. 4. 9(a) the D-region capacity can 
again be computed by formulating moment equilibrium about the point 
of intersection of the lines of action of two elements crossing the 
selected section and considering the yield conditions for the 
element(s) remaining in the equilibrium equation. Considering 
section 1-1, formulating moment equilibrium about the center of node 
X, and setting T1 - r1y gives 
T 1y<l1 = M I + V 1(d1 + di) (4-7) 
Equation (4-7), shown as line G' in Fig. 4.7, represents a flexural 
failure of the D-region in which the longitu'dinal reinforcement, T1 , 
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yields as strut I cfu;hes near node X. The geometry of the truss 
model is optimal ith respect to r1 , if the .. lever arm, d1 , 
• lS 
\ 
maximal, if foint X is located as far out as equilibrium, 
• 1.e. 
anchorage, and c crete strength permit. 
\., 
This loca.tion is again 
given by equation (4-4b) (where strut Bis now strut I) and may be 
assumed fixed at a "safe" value as discussed in section 4.2. 
Equation (4-7) represent then a straight line. 
Formulating moment equilibrium about point Y' for section 1-1 
and setting Tz = Tzy gives T2y d 11 2 - M1 + V1d 1 1 . The geometry of the 
truss model is optimal with regard to T2 if the lever arm d 11 2 is 
maximal, i.e. of d"l is maximum and d1 is minimum. Since d1 can only 
be reduced until the longitudinal reinforcement, T 1 , yields, its 
minimum value can be found from equation (4-7). Solving equation (4-
7) for d1 expressing d" 2 by d1 and d"i, and inserting d 11 2 in the 
equilibrium equation above gives equation (4-8). This equation can 
also be found by .. formulating moment equilibrium about the center of 
node Y for section 1-1 and setting r 1 = Tly and r 2 = r 2y, that is 
(4-8) 
Equation (4-8), shown as line G" in Fig. 4. 7, represents a flexural 
failure mode of the D-region in which the ties r1 and r 2 yield as 
strut I crushes near node Y. The optimum geometry of the truss model 
leading to maximum resistance is achieved, if d" 1 
• • 1s max1n1um as 
observed above, i.e. if point Y is located as far out as equilibrium, 
anchorage location, and concrete strength permit. This location can 
be calculated analogously as in section 4.2. 
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Considering section 2-2, formulating moment equilibrium about 
\ 
the center of node Z, and setting T2 == r 2y and T3 =- r 3y based ·on 
similar reasoning as above gives 
(4-9) 
Equation (4-9), shown as line G in Fig. 4. 7, represents a flexural 
failure mode of the D-region in which ties T2 and T3 yield as strut H 
crushes near node Z. The optimum geometry of the truss model leading_ 
to maximum resistance is achieved, 7if the lever arms d2 and d' 2 are 
maximum, i.e. if point Z is located as high as equilibrium, anchorage 
location, and concrete strength permit. This location is again given 
-~ . .· 
by equation (4-Sb) (where strut Bis now strut H, node Y is node Z, 
and T2y is replaced by r2y + T3y) < Finally, formulating moment 
equilibrium about the compressive resultant of the B region and 
setting T1 = Tly gives the flexural capacity of the B region (Fig. 
4.9(b)). 
T d = M 1 + V 1(ds -t d1) ly B - (4-10) 
where dB is again given by equations (4-6b) and (4-6c). Equation (4-
10) is also shown in Fig. 4.7 as line H. Comparing the slopes of 
equations (4-10), (4- 7), (4-8), and (4-9) shows that lines H·, G', G", 
,) 
and G, respectively, become steeper in this order. An axial force at 
the interface can be readily included in equations (4-7) through (4-
10) by including the moment of the axial force about the point 
considered for each equation or as described in section 4.2. 
In design, the location of the reinforcement anchorage points 
and internal truss elements, as well as the relative steel and 
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concrete capacities can be chosen so as to adjust the relative 
position of the various failure mode curves in Fig. 4.7 and achieve 
the desired failure mode for the loading considered. The discussion 
presented in section 4. 2 on the single stud row mddel is equally 
' j 
applicable here and shall not be repeated except to emphasize that 
the lever arm ratios, d1/dB and d"i/dB, as well,as the lever arms d1 , 
d It 1 , and d2 themselves must be made as large as possible. Once 
~gain, thi~ detail is analogous to the opening knee joint treated in 
section 3.2.1; thus the discussion of anchorage deficiencies • 1n 
section 3. 2. 3, and Fig. 3. 8 also applies here. The reader is 
encouraged to review design handbooks for such deficiencies. 
Comparing the D-region truss models for the angle seat bearing 
connection and the monolithic knee joint with corbel shows that tie 
r 2 (Fig. 4.6(b)) plays the role of the primary flexural corbel 
reinforcement, while tie r3 plays the role of the closed stirrups or 
hoops, although it is in an inefficient location for this purpose. 
It has been assumed so far (Fig. 4.6) that ties r2 and T3 are 
realized with welded headed studs, since they are frequently used and 
efficiently anchored, (if the heads are in the correct location). If 
ties T2 and r3 4re realized with ordinary reinforcement welded to the 
angle, it is clear from the treatment of opening knee joints • 1n 
chapter 3 that both bars must be bent upward and anchored by a 
development length beyond the bend. Pin this way struts Band E (Fig. 
4.6(b)) can bear into the bends and struts C and F supply the forces 
developing the vertical legs. If both bars are bent away from the 
angle (i.e. bar T 2 is bent downward) , then bar T 2 is anchored 
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precisely like the opening knee joint details which performed so 
poorly (Fig. 3.lO(e) and 3.12(c)). 
Bending bar r 3 in the "wrong" direction might be less 
detrimental, since the arching truss model of Fig. 4.9(a) shows that 
its anchorage may be located somewhat further away from the opposite 
face. The best bar anchorage is of course achieved with horizontal 
loops (provided that the center of the bend is close enough to the 
opposite face). 
4.4 ANGLE SEAT BEARING CONNECTION WITH ONE STUD ROW AND WELDED 
LONGITUDINAL REINFORCEMENT 
Differently from the angle seat bearing connections treated in 
the last two sections, · in this connection the longitudinal 
reinforcement is welded to an embedded steel angle as illustrated in 
\ 
Fig. 4.lO(a). The simplest form of this type ·of connection with a 
single row of studs welded to the bottom of the angle is again 
treated first. The truss model for the D region of this detail is 
shown in Fig. 4.lO((b).· Treatment and assumptions are similar as in 
section 4.2. The interaction diagram for this connection, expressed 
in, terms of the interface shear and moment, is shown in Fig. 4 .11 
along with inserted truss models visualizing the state of stress for 
the various failure modes. Lines F-G-H-1 in Fig. 4.11 represent the 
' " 
angle-panel interface capacity, while lines A-C-;E represents the D 
region capacity. 
'--·_// 
Line K defines the flexural capacity of the B 
region outside the connection. Fig. 4.12 shows notation, labeling, 
and dimensions (a) for the interface and angle, and (b) for the truss 
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model in the D region and is referred to in the following discussion 
of the connection interaction diagram in Fig. 4.11. 
As in previous sections, the interface interaction diagram F-G-
, 
H- I regardless of the D region detailing is first described (Fig. 
4.11). Point F corresponds to a pure moment at the interface. Strut 
A in Fig. 4.12(a) is horizontal,e><=- 0, and is located at the upper 
tip of the angle. According~y the maximum moment is given by 
(4-11) 
where b is the width of the angle. As the shear force at the 
interface is increased from zero to v1 ~ Tly at point G, it can be 
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directly resisted by the vertical reinforcement, T1 , welded to the 
angle, and strut A remains horizontal and located at the tip of the 
angle. Thus the moment capacity. is not affected and given by 
equation (4-11). 
If the shear force is increased above the yield strength of the 
vertical reinforcement, Tly' the additional shear force must be 
resiste& by (shear) friction and strut A in Fig. 4.12(a) must become 
inclined at a negative angle,<:)(< 0, while remaining at the upper tip 
of the angle. When its inclination reaches the friction.angle, o( = m 
the maximum possible shear force is reached 
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Equation (4-12) describes line I-Hin Fig. 4.11. The portion of the 
interface interaction ·diagram above line E-G, namely lines G-H-t7 is 
identical to· lines A-C-E in Fig. 4.4 ·and given by equations (4-1) to 
(4-3). 
No truss models for the D region "behind" the interface are 
shown in Fig. 4.11 for points on the interface interaction diagram F-
G-H-I, since none exist. Strut A in Fig. 4.12 can neither be 
horizontal nor point upward from the tip of the angle, since there is 
no reinforcement there to anchor its other end. As . shown by the 
truss model for the D • region, Fig. 4. 12 (b) , strut A must point 
downward from the angle to the anchorage of tie t 2 , where it supplies 
at node X the force anchoring this tie. The connection interaction 
diagram controlled by the D region is desiribed below. 
Point A describes the D region capacity if only a pure moment is 
transferred at the interface. For the maximum possible pure moment 
resistance, the lever arm d2 must be maximized as the tie , T 2 , 
yields. But the length of lever arm, d2, is controlled either by the 
steel angle's vertical height, or the point where the line of action 
of strut A through node X intersects the interface when strut A is 
maximally inclined at the friction angle, i, (measured with respect 
" 
to the normal of the interface 
d2(max) 
a' e - -
~-, 2 
. ' 
(4-13a) 
\ I 
· · ·) or 
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(4-13b) 
The smaller controls. Moment equilibri'wn about the center of node Y 
· and setting r 2 ~ r 2y gives the maximum possible moment.capacity 
M I = T 2Y d2(max) 
(4-14) 
where d2(max) is given by equation (4-13). Equation (4- 14) shown as 
line A-C in Fig. 4.11 represents a D-region failure mode in which tie 
r 2. yields as strut A slips along the angle (equation !4-13b), or 
crushes (equation (4-13~). 
Formulating moment equilibrium about the center of node X in 
Fig. 4.12(b) and ~~tting r1 == Tly gives 
M 1 =(T1y-V 1)d 1 (4-15) 
Equation (4-15), shown as line C-E in Fig. 4.11, represents a 
flexural D-region failure in which the longitudinal reinforcement, 
r1 , yields as strut A crushes. As in section 4.2, node Xis assumed 
to be fixed in a "safe" location given by the minimum of equation (4-
4b). 
In the following, the behavior of the connection along the D-
region interaction diagram A-C-E is discussed in more detail and from 
a slightly different point of view. Let us begin at point A which, 
as described earlier, represents pure moment and for which o( == i, ct 2 
=- d2(max), and T2 =- T2y. Vertical equilibrium of the angle (Fig. 
4. 12 (a)) clearly shows that the force r 1 equals the vertica 1 
component of strut A, i.e.~ if the angle is subjected to a moment 
only and the . vertical force is zero. If a shear force, v1 , is 
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introduced in addition to the maximum moment at the interface, this 
shear force can be directly transferred into T1 , thus increasing T1 
to Tl - A,,+ v1 (point B). The shear force can be further increased 
without affecting the moment capacity until T1 - Tly at point C. At 
this point, vertical equilibrium of the steel angle gives 
V I = T ly :;- Av (4-16) 
As can be seen from equation (4-16), a further increase in interface 
shear, v1 , beyond point C is only possible, if the vertical component 
of strut A decreases. However, since horizontal equilibrium of node 
X demands 
(4-17) 
\. 
a decrease in A,, requires that either the inclination 0 1f strut A, CJ(., 
or the tie force, T2, must decrease from their maximum values i and 
T2y. Since moment equilibrium of the angle requires 
both a reduction in~and, hence, lever arm, d2 = d1 tanO(, 
reduction in r2 result in a reduced moment capacity, M1 . 
(4-18) 
and a 
<;/• 
In a 
nutshell, an increase in shear capacity beyond point C must be 
accompanied by a reduction in moment capacity. Indeed, inserting 
equation (4-17) into equation (4-16), solving equation (4-16) for 
T2tanoC, and inserting the result in equation (4-18) yields again 
equation (4-15). The maximum attainable shear force at the 
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interface, v1 - Tly' is reached at point E and can only be 
transferred by the D-region if the interface moment is zero. 
Finally, Fig. 4. 11 shows also line K which represet:1ts the B 
region's flexural capacity. Its equation (4-6a), where d1 1 ~ 0, is 
, . 
obtained by-1 formulating moment 
. . __J 
equilibrium about the' • compressive 
( 
t\ ', 
resultant in\the B region in Fig. 4.12(b) and setting Tl= Tly. 
l 
The longitudinal .steel, T1 , yields as compression strut C 
crushes along the extreme fibers of 'the member. The location of the 
compressive resultant is given by equations (4-6b) and (4-6c). 
As observed in the previous sections, in design the relative 
locations of these lines can be adjusted by proportioning and 
locating the reinforcement wisely. As the equations I show, · moment 
resistance can be maximized by maximizing t!Je lever arms d1 and d2 . 
The shear resistance can be increased by increasing the longitudinal 
reinforce~ent, T1 and/or the lever arm d1 . 
To eliminate the (shear) friction problem of strut A at the 
interface, a cross bar can be welded to the steel angle tip, which 
,· 
prevents strut A from slipping'° up, Fig. 4.13(a). Providing an 
additional stud row welded to the tip of the angle, Fig. 4.13(b), is 
useless from a truss modeling point of view, and it can only serve in 
reverse dowel action·in preventing strut A from slipping up. Rather, 
it is much better to weld the second stud row nearer to the mid-depth 
of the angle leg, Fig. 4.13(c). This stud row now serves the exact 
same function as a stirrup in a beam. Rather than increase the shear 
capacity of this connection (which is limited by equation (4-15)) as 
one might expect, the addition of .both the cross bar and the second 
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moment capacity. 
• increases the lever arm d2 , and thus the 
The purpose and function of longitudinal reinforcement bent into 
• 
the member as shown in Fig. 4.13(d) should be carefully studied 
before it is being used for several reasons, 
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(1) the tension bar T1 is not parallel to the tension face where 
it is most effective, 
(2) bars welded to the angle and bent inward are usually 
discontinued some distance below the connection; however, it 
will become clear in the next section ~at the longitudinal 
reinforcement r1 serves the functi:,on of suspender bars which 
must extend below the bottom longitudinal reinforcement of 
the suspended member; and 
(3) if the welded bar bent inward is spliced with primary 
longitudinal reinforcement serving the role of suspender 
bars, the ''kinked'' splice may need stirrups to be effective. 
In sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 deliberately the most simple 
( 
reinforcement details le(1ding to clean, simple, and understandable 
I 
\ 
truss models have been studied. While clean and simple solutions are 
often the best, details can of course be'.combined. For instance, if 
bars are welded to an embedded angle with a double row of studs and 
"loose" longitudinal reinforcement (Fig. 4. 6) , and the bar is bent 
diagonally inward, the detail is analogous to the ·best performing 
opening knee joint details (Fig. 3.lO(b)) provided the bent bar is 
fully anchored in the compression zone at the opposite face so that 
it can "pull in" part of the compressive resultant (Fig. 3 .11). If 
furthermore the "top" row of studs is located closer to mid depth of 
i 
the angle, they could more effectively serve the role of stirrups in 
an opening knee joint . 
..... For ~larity none of the details of sections 4. 2 to 4. 4 show 
reinforcement for reversed moment which requires "closing knee joint 
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details". If the top row of· studs serves th.is purpose, they must of 
course be located at the top .. Longitudinal reinforcement should then 
be located close to the tension face of the member but inside the 
stud heads. 
From a more general viewpoint the connection detail treated in 
this section, Fig. 4.11, illustrates particularly well the 
consequences of designing the only interface the and • region B 
explicitly: there is no assurance that the ultimate stress state 
assumed for the design of the interface is compatible with a "safe" 
internal force path through the D region to the B region. The 
(shear) friction contribution, G-H-I, to the interface interaction 
diagram in Fig. 4.11 calls for a concrete compression strut pointing 
upward from the tip of the angle. However, there is no reinforcement 
in the D region which can intercept this strut, anchor it, and 
transfer its force down to the B region. While interface design must 
be integrated with D r~gion design, connection design must be 
integrated with the overall member design. This is the subject of the 
next section. 
4.5 CHARACTERISTIC BEHAVIOR OF WALL PANELS WITH ANGLE SEAT 
BEARING CONNECTIONS 
I 
In the previous sections the behavior of angle seat bearing 
connections was studied independently of ther member they support. 
. ~ .. ~ 
But in good connection design, it is just as imp~rtant to properl~J 
design the member so that it does indeed allow the connection to 
behave as modeled. In this section, the behavior of wall panels with 
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angle seat bearing connections shall be stud·ied. 
. demonstrate 
This study will 
(1) how the angle seat bearing connections just described 
interact with the connected member (in this case a wall 
panel). 
(2) the wall panel behavior itself, and how to design it 
utilizing the concepts of section 2. 4. 3 ( suspended loads 
and indirect supports), and 
(3) the importance of considering truss systems in three 
dimensions. 
At first glance, rational design seems complex: Since the panel 
is suspended from angle seat bearing connections it is indirectly 
supported. Since its distributed load is not a compressive load 
applied to the top, but rather the self weight arising over the depth 
of the panel, it must be considered as a suspended load (Fig. 
4.14(a)). But the design of this panel is rather simple if it is 
broken down to three basic design problems already treated in 
chapter 2: (1) a simply supported deep beam with distributed 
compressive loads along the tog. flange and compression supports at 
the bottom (section 2.5); (2) suspended loads (section 2.4. 3); and 
(3) indirect supports (section 2.4.3). Thus, the design of the panel 
itself proceeds in three steps. A fourth step, finally, integrates 
the panel design with the connection design. 
(1) Assume all loads and supports as compressive and use normal 
procedures in choosing the required shear and flexural 
reinforcement. 
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· (2) Since the self weight is actually hung from the depth of 
(3) 
. 
\ 
the panel .J:9ather than applied to'' the top, provide suspender 
bars to transfer the full self weight to the top of the 
beam. 
Since the supports are not actually • compressive at the 
bottom (direct) but rather indirect at the top, provide 
hanger bars that transfer the full support reactions from 
the bottom to the indirect support at the top. 
(4) Finally, integrate the panel design and the connection 
design and ensure that the models used are compatible. 
In the. first step, th.e panel is modeled as a deep beam with a 
' j 
9 ' 
uniformly distributed compression load on top of the beam. The 
support reactions are assumed to act as compression supports near the 
bottom of the panel. The truss model for this step is shown in Fig. 
4.14(b). For this beam, flexural and shear reinforcement may be 
located and proportioned using the truss modeling concepts described 
in chapter 2. For demonstrative purposes, the panel length shown is 
very short, thus steep diagonal compressive fans can develop which 
can transfer the loads directly to the supports without any stirrups. 
The' panel is a deep beam consisting only of D regions (section 2. 5). 
The flexural reinforcement must extend lon·gitudinally near the 
bottom· of above the support 
• compression beam, but assumed the 
locations and anchored there for its full capacity. This s tee 1 is 
proportioned for the outward thrusts (horizontal components) of the 
fans. 
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' Since the vertical components of the fans (for this example 
only) exactly equilibrate the uniformly distributed compression loads 
' 
along the top, no stirrups are needed for this beam at this step by 
.. 
analysis, provided the full capacity of the longitudinal 
reinforcement can be anchored at the support. If not, stirrups must 
be added until the bar end force decreases to a value that can be 
anchored. In any case, the final design will be checked for minimum 
horizontal.and vertical distributed 1r1nforcement. 
In the second step hanger ties, in addition to any stirrups 
possibly supplied in step (1), must be placed so as to hang the self 
weight of the panel (which accumulates over the depth of the beam), 
up to the top (Fig. 4 .14(c)). These suspender bars must be fully 
anchored at the top within the compression zone similarly to stirrups 
in beam$. The suspender bars are uniformly spaced across the entire 
length of the panel, and must be proportioned for the full self 
weight (remember this is the only vertical reinforcement up to this 
step). A complete discussion on suspender bars and the consequences 
of, omitting them or not anchoring them at the top may be found in 
section 2.4.3. Note that although the stirrup diagram staggers below 
the shear diagram, (dashed line (1) in Fig. 4.14(d)), staggering 
occurs above the shear diagram (dashed line (2) in Fig. 4.14(d)), if 
suspender bars are added. 
In the thi~d step, the vertical reaction supplied at the level 
of the angle ~eat bearing connection is connected with the fictitious 
support through hanger bars, (Fig. 4. 15 (a)) . These bars must be 
fully anchored at level where the the • compression supports ar~ 
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assumed to act. More specifically, the hanger bars must interlock 
with the flexural tension steel. If the hanger bars are loosely. 
placed behind the angle, they must be closely spaced over an 
effective width which allows a compression fan to transfer the 
vertical reaction from the steel angle (through shear friction) to 
the hanger bars, as shown in Fig. 4.lS(a). By the principle of St. 
Venant, this effective width might be estimated at this stage of the 
design as the width of the steel angle plus a wall thickness on 
either side of t·he angle (however see below). 
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Up to· this point treatment of this panel is identical to the 
(planar) design of a deep beam with indirect support reactions 
and suspended loads acting in the center plane of the deep beam. 
However, while the self weight does act· in the center plane, 
reactions are eccentric to the member axis as l11ustrated in 
the 
Fig. 
4.lS(b). Thus the panel • 1S subjected to out of plane flexure. 
However, since the moment due to the eccentric reaction is only 
locally applied at the angle seat bearing support and only locally 
resisted at the horizontal support beneath it, this flexure must 
remain contained in a vertical effective strip including the two 
supports as shown in Fig. 4.lS(a). A freebody diagram of the 
isolated effective strip shows then that it is also subjected to a 
axial tensile force applied at the level of the assumed fictitious 
support, namely the vertical component of the diagonal compression 
fan entering that fictitious support. Thus, · the effective strip is 
subjected to flexure and axial tension as shown in Figs. 4.lS(b) and 
4.lS(c). Note that the panel outside the effective strip is 
subjected only to in plane flexure and shear, but not to torsion. 
The diagonal fan Fig. loading effective the strip, • compression 
4.16(b), "unloads" therefore, its vertical component at the level of 
the fictitious support at the centroid of the effective strip member 
as shown in Figs. 4.lS(a), (b), and 4.16(a). 
At this point, it becomes clear that from the point of view of 
member design (i.e. of the panel) the D region disturbed by the 
presence of the connections is the effective strip containing the 
hanger bars, the seat angle bearing connection at the top, the 
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horizontal support or connection at the bottom, and the fictitious 
support. Step (4), integrating connection and member (panel) design, 
thus amounts to designing and detailing the effective strip beam. 
This effective strip beam has its own Band D regions. Its upper end 
D-region comprises the vicinity of the seat angle bearing connection 
as treated in sections 4.2 to 4.4, while its lower end D-region 
comprises the vici,ni ty of the horizontal support and of the 
fictitious support introduced irt step (1). 
The fact that from the viewpoint of the equilibrium of the panel 
,, 
the disturbances of the connections must be contained within an 
.. 
effective ·strip beam, is the major justification for treating the 
connections as planar problems in sections 4. 2 to 4. 4. While a 
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friction of the moment applied by the angle might be resisted by 
torsion along the top edge of the panel, particularly in the elastic 
uncracked range, this torsion would have to "circle back" into the 
effective strip beam. Furthermo~e, the panel edge is seldomly, if 
ever, designed for torsion (closed hoops, two ,layers of longitudinal 
reinforcement). Even if it were, the drop in torsional stiffness 
I 
upon cracking is drastically lower than that in flexural stiffness. 
For these reasons, this effect is judged minor at the ultimate state 
when the panel or the connection are cracked, particularly if the 
seat angle bearing connection is located in a flexural tension zone 
of the panel as it often is. Concrete seeks the/, shortest, most 
direct, stiffest, • l.S and strongest internal force path and this 
flexure of the effective strip beam. Of course, the concept of an 
effective strip beam is analogous to the strip method of slab design. 
The effective strip beam, subjected to flexure and axial 't'! t) 
tension, can now again be treated with the methods presented in 
chapters 2 to 4. Either an explicit truss model is constructed for 
the entire strip beam by extending the "local" connection truss model 
as shown in Fig. 4.lS(c). Or the B region of the strip beam between 
the connection D-regions of the top and bottom connection is treated 
with normal beam theory according to chapter 2 or ACI code. As 
illustrated by the "effective strip truss model" of Fig. 4. lS(c) ,· the 
·-",{ hanger bars have actually two functions,. (1) to transfer the vertical 
reaction from the steel angle down to the bottom of the panel, and 
(2) to resist ·flexure within the effective strip. In other words, 
the hanger bars from the point of view of planar panel design are the 
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' longitudinal reinforcement' for flexure and axial tension from the 
viewpoint of effective strip beam design, and the latter is, in turn, 
the longitudinal reinforcement labeled r1 in the connection truss 
models presented in sections 4.2 to 4.4. 
Thus, the estimation of effective width from the viewpoint of 
' planar panel design (Fig. 4.lS(a)) can be refined: the hanger bars 
should be distributed over a width which allows the hanger bars to 
intercept strut A and B (Fig. 4.S(b) or A' and E (Fig. 4.6(b)). For 
Ii 
this purpose it may be assumed that struts A and Bin Fig. 4.S(b) can 
fan out transversely (out of the figure plane) by 45° from the tip of 
the angle or the stud heads. The smaller of their width at node Y 
controls the width over which the \banger bars should be placed. Of 
course, equilibrium requires that longitudinal panel reinforcement be 
placed at node Y which can resist the outward thrusts of the fanning 
struts A and B. 
If the effective strip beam is treated with normal beam theory 
in its B region, it may be treated as a T beam. The web width of 
this T beam is the width over which its flexural reinforcement, i.e. 
the hanger bars, are placed (as defined above). Its "compress ion 
flange" in the exterior face of the panel may be assurne·d to spread by 
45° from a width equal to the angle width at the top connection to an 
effective width as defined by the AC! code at midspan (where web 
width has been defined above and span is the distance between top and 
bottom connection). 
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If the effective .strip is treated as a slender beam, 'th'en shear 
' 
' 
reinforcement in the B region of this beam can be designed using the 
ACI code( 3) 
' 
where 
V strip 
V strip N > ~ 2 
( no stirrups are needed ) 
( stirrups are needed ) · 
N - the horizontal reaction (Fig.4.lS(b)) 
- normal force on angle interface 
Ve - shear carried by concrete (ACI( 3)) 
' 0 
(4-19a) 
(4-19b) 
and where the axial tensile force in the effective strip beam is to 
be considered in the calculation of Ve. 
Step (4), integrating member and connection design or design of 
the effective strip beam, also includes design of its D regions. 
Design of its upper D-region, the seat angle bearing connection, has 
been treated extensively in sections 4.2 to 4.4, and the discussion 
above was devoted to ensuring compatible models for connection 
design, effective strip beam design, and panel design. Thus, there 
remains the task of designing the lower D region of the effective 
strip beam, which • contains not only the horizontal support or 
connection, but more importantly, the fictitious support for the 
<;;,_-..... 
direct fans in the panel transferring the loads to the effective 
strip beam. Also here compatibility of the truss models or of the 
assumed internal force paths must be ensured: the hanger bars at the 
' 
bottom of the panel must be detailed so as to allow the fans of Fig. 
4.14(b) to indeed develop in the plane of the wall. Since the 
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effective strip beam is subjected to axial tension (and shear) but no 
r, 
flexure at the bottom, as shown in Fig. 4.lS(c), reinforcement should· 
be placed at each face ·~f the effective strip beam. The detail shown 
in Pig. 4.16(a) uses therefore looped hanger bars whose center of the 
J}j. ,; . 
bend is located exactly at the level where the fictitious compression 
support was assumed to act (section A-A). The loops not only supply 
the required reinforcement ,for axial tension at each face of the 
effect·ive strip beam, but also, equally importantly, provide for a 
"pocket" to intercept the diagonal compression fan entering the strip 
from the panel as shown in Fig 4.16(b). A hydrostatic node can form 
in the loops, as shown in Fig. 4.16(a), providing a "bearing surface" 
for the diagonal in-plane fans to bear against, Fig. 4 .16 (b). The 
left leg of the hanger bar loops may be cut off at section B-B, Fig. 
4. 16 (a), where the compressive resultant: for flexure and shear, 
equation (2-8), cancels the tributary axial tensile force V/2 (i.e. 
where the "compressive" resultant for. flexure, shear, and axial 
tension changes from tension to compression). The diameter of the 
looped ·bars must of cours·e be chosen small enough that the bars can, 
develop a force V/2 over the distance y between the bend and cut-off 
point. 
Since section A-A locates the level at which the 
fictitious compression support acts, the longitudinal flexural 
reinforcement for the panel must be located just above section A-A 
such that the hanger bar loops interlock with the longitudinal 
reinforcement. As shown in Fig. 4.16(b), the longitudinal 
reinforcement must be fully anchored at the left most hanger bar. If 
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anchor plates or loops are not desirable, and the development length, 
measured from the anchor plate shown in Fig. 4.16(b), is not 
available, then stirrups must be added in the span of the panel, in 
addition to the suspender bars provided for the self weight in step 
(2), until the horizontal outward thrust of the panel fans, 1/2 Vcote 
, is reduced to a value that can be anchored or developed at the 
location of the anchor plate. The available anchorage capacity 
determines the value of cote above, and shear design is carried out 
for the panel with this cote as described in chapter 2. 
Similarly, as the longitudinal reinforcement must be pulled 
through the node and anchored "behind" the node, the support hanger 
bars must be pulled through the node and fully anchored below the 
node (see sections 2. 8 and 2. 9). The concept of the fictitious 
compression support is simply another way of defining the lower face 
of a C-T-T node (Figs. 2. 6 ( c) and 2. 2 8) . If the longitudinal 
reinforcement is to be placed close to the tension face of the panel 
proper anchorage of the hanger bars is only possible through anchor 
plates or loops as shown in Figs. 4.16(b) and 4.17(a). If the hanger 
\ ) 
bars extend only to mid-depth of the panel or if they are only fully 
developed at mid-depth, Fig. 4.17(b), then the fictitious support or 
C-T-T node • l.S located at mid-depth, longitudinal too, and the 
reinforcement would have to be placed at this level, as shown in.Fig. 
4.17(b), to permit a truss to form. Apart from being uneconomical, 
. 
this is of course also highly undesirable, since the cracking moment 
likely exceeds the flexural strength, resulting in brittle failure. 
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However, if the "hanger bars" welded to the angle or "loose" 
rebars placed behind the angle are discontinued above the flexural 
reinfo!ce~ent placed at the bottom of the panel, a diagonal tension 
failure crack can open up, as shown in Fig. 4.17(c), which is 
intercepted by little more than minimum distributed reinforcement. 
It doesn't mater whether the panel is suspended at the top' or 
supported at .the bottom by an angle seat bearing connection. As long 
as the studs of the angle are located above the primary flexural 
''l 
panel reinforcement, this failure crack can open up, unless hanger 
/ 
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bars extend below the primary flexural reinforcement and are fully 
anchored there. 
This failure crack may form not only due to diagonal cracking 
under factored load, but even more importantly under service loads 
due to volumetric changes and/or movement of the building frame. In 
at least one case the support connections of practically all precast 
concrete cladding panels of a multistory building were ripped off in 
this manner. The panel detailed according to Fig. 4.17(c) will loose 
its load bearing capacity upon formation of this crack. The panel 
detailed for the truss model shown in Fig. 4.17(a), on the other 
hand, will safely maintain its strength after being cracked. In the 
case cited above, only luck prevented the cladding panels from 
falling: they were cantilevering in an unintended way from the other 
,'\J 
end. 
Since, from the point of view of the panel, the D'region~is the 
entire effective strip, connection design not only includes the 
interface and the D region adjacent to the interface, but also design 
of the, entire effective strip. This shows that connection design ,,~' 
must really start with the global truss of the entire structural 
member. The loads must be provided with a path to the reactions. In 
:1 this example, the self weight of the panel is developed onto the 
suspender bars. The tensile forces in the suspender bars are 
transferred to the top of the panel and fully anchored there. 
Compression fans develop and equilibrate the suspender bar anchorage 
forces at the spread of the fan. At the pinch of the fan, the self 
weight (vertical component of fans) is equilibrated by the hanger 
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bars within the effective strip, while the horizontal components of 
the fans are equilibrated by the flexural reinforcement. The hanger 
bars transfer the self weight up to the D region of the angle seat 
6 
bearing connection. The forces "turn the corner," tr.ansfer through 
the rigid steel angle, and finally equilibrate the reactions. The 
final step is to provide everywhere minimum distributed reinforcement 
in both directions, where it is not already required by analysis, to 
provide the concrete with the ductility to indeed develop the design 
. . truss model. Fig. 4.18 shows the final reinforcement layout. 
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4.6 MOMENT CONNECTIONS 
Moment connections are typically used in building frames and 
transfer both forces and large moments from one structural member to 
the next. Moment connection behavior and simple connection behavior 
relate to each other similarly as a knee joint with beam to a knee 
joint with corbel. The truss models described in chapter 3 apply to 
moment connections of both monolithic and precast concrete elements. 
For instance, the truss models for the monolithic knee· and beam-
column joints of chapter 3 can also be used for the design of the D-
regions and interface of precast beam to precast column connections. 
In principle, there are two ways to proceed: 
(1) Design first the corresponding monolithic joint using 
directly the truss models of chapter 3; second, cut the 
adjoining members along the desired interface; and, third, 
design the resulting interface and connection hardware to 
accommodate the selected internal force path. 
Or, if the resulting interface characteristics or connection hardware 
are not desirable from a construction or erection point of view: 
(2) Select first desirable interface characteristics; second, 
distort the corresponding characteristic truss model of 
chapter 3 by translating nodes with "rubber-banded" truss 
elements, until the truss model does no longer interfere 
with the interface; and, third, design the D regions and 
proportion the connection hardware for the resulting truss 
model. 
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In either case, the truss models ensure that both ·the D regions of 
the connected members and the interface are designed with compatible 
models. Since the truss models presented in chapter 3 represent the 
.. 
internal force paths selected by the concrete ''if left alone,'' method 
(1) usually results in the more direct, simpler internal force paths, 
i.e. to the better structural solution. However, • since precast 
concrete gains its advantage through ease of erection and 
construction, structural and erection/construction requirements must 
be carefully balanced. Truss models do not prevent this balancing. 
On the contrary, they provide the engineer with a tool, to rationally 
adapt monolithic details to the needs of precast concrete without 
compromising the general structural integrity and ductility of 
monolithic concrete. 
As an example, consider the moment connection of Fig. 4.19(a), 
(adapted from the PCI Design Handbook(!)). Since no loads or 
boundary forces are shown, it is assumed that this connection serves 
to resist a closing moment. As a simplification, it is also assumed 
to be a corner or knee connection. Thus, proceeding with method (1), 
if the detail of Fig. 4.19(a) is to behave as a monolithic closing 
knee joint, the truss of Fig. 4.19(b) must develop. The L- shaped 
interface can be detailed so that these internal force paths can 
indeed be realized as illustrated in Fig. 4.19(c). The space between 
the beam and column filled with grout so that the • l.S 
compressive strut can pass from the beam to the column. 
diagonal 
T-he grout 
should have a compressive strength not less than that of the 
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connected elements. Furthermore, the friction angle between the 
diagonal strut and the beam-grout interface must not be exceeded. 
If it is desired that the vertical leg of the interface remains 
ungrouted, then (method 2) the truss node in the lower right corner 
of the beam is translated down to the right into the column, until 
232 
its upper tip is located at the corner of the L-shaped interface and 
the stress free triangle above the node (disregard the strut and tie 
connecting to the top insert plate) contains the interface and does 
not need to be grouted. 
Careful attention must be given to the top embedded and loose 
plate detail of the beam (Fig. 4.19(c)). Its primary function is to 
transfer the top rebars' tensile forces from the beam to the column. 
But due to the nature of the assembly, unattended eccentricities 
exist as shown in Fig. 4.20(a). As a result, the embedded plate may 
rotate as shown in Fig. 4.20(b). This rotation can lead to premature 
failure of the connection, if reinforcement is not placed to resist 
the resulting moment. Indeed, this very same embedded plate detail 
was used in a beam-column moment connection test (PCI report 1/4( 23 ), 
connection BClS). Failure of the connection was due to rotation of 
the embedded plate, which led to rupture of 0 the top longitudinal 
reinforcement in the heat affected zone of the weld. Figure 4. 21 
shows this plate. 
If reinforcement, such as a stud, is welded to the end of the 
embedded plate furthest from the beam end, the embedded plate will 
r not rotate, since a resisting force couple can develop as illustrated 
in Fig. 4.22(a). In the tested specimen, although a welded stud was 
present, it was located in the compression rather than tension zone 
and therefore, pretty useless. 
Not only must the stud be correctly place~, but it must also be 
anchored. The simplest solution is to extend the stud to the bottom 
into the beam's compression zone. An inclined strut between the stud 
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head and the embedded plate can then form, which supplies the 
resisting compressing resultant, Cs in Fig. 4.22(a), to the embedded 
plate and the vertical anchor force to the stud head. Its horizontal 
component is resisted by the difference between T and T' (Fig. 
4.20(a)) at the top and between C and C' at the bottom. Note that 
attending to the moment M1 in Fig. 4.20(a) amounts to turning the 
vertical force couple, M1 , around the corner into a horizontal force 
couple at the level of T and C. This is an opening knee joint 
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problem and, indeed, the truss model in Fig. 4.19(c) combines a 
' 
"local" opening knee joint truss model with a "global" closing knee 
joint truss model. 
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If the stud is too short Fig. 4.22(b) the efficiency of the stud 
may be reduced, since the inclination of the strut is limited by the 
friction angle, i. This limits the lever arm d' in Fig. 4.22(a) to 
stud length times tani, unless a crossbar is welded to the outer 
edge of the embedded plate. Furthermore, the horizontal component of 
the strut at the stud head must now be resisted by a "kinked shear 
strut." 
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Similar unattended eccentricities may exist at other locations 
and/or interfaces of the connection. The engineer must either detail 
the connection so as to eliminate them, or provide reinforcement to 
"intercept" them. 
Not only does the detail of Fig. 4.19(a) show no additional 
reinforcement to attend to the eccentricities, but also the top bent 
rebars in the column are too short. As the truss model of Fig. 
4.19(c) shows and as should be clear from section 3.2, the problem at 
hand is not to anchor the top rebar in the column concrete through 
development- length and hook, but rather to turn the tensile resultant 
of a moment around the corner into the column and splice it there 
with the longitudinal column reinforcement. The deficiency of this 
detail is of the type shown in Fig. 3.9(b). 
If the detail of Fig. 4.19(a) were to serve for an o:pening 
moment, the lower bent bar in the column would be bent in the wrong 
direction and the detail would be identical to the extremely poorly 
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performing the de tail 3.lO(e). • 1n Fig . In • view of 
performance differences between opening and closing knee joints and 
the crucial importance of the relative position of reinforcement and 
,1 
anchorage points, the practice of cataloguing connection details 
without showing the primary reinforcement nor the forces and moments 
for which they are intended, is questionable. 
4.7 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF CORNER CONNECTIONS 
In this section, both opening and closing precast beam to column 
corner connections are quantitatively studied using truss models. 
This analysis may be particularly instructive to practicing engineers 
since it provides some guidance on the reasoning with and use of 
truss models in a practical situation. 
In particular, two test specimens described in a PC! report( 23 ) 
are studied -- namely, specimens BC28 (opening knee joint) and BC29 
(closing knee joint). The analysis of these specimens serves two 
purposes; (1) the engineer can "get a feel" for truss modeling in 
general, and (2) a comparison can be made between the computed truss 
model predictions and the actual test results. 
Specimens BC28 and BC29 are specifically chosen because their 
analysis illustrates the truss models presented in section 3.2 
(opening and closing monolithic knee joints), and shows how those 
truss models apply to precast concrete corner joints. Equally 
importantly, this analysis demonstrates how truss models can be used 
to identify both the function of and the anchorage requirements for 
the various reinforcements. 
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Section 4.7.1 describes the test setup and test results, while 
section 4.7.2 generally outlines the analyses. Sections 4.7.3 and 
,J ' 4.7.4 describe more specifically the analyses of the D regions, and 
section 4.7.5 presents the conclusions. 
4.7.1 TEST SETUP AND TEST RESULTS 
The analysis of specimens BC 28 and BC 29 is based on tests 
results and data reported in a PC! report< 23 ). Figures 4.23(a) and 
(b) show the test setup and the test specimens. Two dowels extend 
from a rigid support simulating a column and are grouted into 
corrugated steel tubes cast into the precast beams. The material 
properties are shown in Fig. 4.23(c). Figures 4.23(a) and (b), show 
the reinforcement layout and Figs. 4. 24 and 4. 25 show the D-region 
reinforcement details. For specimen BC28, an upward concentrated 
load is applied to the beam, while for specimen BC29 a downward 
concentrated load is applied. For both specimens, an axial force of 
N = 7.8K is applied at the ends of the beams. The axial load serves 
to simulate the axial forces that result from volumetric changes such 
as creep and shrinkage in practice. 
Both were tested to their ultimate capacities. For • specimen 
BC28, the inside corner front dowel yielded at an applied load of V = 
K 10.6 . At a load of V = 11. 07K a 45° crack in the joint core 
propagated from the tip of an earlier vertical crack near the 
exterior dowel. The interior dowel then entered the strain hardening 
range (fs = 96ksi) as the exterior dowel yielded, too. At a vertical 
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load of V = 11.82K, the axial load was released and the vertical load 
dropped to 8.7K. The vertical load could then again be brought up to 
and sustained at V = 10.48K (for which both dowels have long • since 
yielded) . \ 
For specimen BC29, a progressive loading history with its 
associated beam behavior was not completely outlined. 
4.7.2 OUTLINE OF ANALYSES 
In view of the observed test results, the strategy used in these 
analyses is as follows. Since it has been observed that the dowels 
have yielded at the ultimate state, it is suspected that the beam-
column interface controls the capacity of the connection. Therefore, 
analysis (1) investigation of the • 15 separated into two parts: 
interface capacity, and (2) investigation of the D region capacity. 
In the first part the interface is indeed assumed to control and to 
be at its ultimate state. This means that for specimens BC28 and 
BC29, the dowels attain their yield or ultimate capacity, while the 
interface compression strut, as defined in section 2 .11, crushes. 
Since the interface is also subjected to a shear force (which resists 
the axial force in the beam), the interface compression strut must be 
inclined. The normal and shear components of the inclined strut on 
the interface may be determined from vertical, horizontal, and moment 
equilibrium for the interface with the assumed condition that the 
dowels yield. 
! 
Indeed, for specimen BC28, the computed ultimate interface 
forces and the corresponding ultimate load agree with the measured 
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test date; i.e., a computed load capacity of 11.25K compares quite ~ 
Cl 
well with a measured load capacity of 11.82K. Similarly the 
interface also controls for specimen BC29, since the dowels through 
the· interface yield at the ultimate state; since the measured 
capacity for BC29 is not reported a comparison with test data is not 
possible. While the agreement between computed and measured ultimate 
load for BC28 supports the assumption that the interface controls, it 
remains to be shown that the truss model within the D-region develops 
stresses which are less than or equal to the ultimate capacities of 
the internal elements. Particularly, it also remains to be shown 
that the ultimate anchorage and development capacities are not 
exceeded in the D-region. 
The second step, the analysis of the D region, begins with the 
determination of the location of the B/D region boundaries. By the 
principle of St. (section 2. 2), • 1S a B/D region boundary Venant 
located approximately at a distance equal to the depth of the beam 
away from the inside corner of the interface. The connection D 
f 
region for the beam is thus enclosed between this B/D region boundary 
and the interface. 
Next, the boundary forces and their locations need to be 
determined. The interface force magnitudes are at least 
approximately (see below) known from the interface analysis. The 
compression strut on the interface must be inclined and this 
inclination determined by vertical horizontal the struts and • lS 
components. As previously described, these components may be 
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computed from. moment and force equilibrium of · the entire specimen 
about the interface. for • lS important to· realize, It though, 
specimen BC28, that the horizontal component of interface compression 
strut must be anchored by the loop of the bottom flexural 
reinforcement of the beam. Thus the location of the interface 
compressive resultant is not. only controlled by the geometrical 
constraints of the interface (grout pad) and the grout strength, but 
also by the geometrical constraint of the loop anchorage location in 
the D-region. If the latter controls, as it does for BC28, the 
location of the inclined compressive resultant in the interface is 
given by the point of intersection of its line of action through the 
loop anchorage with the interface. If this geometrical constraint 
from the D region which slightly reduces the flexural lever arm, was 
not considered in the interface analysis, the computed ultimate load 
might have to be adjusted. The conclusion that the D-region 
constraint controls, is supported by the crack pattern which shows · 
that the lower end corner of the beam outside the loop split off and 
was therefore useless. 
In this respect a difference between specimens B·C28 and BC29 
should be noted. While the location of~the · interface compression 
strut for specimen BC28 is related to the location of the loop 
anchorage of the bottom flexural reinforcement into which it bears, 
anchorage for tfle inclined interface strut of specimen BC29 is not 
dependent on the location of the . bottom steel, since BC29 • 1S a 
closing knee joint and the strut points into the joint. Thus depth 
and location of the strut are only controlled by the geometric 
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constraints of the interface (grout pad) and the grout strength. 
The resultant forces and their locations along the B/D region 
boundary (located d away from the joint core) can also be determined 
through vertical, horizontal, and moment equilibrium about the B/D 
region boundary. The resultant of the compression chord is assumed 
to be located approximately at the level of the top reinforcement. 
The axial force in the beam is assumed to be transferred directly by 
the longitudinal steel located at mid-depth. A cracked section 
\ \, analysis may b~ performed to determine the force distribution of this 
' ,, 
section, if more accuracy is needed. While this was done for the 
pretensioned dapped end beam of Fig. 3.23, where the longitudinal and 
vertical distribution of the strand forces is crucial, it was not 
judged necessary in the present case. 
Once the magnitude and location of all forces acting on the 
interface and B/D region boundary are known, a truss model can be fit 
into the D region in between. If this truss can transfer the· 
boundary forces without exceeding the strength of its elements and 
"connections" (anchorages), the D-region does not control. If it 
cannot, the D-region controls, and the analysis has to be repeated 
starting from the controlling element(s) of the D region truss model. 
4.7.3 ANALYSIS OF D REGION BC28 
The D region truss model for specimen BC28 is shown in Fig. 
4.26. For clarity, only the discrete truss model of resultants is 
shown at this stage. The physical dimensions. of struts or fans· are 
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considered at a later stage. The truss model was constructed for the 
computed ultimate load of 11.25K. The corresponding truss element 
forces are also indicated in Fig. 4.26. 
To understand the truss model in Fig. 4.26, the "characteristic 
model" for this situation must be considered. The truss model for an 
opening knee joint with vertical ties is shown in Fig. 3.4. Note in 
Fig. 3.4(a) that part of the flexural compressive resultant c2 "turns 
the corner" into c1 in the form of a direct strut. The other part 
fans out down to the stirrups which transfer it up to the top, and 
from here finally transferred through another the fan to it • lS 
"support" provided by compressive resultant c1 . Note also that the 
vertical bar, T1 , must be mechanically anchored through an anchor 
plate, transverse loops, or equivalent above compressive resultant 
c2 , since it is th,is anchorage force which redirects c2 into the 
direct strut and lower fan. If, • l.S on the other hand, bar T1 
developed over the depth of the joint core as shown in Fig. 3.4(b), 
the bar force must be transferred through hanger ties again to the 
top so that it can redirect c2 around the corner. 
Thus it becomes clear that the first and crucial step • 1n 
constructing the truss model of Fig. 4. 26 is an analysis of the 
anchorage conditions for the dowel bars so that the available 
stirrups or ties can be assigned to the shear transfer (Fig. 3.4(a)) 
and hanger bar (Fig. 3.4(b)) functions. 
i 
" 
Obviously (Fig. 4.24) the dowel bars ar not anchored at the top 
but transfer their forces over their development lengths within the 
joint core. A development length of 14 in. (using the ACI code( 3) 
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equations) is computed for the dowel bars at yield capacity (30.3K). 
If the fictitious anchor plate of the yielding exterior dowel is 
conservatively considered to be located 14 in. from the top of the 
beam, then struts C, Fig. 4.26, can interlock with this fictitious 
(l 
anchor plate and the adjacent stirrup. Its mirrored companion can 
transfer its force directly to the "support" provided by the 
interface • compression strut and the loop anchorage. Since the 
interior dowel bar is at strain hardening (42.24K), its development 
length per the AC! code( 3) equations is 17 in. While this length 
exceeds the depth of the truss it is still within the corrugated 
tube. Since the AC! development lengths already include a capacity 
reduction factor of O. 8 (i.e. the actual development length • lS 
shorter) and because, if a small force is developed below the truss, 
the corrugated tube could transfer this small force up, the 
fictitious anchor plate is~ also for the interior dowel considered to 
be located 14 in. from the top. This permits struts D to transfer 
the dowel force to the adjacent stirrups. The dowel forces hang onto 
hanger stirrups 2, 4, and 5 through struts C and D respectively. The 
hanger stirrups then transfer the dowel forces to the top of the beam 
(truss). 
At this point the question arises whether it is not possible to 
treat the corrugated tubes as hanger reinforcement, since the dowel 
development forces can bear into the corrugations of the tube. The 
tube itself would then hang the dowel forces to the top of the beam 
in tension. However, this would require that the tubes are 
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structurally designed to not only hang . the dowel forces, but · also 
anchor them at the top of the beam. Since it is unlikely that the 
top two corrugations can act as anchor plates and since no data is 
given for the tubes, they are conservatively assumed to have 
insufficient tensile strength and end anchorage capacity. The 
corrugated tubes thus serve no primary structural purpose (except to 
serve as spiral reinforcement for the dowel bar development length) 
and the adjacent vertical ties (ties 2, 4, and 5 of Fig. 4.26), must 
therefore act as hanger reinforcement. This merely leaves tie 3 for 
the function of a shear stirrup in the joint core. Thus the ties in 
""·,!;, 
the joint core are assigned their function. 
The tensile forces in the hanger bars must be equilibrated at 
the top of the beam with diagonal compression struts. As illustrated 
in Fig. 4.26, the vertical component of strut B balances the second 
hanger bar. Similarly, strut F balances hanger bar 4, and struts G, 
H1 , and H2 balance hanger bar 5. Strut E balances the shear stirrup 
labeled as 3 which itself provides the vertical "support" for the 
bottom end of strut G. The horizontal components of these struts are 
equilibrated by the compression chord force differentials at the top 
of the beam, and by the tension chord force differentials (i.e. bond 
forces of the longitudinal reinforcement) at the bottom of the beam. 
Finally, strut A in Fig. 4. 26 represe~ts the inclined compress ion 
~ 
resultant at the interface as previously discussed which provides the 
' 
vertical support for the incoming struts B, E, F, and the strut from 
the fictitious anchor plate of the exterior dowel bar. The 
horizontal components of these incoming !truts supply the reac.tion to 
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the loop anchorage which mechanically anchors the bottom longitudinal 
steel. Note from the high forces in the longitudinal steel at the 
beam end that the loop anchorage is crucial to the performance of 
this joint.- Similarly, the outward thrust of the kinked strut B 
supplies the reaction to the loop anchorage of the longitudinal 
• reinforcement at mid-depth. Since this outward thrust 1s not 
sufficient to resist the full beam axial load which has been assigned 
to this reinforcement, strut E-E' must also be slightly kinked. The 
- ". -· -, .. 
outward thrust due to this kink · develops the remaining bar force 
within the joint core. 
Comparing the truss of Fig. 4.26 to its "model" in Fig. 3.4 
shows that strut E-E' represents the fan spreading from the column 
compression resultant, while F represents the direct strut between 
the column and beam compression resultants. The fan spreading from 
the beam's compression resultant is represented by strut G. 
Thus part of the joint shear is transferred by direct strut F 
and the other part is transferred through fan G to stirrup 3 and fan 
E. Stirrup 2, 4, 5 play the role of the hanger reinforcement in Fig. 
' -\ 
3.4(b). sinceZJit does not 
(;, 
Stirrup 1 is useless as hanger tie, 
properly interlock with the top loop (Fig. 4.26(b)) and not needed, 
because "its share" can be directly transferred to strut A. Since 
stirrup 1 is not located within the span of the D region truss, it is 
also useless as shear reinforcement. Strut B has no equivalent in 
the truss model of Fig. 3.4(a), since there is no longitudinal column 
,, 
reir1:{orcement close to the comp\ression zone. Finally, struts H1 and 
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Hz play the f 18le of the shear fan in beam~ near supports. The basic 
truss model of the resultants for an opening knee joint including 
shear and axial forces is shown in Fig. 3.2(d) where the fan is only 
represented by its resultant. · 
Since the diagonal struts unload their horizontal components 
onto the compression and tension chords, the chord forces vary across 
the joint. Note how the tension chord force essentially varies as 
indicated for reinforcement r2 in Fig. 3.4(a) except for the local 
disturbances due to the extremely flat "local trusses" transferring 
(,I the dowel bar forces out to the hanger stirrups. 
While the function or role of each truss element has now been 
clearly identified, there may remain the question of how the geometry 
of the diagonal struts is found when the paper is blank. It has 
already been observed that practically all connections and joints can 
be understood as a combination or modification of opening or closing 
knee joints and corbels. Thus the basic truss models presented in 
chapters 2 and 3 provide guidance. From here the task is a rather 
simple one. One usually looks at either transverse or longitudina1 
equilibriwn. · Since usually the stirrups yield over most of the (\span 
and thus their forces are known, while the longitudinal reinforcement 
. forces are not known except at the section of maximum moment, 
transverse equilibrium is usually considered first. 
Here transverse or vertical equilibrium is considered. It takes 
2 stirrups, close to yield (i.e. the two hanger stirrups), to 
transfer the interior dowel force of 42K. Since the beam shear force 
resists only 20% of that, 80% must be transferred over the joint. 
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Since only one shear stirrup is available, capable of transferring 
only 50%, a direct strut must form. Here the force of hanger stirrup 
5, which is not resisted by the beam shear force is assigned to shear 
transfer by stirrup(s), while the force of hanger bar 4 is assigned 
to shear transfer by direct strut. Hence direct strut F must connect 
the bottom loop anchorage with the top of hanger bar 4. Fan strut G 
must connect the top of hanger bar 5 with the bottom of shear stirrup 
3. Fan strut E-E' must connect the top of shear stirrup 3 with the 
bottom loop anchorage. A direct strut B must connect the top of 
hanger bar 2 with the bottom loop anchorage. The beam shear force is 
selected to be transferred by two stirrups. Finally strut B • 15 
kinked to the mid-depth loop anchorage and the necessary kink in 
strut E-E' is calculated. Thus the geometry of the truss • 1S 
established. 
Since the vertical components of all element forces are known, 
their horizontal components follow immediately from the geometry. 
The horizontal components of the diagonal struts, in turn, determine 
the forces in the top and bottom chord as well as in the mid-depth 
bar. Since the boundary forces are (must be!) in equilibrium an 
equilibrium check is available at the end. In principle this is all 
graphic statics! 
If the tensile strength or the end anchorage capacity at the 
longitudinal reinforcement is exceeded, the truss is adjusted. For 
instance, shear stirrup 3 is only loaded to half its capacity. By 
introducing an additional strut between the top of hanger bar 4 and 
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the bottom of shear stirrup 3_,. shear transfer by stirrup(s) can be 
increased. This reduces the fore~ in direct strut F and, hence, the 
end anchorage requirements at the loop anchorage. Here this is not 
" 
needed and not done because, whenever freedom exists in the 
assignment of forces, the selection is done so that diagonal struts 
result which do not deviate too much from 45°. At 45° degrees the 
diagonal compressive stFength according to equations (2-1) to (2-3) 
' 
is maximum. Figure 4.27 illustrates the truss model for the entire 
specimen. Construction of the truss model for the entire specimen is 
not really needed, though, since the boundary forces can be 
calculated by the beam theory equations (2-5) through (2-9) provided 
the B/D region boundary is placed a distance dcotQ away from the 
dowel bar. 
Figure 4.26(a) illustrates particularly nicely, that this joint 
or D-region in essence represents the left shear span of a deep beam 
as shown in Fig. 2.17(a) which is loaded by a suspended load, namely 
the interface tensile resultant, while the interface • compressive 
resultant represents its support reaction. As shown in Fig. 2.17(b) 
test results agree well with the truss model analysis. 
Unfortunately, no reinforcement strains were reported or measured for 
BC28 which would allow a similar comparison. 
The final step in this analysis is to check whether the D region 
capacity is adequate. The steel stresses need to be checked as well 
as the concrete compressive stresses, development/bond stresses 
a 
within the joint, and the end anchor-age of the bottom reinforcement. 
The largest tensile force in the tensile chord is 55. 83K which is 
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less than the yield capacity K (76.4 ). The stirrup strength has 
already been considered in the construction of the truss model. The 
steel strength is thus adequate. The compressive strength of the 
concrete may be checked by computing the required thickness, a, for 
some of the largest compression element forces, and checking whether 
it does not violate the geometric constraints. For this specimen, 
the largest compression force in the chord at the top of stirrup 5 is 
35.6K. The computed compression block depth at the ultimate state is 
a = . 50 in., which does not violate the geometric boundaries of the 
beam. 
Next the diagonal compressive stresses are checked. In normal 
/ 
beam design the stress concentration at the center of th.e compression , 
fans above support reactiops and below concentrated loads do not 
usually need to be checked, since the concrete is in biaxial 
compression. For the same reason the diagonal compressive stresses 
are checked here only,, in the "shear span of the deep beam" • 1.e. 
" 
between the tubes. The tangent of the angle between direct strut F 
and stirrup 3 is 10/14. Equation (3) gives therefore f'd/f'c = 0.5 . 
10/14 -= .Q.36. Hence, f'd = 0.36 x 7020 = 2570 psi. The required 
strut thickness is therefore a= 26.69/(2.57.8) = 1.3 in., wher~ 
conservatively only an effective strut width of 8 in. lying within 
the stirrups is considered (i.e. the side cover is neglected). Thus 
strut F requires a/2 - 0.65 in. of ''clear" concrete on either side 
which is clearly available between struts F and E. Similarly struts 
E and Gare checked. Thus the compressive stresses are adequate and 
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the concrete is not crushing. .. 
Since the struts' horizontal components unload onto the flexural 
rebar, the development/bond stresses acting over the horizontal width 
of the intersecting strut must transfer the horizontal components 
without violating the bond force requirements. More specifically, 
-
- (4-20) 
where Asfy = capacity of rebar 
id - development length of rebar 
CH = horizontal component of the intersecting strut 
a' - horizontal width of the intersecting strut 
For specimen BC28 the diagonal strut with the • compression 
largest horizontal component is strut D (CH= 20.28K). Its minimum 
horizontal extension (as given by equation (4-20)), is 6.3 a' 
' 
• 1n. 
Since a/2 is equal to the stirrup spacing strut D appears to 
interfere with strut G. Strut G and D together transfer a total 
" 
horizontal component of 26.2K. Hence, they need together a' - 8. 2 
in. Since this includes already a capacity reduction factor of 0.8 
the actual minimum length is 6.5 in. Since the clear space between 
the tubes provides 7 in. , bond and development is adequate and the 
bond stresses close to strut Dare considered a local problem. 
Finally, the compressive stress at the end anchorage loop must 
be checked. The computed compressive stress in th·e loop • 1S, 
8. 06 ksi. Thus the computed compressive stress is only 15% higher 
than the uniaxial compressive strength of the concrete which is 7 
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ksi. Since the·· loop itself creates biaxial compression in its plan 
and is subjected to transverse the • compression, state • l.S stress 
triaxial compression. Because the concrete strength in triaxial 
compression can be several times larger than the uniaxial cylinder 
strength the loop anchorage is considered adequate. 
Checks such as the preceding examples verify that the D region 
did not control the strength of the beam. 
4.7.4 ANALYSIS OF D REGION BC29 
Since the analysis procedure for this specimen is exactly the 
same as for specimen BC28 (section 4. 7 .3), only the characteristic 
difference in the D region truss model will be discussed. 
Specimen BC29 is a closing knee joint which is discussed in 
detail in sections 3.2 and 3.3 For this specimen, with vertical ties 
in the joint, the characteristic truss model is shown in Fig. 3. 7. 
Vertical, horizontal, and moment equilibrium of this beam about the 
interface at ultimate, (i.e. both dowels yield), predicts . a maximum 
vertical load of V = 3.21K. The large difference in capacity between 
the two specimens is due to the beneficial (BC28) or adverse (BC29) 
effect of the applied axial load. 
The actual observed capacity was not reported. Figure 4. 28 
shows the discrete truss model of the resultants for the D-region and 
Fig. 4.29 for the entire beam. The truss element forces shown 
correspon~ to the computed maximum load V = 3.21K. 
Similarly as for specimen BC28, the dowel forces must be 
considered as "suspended loads" . They are transferred from the 
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fictitious anchor plates of the dowels through compressive struts A' 
and A" to the lower bends of the adjacent hanger ties 1, 2 and 3, 4 
,. 
respectively. The hanger ties then transfer these forces to the top 
of the beam (truss). For this specimen, all ties are "used up" as 
hanger ties so that no shear stirrups are available within the joint 
core. Rather all of the shear is transferred through direct strut 
action. Thus the characteristic truss model is really that of Fig. 
3.S(b) rather than Fig. 3.7. However, since the hanger ties spread 
the dowel anchorage forces along the top of the beam, the direct 
strut of Fig. 3.S(b) becomes a "direct fan". 
The tensile forces in the hanger bars are equilibrated at · the 
top of the beam with diagonal compression struts. The vertical 
components of struts B, C and D, E balance hanger bars 1, 2 and 3, .. 4 
respectively. Struts F and G balance beam shear stirrups 5 and 6 
respectively. The horizontal components of struts B, C, D, E, F and 
~ 
.. / G are balanced by the bond stresses along tensile reinforcement at 
the top of the beam. At the bottom, strut A, which is the interface 
compression resultant, equilibrates both the vertical and horizontal 
compon_ents of struts B, C; D, E, F, G together with the compression 
\ 
' resultant of the beam. 
Since no shear stirrups in the joint core are present, struts B, 
C and D, E essentially represent two direct fans. Struts F and G 
represent the beam end fan introducing the beam shear into the column 
compressive resultant as illustrated in Fig. 3. 5 (d). Note how the 
spreading of the direct strut into a fan significantly helps reduce 
the end anchorage requirements for the flexural reinforcement at the 
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top o·f the beam. While the maximum tensile force of 28. 7K would. be 
I 
constant out to the loop anchorage for a concentrated direct strut, 
it reduces to 13K at the loop anchorage for the direct fan. It 
should also be noted that at the bottom (compression) chord of the 
' beam high tensile forces exist in the bottom reinforcement within the 
joint core, between struts A' and also between struts A''. These are 
t 
due to the "local trusses" which in "transfer girder" manner transfer 
the dowel forces out to the hanger ties. 
As in specimen BC28, the last step in the analysis is to ensure 
that the steel strengths, • compressive concrete stresses, 
development/bond stresses, and end anchorage conditions within the 
joint core are satisfactory. If so, the D region does not control 
and the assumption that the interface controls is valid and 
verified. 
Since the truss element forces are rather smaller than in BC28 
these checks are nbt repeated here. Rather, the basic defici6~cy of 
( 
' / 
this detail and truss model shall be discussed. The crucial detail 
in a closing knee joint is proper interlocking anchorage of the bars 
in the upper exterior corner, if the tensile reinforcement is not 
continuous around the corner. However hanger tie 1 is not properly 
interlocked with the loop of the , longitudinal reinforcement as 
evidenced by Fig. 4.28(b). When a diagonal tension crack propagates 
from the exterior upper corner along strut B, the tie simply "slips 
off'' the loop. Thus strut Band A' (left) cannot form. 
~ccording to the truss model of Fig. 4.28, though, tie 2 is not 
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loaded to its capacity of 24K. When tie 1 slips off, the force in 
tie 2 and accordingly the vertical component of strut C can increase 
to 24K while the force in tie 1 and strut B drops to zero. Since 
dowel bar arid hanger tie 2 are ·eccentric, a moment develops tending 
to rotate the tube. However, since the grout tube is firmly enclosed 
in the loop anchorages and the loop forces are small, this moment can 
easily be resisted by the top and bottom chords. Thus a safe 
prediction of the ultimate load would have to be based on the dowel 
forces that can be anchored, namely 24K. To make the hanger tie 1 
effective and permit it to transfer the yiftld strength of the dowel 
\ 
~' bar, hanger bar and loop anchorage must be welded together or 
otherwise mechanically connected top and bottom. 
4.7.5 CONCLUSIONS OF ANALYSIS 
Creating the truss models for these specimens is a relatively 
quick and simple task. Minimal effort has been used, yet quite a bit 
has been learned with respect to the function of the internal 
elements. Equipped with such understanding, • an engineer may 
rationally and intelligently design the internal elements to meet 
both strength and anchorage requirements. The truss models of Figs. 
4.26 through 4.29 show that the function of the connections 
themselves is to bring moments (force couples) "around the corner" as 
described in chapters 2, 3, and 4. The monolithic knee joint truss 
models of chapter 3 can be used for these precast corner joints, 
since the D region in the beam above the beam-column interface plays 
of course exactly the same role. 
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Since the6' truss models allow distinguishing between different 
functions of the reinforcement such as between "hanger reinforcement" 
and "shear stirrups'', a designer can appropriately detail the 
connections so that specific reinforcements are optimally located and 
anchored for specific uses. For instance, designing the corrugated 
dowel tubes as hanger reinforcement relieves the stirrups from 
the "hanging task". Thus those stirrups can then be used to transfer 
joint shear which reduces the end anchorage requirements for the 
longitudinal flexural reinforcement, as described in chapter 3. 
However, designing the corrugated tubes for the hanger bar 
function requires not only that they have sufficient tensile strength 
to transfer the dowel forces, but also that they themselves are fully 
anchored above the top beam reinforcement. 
indicates where reinforcement is not needed. 
The truss further 
For example, in the D 
region truss of specimen BC28, the stirrup closest to the beam end 
over the column support is useless~since, for this loading it is not 
needed as hanger tie nor can it serve as shear stirrup. On the other 
hand for the closing knee joint BC29 this same stirrup is the most 
• critical element, along with its companion, to turn the flexural 
tensile resultant around the corner. Yet it cannot interlock with 
the loop and the compression strut. Since it cannot be physically 
ft 
engaged, it does not contribute any resistance to the loads. Thus 
/, ... truss models can draw attention to such, critical details because they 
show which those critical details are. 
The details shown in Figs. 4.24 and (as qualified) 4.25 indeed 
allow a plastic truss model to develop. The preceding analyses show 
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though that the D region did not control the behavior of the 
specimens, rather the interface controls. However, if the dowel 
forces are doubled by providing more realistically a dowel in each 
corner of the colwnn, the capacity of the existing stirrups woul·d be 
insufficient. If the capacity of the dowels is doubled without 
increasing the capacity of the stirrups, the D region would not be 
able to transfer the boundary forces and would therefore control the 
behavior and strength of the specimen. 
; Once again, rational design requires that the function of the 
internal elements be identified. The truss models just described 
• I 
allow for this identification. However, it must be realized that the 
' 
geometry and strength of the truss models which form the basis of the 
analysis and the design, strongly depend on the anchorage details. 
In principle, therefore, detailing must be done by the engineer while 
he develops his analysis model, namely the truss model. In truss 
modeling, analysis, design, and detailing represents one integrated 
process. 
The purpose of this analysis. was to analyze a test specimen. 
Thus actually measured material properties and loads were used along 
with capacity reduction factors of unity. In design one proceeds 
exactly the same way except that the boundary forces are evaluated 
with the factored loads and the truss member capacities are 
multiplied with a capacity reduction factor, ~, of O. 9 for steel 
tension elements and 0.7 for concrete compression elements. 
Finally, a .ne.ed for well documented experiments with well 
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instrumented truss 
• specimens • lS for verification of noted these 
models ,for precast concrete connections. "Of particular importance 
are tests on anchorage details which can answer questions such as: 
When does a tie "slip off" a loop? Is the anchorage capacity 
dependent in the inclination of the strut that bears into it? 
' 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
_i_ 
The preceding chapters show that truss models represent a 
rational and unifying analysis or design tool through which 
structural behavior can be understood. It is demonstrated that truss 
models offer both a quantitative and qualitative insight into the 
characteristic behavior of a structural component and the functions 
of its details. The engineer becomes aware of the internal force 
paths which indicate the correct locations of reinforcement and 
anchorage points. Since truss models are based on the fundamental 
principles of structural mechanics, including theory of plasticity 
and compression field theory, reinforcement proportions as well as 
anchorage and development locations follow from geometry, 
equilibrium, and material strengths rather than from empirical rules 
of thwnb. If the concrete is given some ductility by providing 
"caging type" minimum distributed reinforcement, design by truss 
modeling guarantees at least one internal force path through which 
the loads can safely be transferred to the reactions. 
~ 
In other 
words, truss models ensure local equilibrium throughout a component. 
This contrasts with typical current design methods which check only 
one or two failure planes, such as an interface and a beam or column 
' section, which doesn't assure a safe force path between these failure 
.I planes. 
The preceding chapters suggest that truss models are a unifying 
design tool in that they apply to beams, deep beams, corbels, and 
slabs; to flexure, shear, axial load, and torsion; to prestressed and 
~-
' 
non-prestressed concrete; to precast and cast-in-place concrete; to 
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monolithic concrete joints and to precast concrete connections; and 
most importantly chapter 4 suggests that they can also be applied to 
a wide variety of different precast concrete connection types. This 
unifying nature, while appealing, is of course not the primary reason 
for using truss models. Rather, the primary reason is that truss 
models provide for consistent transitions between different member 
types, such as beams and deep beams or beams and slabs, and 
consistent treatment of combined actions, such as combined flexure, 
shear and torsion. 
It is shown, particularly in section 4.5, that not only do truss 
models unify design for different types of components, load actions, 
and materials but also truss models - when used at different levels: 
"global" truss models for member design, "local" truss models for 
connection D regions - allow connection design to be integrated into 
member design in a consistent, methodical, .1and simple manner. 
Using truss models results in a design methodology which is 
distinct not only in its consistency of treatment of different types 
of members and connections, but also in its emphasis on design as 
,synthesis. Today's engineer often seems to be relegated to the role 
an ·analyst. He tries to find out with powerful computational 
\,,,,.~--·-., 
tools in a black box, how a component actually behaves which has been 
proportioned with crude empirical rules. While truss models can also 
1 be used for analysis, they reveal their power and simplicity only in 
design: The engineer quite literally constructs the internal force 
paths into the member or connection which it needs to perform its 
intended function. 
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At a very general level, this methodology ma,y.be outlined in the 
.~· .. 
following five steps: 
1. , identify the general purpose and function of the 
structural component to be designed; 
2. determine the location and magnitude of all loads and 
..\ 
reactions; 
3.(a) locate all Band D regions; note that connections include 
both the connection interface and the D regions on either 
side; 
(b) design the B regions with ordinary beam theory or truss 
models and determine the boundary forces at the 
boundaries between Band D regions; 
(c) construct a truss model that geometrically fits into the 
D region and does not violate equilibrium and strength 
conditions; the truss is modeling the internal force 
paths between the ends of B regions or between loads and 
supports at the ultimate state; 
4. provide a reinforcement layout that realizes the truss 
model of step 3 in steel and concrete, and proportion the 
steel and concrete elements; 
5. make sure that the selected truss can indeed develop by 
(a) ensurtng that all the reinforcement and compression 
elements are fully anchored or developed at the locations 
indicated by the truss' geometry and by (b) providing 
''caging type'' minimum distributed reinforcement for 
ductility. 
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Since at least one load path is ~nsured at the ultimate state, ~ 
these five steps guarantee a s~ructurally sound design. The following 
sections elaborate on these five steps. 
5.1 IDENTIFICATION OF THE STRUCTURAL COMPONENT 
As obvious as it is, the design process must begin with the 
determination of the purpose and intended function of the structural 
component. Only then can all loads and reactions be estimated and 
properly located. This step is necessary since the loads and 
reactions define the boundary conditions of the structural component 
for which a truss is to be realized. 
Handbooks catalogue many suggested precast concrete connection 
details merely in the form of labeled sketches. It is recommended 
that these details are also fully described with respect to their 
intended purpose and function, and that the boundary forces and 
moments be shown directly on the sketches~ Thus, there • lS no 
question as to the scope of the suggested detail and its range of 
applicability. Furthermore, the suggested details must also show 
all of the primary reinforcement of the connected elements and their 
locations. Chapter 3 and 4 clearly show that the exact location of 
the anchorages of primary reinforcement and the exact location of 
connection hardware anchor points with respect to the primary 
reinforcement can play a crucial role. The location of a stud head 
or other mechanical ·~nchorage may be satisfactory for a closing 
moment, but lead to extremely poor performance for opening type 
moments. For this reason, the definition of connection hardware in 
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the introduction of chapter 4 includes all reinforcement not only at 
the interface, but also in the adjacent D regions. 
5.2 MODELING: TRUSS MODELS 
If the location and magnitude of all loads and reactions are 
known, 
the B and· D 
'· 
design begins with the identification of all 
C regions of the structural component. The D regions are characterized 
by disturbances in the internal force paths according to beam theory, 
which result from geometric discontinuities, concentrated loads and 
'1 reactions, transfer of prestress and, ··of course, connections. The 
extension of a D region can be estimated by the principle of St. 
Venant as a distance equal to the member depth measured from the 
disturbance (for the present purposes this estimate has been refined 
to mean a distance dcote). B regions are located between the D 
• regions. If the B regions are designed with standard methods, the 
boundary forces at the B/D region boundaries must be determined. 
Engineers familiar with truss models usually prefer to model also the 
B-regions with truss models, at least qualitatively. Thus the 
internal force paths between the supports and the loads are modeled 
with concrete compression fields and steel tension fields. While the 
stress trajectories of these fields are uniformly distributed within 
B regions, they fan or radiate out from the center of disturbance in 
D regions. A discrete truss model can now be drawn by replacin
1
~ 
"-·-compression and tension fields with the lines of action of their 
resultant. The intersection of compression and tension lines mark off 
the center of the truss nodes. 
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In the design of connections, the truss must be explicitly drawn 
for the D regions on either side of the interface. The truss which 
models the internal force paths must be statically and geometrically 
stable and satisfy equilibrium at all the nodes, boundaries and 
interfaces. The struts and nodes must fit within the geometric 
constraints of the D-region and must not overlap. Truss model and 
stress distributions used to design B regions or interfaces must be 
locally in equilibrium and geometrically compatible at B/D region 
boundaries and interfaces. 
Once a discrete design truss is chosen, layout and proportioning 
can begin. 
5. 3 LAYOUT AND PROPORTIONING: REALIZING THE TRUSS 
IN STEEL AND CONCRETE 
In design, layout requires that the appropriate materials be 
placed so that all the elements of the truss can be realized. 
Tensile members in the discrete truss indicate where tensile 
reinforcement is necessary. Except for shear in slabs, the tensile 
strength of concrete is not relied upon. Compression members in the 
truss define where compression elements such as struts, fans, and/or 
arches are to be placed. Static analysis of the discrete truss gives 
the forces in these elements which are then used to proportion the 
reinforcement and compression elements. 
For design, the static analysis is carried out at ultimate 
state, as defined by the ACI code( 3), i.e. at factored loads, while 
the elements are proportioned using the appropriate capacity 
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reduction factors, for ~, tension,,. and 
/I 
I 
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• compression elements . The 
reinforcement should yield prior to concrete crushing. For flexure 
and axial load (i.e. for the_ tension and compression chords of the 
truss model) the ACI code specifies for this purpose,· limits on the 
• 
reinforcement ratio or index, which follow· from the strain 
distribution in the desired failure mode. For diagonal compressive 
elements, equations (2-1) to (2-3) similarly make the diagonal 
compressive strength dependent on the strains in the desired failure 
mode. For the compression chord, the familiar effective compression 
block strength of 0.85f'c is used. Using the appropriate concrete 
compressive strength and capacity reduction factor, the required 
dimensions of the compression elements and of the nodal zones can be 
computed and checked against the physical geometric limits of the 
structural component. If the struts or nodal zones exceed these 
. limits or overlap, the geometry of the truss or of the structural 
component itself must be adjusted. Working only with the discrete 
truss of the resultants may therefore be dangerous. 
·~ 
.
1 ;p 
1 The B. regions may also be designed using beam theory as 
specified by the ACI code ( 3 ) ; some care is needed in this case, 
though, in evaluating the bot\ndary forces at the B/D . region 
boundaries. To ensure compatibility between the different models, 
equations (2~5) to (2-9) must be used where cote is calculated with 
equation (2~7) using the stirrups actually provided in the B region. 
No special problems • arise 
section 2.4.1 is used or 
if 
the 
the section-by-section approach 
combined shear for • • prov1s1ons 
torsion in the PC! Design Handbook(l). 
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All restrictions and provisions of the draft for a new chapter 
11 of the AC! code, which codifies truss models, shall be s~t;isfied. 
5.4 DETAILING THE TRUSS CONNECTIONS: ANCHORAGE AND DEVELOPMENT 
Poor performance of structures, particularly of precast concrete 
structures, can more often than not be traced to connections. 
However, as the preceding chapters show, poor performance of the 
connections themselves can again equally likely be traced to the 
"local connections" of the truss that tries to form within the D 
regions of connections after the concrete has been cracked; i.e. to 
poor anchorage and development of the primary reinforcement and 
connection· hardware. If the truss elements are not properly 
connected, i.e. not properly anchored and developed, the truss 
"dismembers" and disappears. A major cause of cracking of the D 
regions of precast concrete connections are the restraining forces 
due to imposed deformations such as movement of the building frame 
\, 
,JI 
and volumetric changes . resulting from creep, shrinkage, and 
temperature changes. These restraining forces are difficult to 
predict and are not distributed as in monolithic concrete, but 
concentrated at a few connections. They tend to grow until the 
material limits are exceeded somewhere and they are released through 
concrete cracking in the D region or steel yielding at the interface. 
, --. Anchorage and development of the steel in accordance. with the D 
region truss model ensures that these imposed movements do not 
jeopardize the connection load capacity for the primary design loads. 
Realization of the design truss model requires that the truss 
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nodes be detailed so fully anchor and develop the truss 
elements for the forces entering the node. t Not only must the 
reinforcement be anchored, but so do the compression elements. In 
essence, the compression elements supply the forces which anchor and 
develop the tension reinforcement, while the tension reinforcement 
supplies the forces which support and anchor the compression 
elements. Thus, the concrete compression struts and steel tension 
ties are in an action-reaction relationship. Consequently, 
mechanical anchorages and development lengths must be placed • 1n a 
location where supply • compression struts the reaction, • 1.e. can 
''behind'' the truss node. In other words, anchorage of tension ties 
with compression struts requires that the tension tie be extended far 
enough out that it can introduce its tensile force as compression 
behind the node. Thus proper anchorage and development has two 
aspects: .Sufficient strength of the anchorage or embedment length and 
correct location. 
The ACI code ( 3) specifies that development length be measured 
from the "critical section". For connections and joints this is 
usually interpreted to mean the interface between the joined members. 
Chapters 3 and 4 clearly show, though, that this does not generally 
ensure that the truss nodes can form in a location which permits the 
connection D region or joint to develop the flexural strength of the 
adjoining structural components. Rather equilibrium and bond 
--
strength may force the truss nodes to form in locations which imply a 
reduced internal flexural lever arm in comparison to that of the 
connected members. For D regions and joints the "critical section'' 
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must therefore be specified to lie behind the nodes of the design 
truss model. 
Realization of the design truss model requires not only that the 
truss elements be properly anchored at the correct location, but also 
that the concrete be given minimum ductility so that it can form the 
compression struts. The final step in the design process is therefore 
to ensure that the concrete • lS "caged" by a minimum amount of 
distributed reinforcement. 
The next section presents a preliminary version of design 
guidelines for connections. Proper anchorage and development of truss 
elements play of course a prominent role in these guidelines. 
5.5 PRELIMINARY DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR CONNECTIONS 
The insights gained through the qualitative and quantitative 
analyses presented in the preceding four chapters allow us to make a 
first step toward a consistent unified design methodology ·for 
connections based on rational models. The insights and conclusions 
drawn are formulated in the form of "code provisions and commentary" 
and may be first rough draft on for • • provisions viewed as a 
connections design 
(a) Field experience and the experimental and analytical evidence 
presented in the preceding chapters show that the performance of 
connections and joints is often controlled by the D regions on either 
side of the interface between the connected components. Design and 
detailing of these D regions must therefore be an integral part o·f 
connection design. Similarly, in connection experiments the test 
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specimen must include realistically modeled D-regions, and the ~ ' 
possibility must be considered that these D regions are precracked 
due to imposed- deformations! Chapters 3 and 4 demonstra.te that truss 
. \ 
. . . 
-~.-· ~ 
I 
_i 
models represent a simple yet rational and powerful tool to 
understand and design these D regions and to integrate connection 
design into member design. 
1. Each connection creates a locally disturbed region 
(called D region) adjacent to the interface between the 
connected members, the extension of which can be 
estimated using the principle of St. Venant. The regions 
within which, according to the principle of St. Venant, 
the stress flow determined by ~earn/plate/slab/shell 
theory is no longer disturbed, are called B regions. 
2. Connection design shall include both the design of the 
interface and the design of the D region(s). 
2.1 Design of the interface between dissimilar materials 
such as steel against concrete and concrete cast 
a~inst hardened concrete shall be based on the 
applicable provisions for interface shear transfer of 
the ACI code. 
2.2 Design of the D region(s) shall be based on a truss 
model which geometrically fits within the D region 
and satisfies the static boundary conditions (forces, 
stresses) at the interface and at the transition to 
the B region(s). 
2. 3 Alternatively, design may be based on tests or 
empirical rules derived from tests provided that 
these tests include the D region(s) and simulate the 
actual conditions of service, including effects of 
imposed deformations such as building frame movement 
or volumetric changes due to phenomena such as creep, 
shrinkage, temperature changes, and temperature 
gradients. 
(b) ACI Committee 318(E) has prepared in collaboration with ACI/ASCE 
Committee 445 a draft for a revised chapter 11 for the ACI code. The 
provisions introduce explicit truss models, define the elements of 
truss models, specify the concrete compressive strengths to be used 
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for compression chord~ diagonal struts, and nodal zones as well as 
the applicable capacity reduction factors, and refer to or modify 
chapter 12 for anchorage and development as n~eded. Connection design 
provi~ions can therefore simply refer to chapter 11 of the AC! code, 
when the . revision is enacted, and need only dea:l with issues of 
connection design which are not sufficiently covered there. 
3. Truss models shall satisfy chapter 11 AC1318-92 as well 
as all provisions of this chapter. 
4. Design of B regions shall be based on the applicable 
provisions. of the AC! code. 
(c) The performance of the moment connection BClS with top embedded 
plate< 23 ), discussed in section 4.6, Fig. 4.20, demonstrates the 
danger of unattended eccentricities.· The behavior of the connection 
was ultimately governed by rotation of this plate which led in. turn 
to rupture of the rebar welded to it in the heat affected zone. The 
review of the 24 other tests described in the same reference< 23 ) 
reveals a very high percentage of connection details for which 
performance problems can be traced to unattended eccentricities. 
Particularly in simple connections eccentricities often seem to be 
neglected. 
5. In a truss node, the lines of action of the stress 
resultants of concrete compression struts (including fans 
and arches) and reinforcement ties shall intersect in one 
point. Eccentric joints are not permitted unless this 
eccentricity is explicitly considered in the truss model. 
( d) As described in sections 2. 8 to 2. 10, chapters 3 and 4, and 
section 5.4, anchorage and development of the truss elements in the 
correct location is crucial if the design truss model • lS to be 
realized. The experimental evidence present·ed suggests that 
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connection and joint details perform satisfactorily, if rebars are 
anchored or developed in accordance with a truss model which can 
J • 
develop the flexural strength of the connected components. The truss 
models for the nib details (section 2.9), for the opening and closing 
knee joints (sections 3.2 and 3.3) and for the precast corner 
connections (sections 4.6 and 4.7) - they ~11 .demonstrate the same 
principle: For reasons of equilibrium the forces which redirect 
compressive resultants (struts) to turn the corner, must come from 
the bar anchorages, while the forces which redirect tensile 
resultants to turn the corner, must come from the compression strut 
anchorages .. Struts and ties anchor each other, their anchor forces 
are in a action-reaction relationship, or simply, 
6. At truss nodes both anchorage of rebars and anchorage of 
concrete compression struts shall be ensured. 
The truss models for the nibs, knee joints, and precast simple 
and moment connections all demonstrate that the rebars must be 
extended through the truss node and anchored "beyond" the node 
through anchor plates or its equivalent. This mechanical interlocking 
allows a biaxially compressed nodal zone to form against which the 
compression struts can bear. Only through such interlocking can a 
\ 
•. 
intercept a flexural compressive resu)t-~~t in a tension tie C-C-T 
node and redirect it to turn the corner, or can a compression strut 
intercept a flexural tensile resultant in a C-T-T node and redirect 
it to turn the corner. Hence, 
6.1 Anchor plates, closed loops, fictitious anchor 
plates, or bent continuous bars shall interlock with 
the concrete struts at a node such that a biaxially 
compressed nodal zone can form in-between. 
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6.2 Compression struts shall be anchored by bearing 
against biax,ially compressed nodal zones or anchor 
plates .. 
6. 3 Rebars shall extend through the nodal zone and be 
anchored beyond the·nodal zone through anchor plates, 
closely spaced loops, bends, or by extending them by 
a development length into a block of concrete which 
is not used by other compression struts. This block 
of concrete may be considered as a fictitious anchor 
plate located a development length from the bar end. 
· Welding a rebar to a steel plate that is parallel to the bar, is 
clearly not an effective anchorage since the steel plate may simply 
..... , 
"knife" through the concrete. Since such details are being used (nib 
2C, section 2.9.2); 
(e) 
,.., . 
6.4 If a rebar is anchored by welding it to a plate that 
is oriented parallel rather than normal to the bar, 
this plate shall in turn be anchored according to 
these provisions. 
According to the ACI code( 3) 
' 
development length is to be 
measured from the "critical section." For connections and joints this 
is usually interpreted to mean the interface between connected 
members. The experimental evidence presented~ in chapter 3, 
particularly the poor performance of many opening knee joint details 
(section 3. 3), though, that this not generally suggests, • lS 
sufficient and that the development length should be measured from 
the applicable truss node as discussed above. Therefore, the concept 
• 
of a "fictitious anchor plate" is introduced in provision 6 .1 and 
used to define the locatton of the "critical section." 
6.5 The critical ~ection from which development length is 
to be measured shall coincide with the location of • I 
the fictitio~s anchor plate in accordance with 6 .1. 
The final wi~th of struts and nodal zones shall be 
considered :in determining this location. This 
provision shall supersede any. provisions of chapter 
12 of the ACI code. 
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(f) In general, it is preferable not to ) rely on friction for 
anchorage of struts. This can be achieved, for instance, by welding 
a crossbar to the plate as discussed in section 2.9.1. If friction is 
relied upon, it must be checked. 
6.6 If compression struts are anchored by inclined 
bearing against a surface without a biaxially 
compressed nodal zone in-between, interface shear 
transfer between surface and strut shall be limited 
by the shear friction provisions of chapter 11 
ACI318. 
(g) Because the detailing for anchorage and development determines 
the geometry of the very truss model on which design is based, and 
also, since detailing influences the function of the internal 
elements (such as the function of the corrugated steel tube and of 
the ties in specimens BC28 and BC29 treated in section 4. 7) it is 
concluded, 
7. Detailing of D. regions for anchorage and development is 
the responsibility of the structural engineer. 
,(h) Since the tests underlying the empirical formulas for 
i 
development, transfer, and splice lengths in the AC! code ( 3) may 
have satisfied boundary conditions which are quite different from 
those "behind" a truss node of a D region, these formulas must be 
used with caution. Clearly, the splice provisions of the ACI code( 3 ) 
cannot apply, for instance, to a splice bent around the corner of a 
• ,t 
closing knee joint. Until anchorage and development provisions are 
formulated specifically for use with truss models, the engineer must 
< 
be aware of this situation and carefully check the applicability of 
these formulas. 
8. Anchorage details which cannot or are not resolved by 
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truss models into._ elementary conditions. of bearing and 
· bond ,strength covered· by· ACI318, shall be validated by 
tests. 
Clearly, these guidelines or provisions represent only a first 
rough draft and obviously do not cover all the ground. They do 
demonstrate though, and that is their primary purpose, that truss 
models allow connection design to be codified at a similar level as 
design for flexure and axial load: Only general principles of 
modeling, analysis, design, and detailing need to be specified, which 
are common to all types of connections. Thus codification of 
connection design becomes possible without imposing on the industry 
the standardization of details which would be necessary, if empirical 
rules are codified for each detail. 
5.6 FUTURE RESEARCH NEEDS 
Generally, a scarcity of well-documented experimentsr-with well-
instrumented specimens is noted in the precast concrete connection 
area. An experimental program with carefully and well instrumented 
connection specimens which include the D regions, is needed. These 
specimens should allow the internal force paths to be measured for 
comparison with the truss model pred~ctions, as has been done for 
' ' 
monolithic concrete D regions. 
Considerable uncertainty exists regarding the use of the 
anchorage and development formulas of the AC! code, Chapter 12, • 1n 
the context of truss models for of The • regions. D range 
applicability of these formulas is limited to the test conditions 
from which they were derived. Thus the test data underlying Chapter 
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12, ACI318, should be reviewed with the objective to specify the ., 
(boundary)· conditions for which these provisions hold, in. a form 
' 
suitable for truss modeling. An experimental program should be 
started on anchorage details which frequently occur in.many different 
types of connections. The test results should be presented in a form 
that is independent of a specific connection type and in terms of 
parameters that are useful for truss models. 
The formula for the compressive strength of diagonally cracked~ 
concrete, equation (2-1), • specimens has been derived from test 
subjected to uniform diagonal compression fields. Further 
experimental research on its applicability_to concentrated struts is 
needed. Closely related to this problem is the question of which 
effective strut width should be used in the truss models for simple 
connections. 
Since a high percentage of the failures of the 25 tests reported 
in references< 23 ) is due to weld ruptures in the heat affected zone, 
newer, more advanced materials need to be developed. Perhaps some 
advanced adhesives can replace welding all together. The 
effectiveness of a connection designed with truss models is limited 
by the effectiveness of the anchorage and development of its 
elements. Thus if the quality of ~elds in anchorage details cannot 
be sufficiently controlled, new adhesives may offer a solution. 
Chapter 3 shows that monolithic concrete joints have many 
inherent anchorage and development problems. This clearly represents 
an opportunity for precast concrete. If connection hardware such as 
splice sleeves, is innovatively designed to not only join reinforcing 
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bars, but also solve at the same time.some of the inherent anchorage 
problems of monolithic joints, precast concrete moment connections 
might even outperform monolithic joints. At least the reinforcement 
congestion could be reduced resulting in better constructability. 
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